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Abstract
Final Report

NIE-LC-74-0140: Reading Comprehension Programs: Theoretical
Bases of Reading Comprehension Instruction
in the Middle Grades

Co-Directors: Kenneth S. Goodman, William D. Page, Center
for the Expansion of Language and Thinking
5649 E. 10th St., Tucson, Arizona, 85711.

This study sought insight into the relationship of theories
of comprehension and reading instruction to reading practice.
Attention was on comprehehsion in the middle-grades, considered
to be a transitional period between beginning reading and'
mature proficiency. In this study, it was assumed that -

reading programs involve a series of decisions made by 'their
developers, either consciously or implicitly. The theoretical.'
bases for designing reading programs were divided into three
major areas: Reading, Language, Learning and Teaching.
Within each major theoretical area, conflicting positions
exist; any published reading program will relate to those
positions in some way, whether or not the authors and
editors have explicitly considered the` relationship: A
program rating instrument was developed to assess the
relationship of the reading programs to these theoretical
positions.

The results indicate that current programs do not reflect
consistent coherent theoretical bases: what differences
they have are obscured by their internal inconsistencies
and their large areas of overlap. The differences between
reading programs are sharpest at their beginning points. In
the middle grade components of the programs, they become more
similar. All provide some kind of connected texts to be
comprehended. Analyses. of the program ratings did not yeild
any significant differences among_the 7 reading programs
studied. However, four Major dimensions of theoretical
positions were found._ These may be useful in thinking about
reading instruction.
Factor I: the Anti-Epistemological Approach. Treats language
as observable speech and writing,avoids knowledge construction.
Factor II: Anti-Spoken Analogue Approach. Emphasizes know
ledge construction, avoids oral reading;- mentalistic psychology.
Factor III: Reader Initiated Approach. Factor IV: Message
Reconstruction Approach. BothIII nd IV see language as
rule governed, adopt cognitive viers of learning, differ in

view of the purpose of reading.
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PART 1

Reading Comprehension Programs in the Middle Grades

CHAPTER 1'

Comprehension in Middle-Grade Reading Programs



Problem

,This study seeks insight into the relationship of

theories of comprehension and reading instruction o reading

pr'actice, and the potential effects of these progr s on

student achievement. Attention in this study is on compre-

hension in middle grades, Considered to be a transitional

period between beginning development of reading and nature

proficiency. We are concerned with initial instruction only

as it influences later focus on developing reading compre-

hension.

The state of middle-grade comprehension instruction and

instructional programs in the United States today is ambigu-

ous, and requires re-analysis and reformulation if our

children are to fully partake of those aspects of life that

rely heavily on insightful reading. This study seeks to

remedy this state of uncertainty to some degree by reviewing

the existing literature,' formulating a paradigm of models of

learning to read, and assessing programs in terms of the

/.modelsIt, also makes recomm PrI dations for further study, for

proceeding with instructionifor, generating new programs, and

for structuring criteria for selection of materials and pro-

gramgram thrusts by school people.

In a real sense we begin where Corder (1971) leaves off.

He sought to evaluate programs for K-adult reading develop-

ment. Corder documents / in detail -the great difficulty of

effectively surveying or evaluating reading programs based on
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available literature in the field.

Problems with Identification and Description f Materials

In an .attempt to categorize the research iterature on

"what methods, materials, approaches, equipment áid proce-

dures are used to teach reading in the United Stakes and to

what extent" (Corder, p. 61) Corder used a code s tem draw-

ing on 1) Challis (1967) classification system of teaching

methods, 2) methods most widely described in text§ and pro-
,

fessional literature in the field, and 3) recommendations of

the project's logic committee. Nine categories were used.

1. Meaning

2. Code emphasis

a. synthetic

b. analytic

3.

4.

Linguistic

Modified alphabet

5. Responsive environment
.\

6. Programmed learning

7. Individualized reading

8. Language experience

9. Eclectic or author's own (Corder, p. 63)

Corder then surveyed programs to see where, they fit.
/

// Unfortunately, he foundtlie publishers', critics', and evalua-:
/

, . . tors' uses of terminology inconsistent and confusing. Reports
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often failed to adequately describe methods used. "The common

failing of definitions at this level of generalization (refer-

ring to many published sources) is their lack of enough speci-

ficity.: Without the specification of attributes of these

global' methods on a number of particular dimensions, it is not

possible to conduct an intensive search for knowledge " (Corder,

p. 133). Thus, it becomes difficult to determine what the

programs being described actually contain. In fact, according

to Corder, -"The only area of reading instruction where methods

are clearly specified is in the area of remedial reading"

(p.-65).

Teacher behavior is also poorly specified (Corder, p. 63).

Although Corder's categorization criteria are based on author

self-reports for determining the, classification of materials

(Chall, 1967, used this as her basis), and methods most wide--

ly described in the reading field, Corder is not satisfied

with the results as. the "methods represent quite different

concepts."

Some of .the methods represent emphaaes (or perhaps
philosophies); some represent classroom organization
practices (e.g. individualized instruction); some
represent ways of simplifying the graphemic system
(in i.t.a., the media seems to be the method); and
still others refer primarily to the kinds of mate-
rials used (e.g. programmed learning) (Corder,
P. 64).

In the teaching of-beginning read d g almost all of the

methods were used for each program. Most of the higher grade

programs surveyed also dealt primarily with decoding skills,



(Corder, p. 64), it is reasdnable to assume that this overlap

existed in these \programs as *ell.

The classificationeriteria are not actually useful for

sorting _out distincions, as they do not in fact-represent

different articulated points of View. Corder concludes:

Were we to ave applied more rigorous criteria to
defining,met ods and restricted articles reviewed
to those whit j, described the teacher's recurrent
patterns of behavior in any detail, we would have
virtually nothing. Nto report. Most of the authors
of the research articles surveyed labeled their
methods with terms that fit one or more of the
categories above, although some indicated only the
materials that were used,in the experiment. There
were few studies where teaching methods were ex-
plicitly described except for the projects which
program teacher responses (e.g. the Southwest Re-
gional Laboratory's Basic Concepts and Tutoring
Programs) and some of the language experience .stud---
ies where suggested activities for the teacher were
carefully delineated (p. 63).

Problems in Attempting to Analyze the Effects of Programs on

Student Achievement Based on Evaluation Reports from the Lit-

erature.

Jean Chall Mund the body of research evaluating reading

programs to be "shockingly inconclusive",(Chall, 1967, p. 88)

Corder strongly agrees. Journal articlehich explained and

deScribeCresearch investigations were especially sketchy.

Thus, regardless of the quality of the research actually

conducted, the only surviving and accessible report that can

be found with reasonable dilligence is one that does not con-

tain sufficient information so that the reader can judge for

hinself the quality of the information" (Corder, p. 136).
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Apparently, most of the research studieS examined 'failed to

clearly define their methods of operation and used labels

which varied widely in their meaning. Nor did they adequately

define the learner (sex, ability, SES, teacher characteristics.

etc.) (Corder, pp. 118-9) .

_-Additional difficulties-invoIved-the-relAti-onship of

materials and teacherb. One would have to monitor exactly

what occurred within a classroom to determine how carefully

the teacher was adhering to the program.

Researchers investigating basal readers apparently
assumed that the teachers in-.the study followed the
Teacher's Guide and rarely-Specified the actual
activities that were used in the classroom nor. the
degree to which manuals were followed (Corder,
(g. 64) .

Corder reports that well-known statisticians and re-

searchers in the field of education have seriously questioned

the validity of using experimental research methodology and

statistics for classroom investigations. Rosenshine (1970)

states:

The lack of information on classroom interaction
hinders evaluation of a single curriculum or dif-
ferent curricula because without this information
one tends to assume that all classrooms using the
same curriculum materials constitute a homogeneous
"treatment variable." Such an assumption is ques-
tionable because teachers may vary widely in what
activities they select and how they implement them
(p. 280).

Normed tests are particularly criticized. Corder quotes
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Lennon (1969) as observing "'when we consider that to such

differences from test to test, there must be differences

associated with varying content ... the issue of comparabi-

lIty, or lack of it, among the results of the various tests

may begin to be Seen in proper oerSpective" (Corder, p. 36).

See also Roger Farr' -(1969), Jaap Tuinman (1973), and Ralph

Tyler (1974) . A's the editor of a large publishing house

recently asked: "Are the, tests testing what.the programs are

teaching?"

In summing up the vari us kinds of research studies"
,./

examined, Corder notes that "all of the studies assume that a

child's reading growth is a function of what is taught to him

in the reading class. Other school and extra-curricular
0

experiences are assumed to be equivalent for all of the

students" (p. 12).

P. Kenneth Komoski, President of Education Products

Information ExChange Institute (a "consumers union" for school

systems and educators) says that as of 1971 well over 200,000

materials were being marketed to schools. Less than. 10% of

these educational materials on the market has been field-

tested or empirically validated and only about 1% has been

subjected to learner verification tests (Corder, p. 115). A

most important question then becomes, "What are students

being asked to read?"

In this study we've assumed that reading programs

involve a series of decisions made by their developers, either

consciously or implicitly. We have developed a paradigm that

divides the theoretical bases for designing reading programs



into four major areas: Reading, Language, Learning,, and

Teaching. Under these we have been able to subsume areas of

decision making.

We define theory as a synthesis of knowledge of phenome-

na based on research designed to try to predict and explain

as well as gather, organize, and analyze data.. We have de-

lineated areas of theory that have direct logical bearing on

reading instruction. Within each major theoretical area,

conflicting positions exist; any published reading programs

will relate to those positions in some way even if the rela-

tionship is unexamined by the authors and editors.,

Logically, reading programs should be created by careful-

ly considering all relevant theoretical bases, creating crite-

ria for dealing with all decisions, and then constructing a

consistent and articulated reading program. Logically also,

if this method of creating reading programs were consistently

used, one should be able easily to a) classify extant reading

programs, and b) infer from the pupil and teacher material

the theoretical base.

In fact, reading programs seem to be constructed by a

process that reflects response to tradition, imitation of

aspects of programs of successful competitors, author and

editor intuition, marketing constraints, current fads, public

pressures, and disjointed teamwork. Furthermore, self-

,descriptions of programs by publishers are not always moti-

vated by a desire to frankly state the key positions the

program represents.
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We had hoped to delineate clear alternatives by showing

,that.consistent, coherent theoretical choices are possible;

a set of really useful categories that could serve as a basis

for comparing the effectiveness of really contrasting pro-

grams for reading comprehension. We had hoped to designate

41eas examplars at least one current reading program for each

theoretical alternative.

What we.have found is that current. programs do not're-.
A
flect consistent coherent theoretical bases and that what

differences they have are Rbscured by their internal incon-

sistencies and their large areas of overlap.

Furthermore, the differencesbetween reading programs are

sharpest at their beginning points They appear to reflect

alternate views of how instruction should begin more than

anything else. They will focus initially on letter-sound

relating schemes (phonics), or whole words, or children's

language. Some programs assumea bottom up view of develop-

ment which goes from parts to whole language. Others are

whole or mixed. But in the middle_grade:components of the

programs they become more simi:lar. All provide some kind of

connected texts to be comprehended. ,Whatever else they

stress all must, give some ;attention to comprehension of these

connected texts.

,-, If our paradigm can not separate and neatly classify

entire reading programS, it can provide the critical, dimen-

sions for analyzing and comparin'g programs. It can 'delineate

consistencies and inconsistencies. It can bring some order

to the chaos Corder found.

f
C.)



The Paradigm

In developing the categore,s of the paradigm the attempt

11

is made to include a. wide range of alternative positions. In

one sense it is possible to generate a very large number of

coherent alternative programs by combining any possible posi-

tion on any theoretical issue in any of the four areas; read-

ing, language, learning, and teaching with any combination of

positions in the other areas. But in fact, the four areas

are related. A view of reading may be part of a view of

language. A learning theory implies certain teacher roles

and may require a structuring of reading and language tasks.

Still, in using this paradigm it is possible to consider

which positions are compatible with which others and what

decisions are required once others have been made.

The plan of this report is to briefly present the para-

digm and then to use it to 'examine the middle grade compo-

nents of several reading programs. That will, make it pos-'

sible to offer'some conclusions about how comprehension is

being dealt with in reading programs and what some potential

alternatives may'be.

'. In Part II we present a fuller discussion of each of'our

theoretical areas.

I. Reading

Every reading program must make sometdecisions based on
how it'defines reading. This may involve an articulated
theory of reading as it relates to reading development or
it may not. In any case decisions are made in these sub-
areas.
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A. Program focus: A most common base point in instruc-
tional programs is identifying a key unit and a form
of response to it. We identify these possible focal
points.

1. Sounds, letters, and/ormatching sounds and
letters

2. Word identification

3. Word meaning matching to word shapes

4. Syntactic reconstruction

5. Meaning reconstruction

6. Knowledge construction

Programs may shift their focus in the middle grades
or maintain it throughout the program.

B. Comprehension tasks:: Within programs, tasks are used
in instruction and/Or in evaluation. Evaluation and
instruction ought to employ the same task choices.
They don't always do so.

1. Subjective reporting

2. True or false questions

3. Multiple-choice questions

4. Following directions

5. Missing elements

6. Questions about a passage

7. Message recognition

8. Message reproduction

C. Levels of comprehension: Comprehension is usually
seen as moving from superficial to deeper insight.
Some programs may build this progression into a
hierarchical sequence; others integrate all from the
beginning.

1. Literal

2. Inferential

3. Evaluative

4. Appreciative
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D. Purpose for reading: Instructional programs treat
reading,purpose as haying one of three sources. 'Some
build aji)rogression from text-determined to self-
determined, others emphasize self-selection from the
start, still others ignore the issue.

1. Determined by text

2. Determined by teacher

3. Determined by student

E. Inquiry into print: Reading programs direct learners
through the activities and expOriences they provide
to investigate-print at many lOvels. Programs will
differ in how this inquiry is /keyed to focal emphasis,
to planned sequence, and in degree of integration
within connected text.

1. Configuration

2. Phonics

3. Structural-word analysis

4. Synthetic-word approach

5.' Dictionary skills

'6. Syntactic context

7. Semantic context

8. Pictures, diagrams, maps

9. Environmental context

II. Language

Some, but not all reading programs put reading explicitly
in a language context. All take at least implicit posi-
tions on issues of linguistic comprehension.

A. Unit of emphasis: Reading\programs choose the units
of emphasis they deem necessary. The extent to which
bottom-up, top-down, or mixed views are chosen will
influence units of emphasis, as will learning theo-
ries. Sometimes these will overwhelm language consi-
derations.

1. Letters

2. Smaller than syllable
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3. Syllable

4. Word

5. Phrase

6. Clause

7. Sentence

8. Paragraph

9. Story or passage

10. Chapter or section

11. Book

12. Content area

B. View of language: Implicit or explicit, examined or ,
not, all programs choose a view or views of language.

1. Language is innate

2. Language is speech and/or writing

3. Language is .a process based on communication of
meaning

Meaning: Meaning is considered to adhere to, be
represented, or be implicit in language at several
levels.

1. Morphemic

2. Lexical

3. Synthetic fusion

4. Contextual

III. Learning: The third decision area derives from theories.-
of learning, particularly of language learning and of
Cognition.

A. View of learnirig: A key aspect of any reading pro-
gram is how learning is conceptualized.

1. Mentalistic

2. Behavioristic

3. Cognitive and field

ts
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B. View of the learner: Equally important is whether the
learner is a passive recipient, an active participant,
or interactive. The relationship of explicit teaching
to learning is reflected in assumptions about the learn-
er and the learner's involvement in attempting to read.

1. Active

2. Passive

3. Interactive

\ IV. Teaching

)

We focus here on the school, program, curriculum, and
pedagogy all as part of-the program plan to help learning
take place.

A. Pedagogical approaches: By tradition, invention or
careful design, all programs followed these pedagogi-
cal approaches.

1. Directed reading lesson in basal text

2. Directed reading lesson in content 'areas

3. Content units.

4. Literature approaches

5. Technital'and informational approaches

6. Language experience

7. Phonics

8. Word recognition

9. Total individualization
.-

10. Partial -individualization

11: PrograMmed,materials

12, Structural linguistic approaches

B. Approaches to reading problems Programs make
ehoices.about how to: deal with problems in reading
involvement.

. .. .-:; . .

1. Differentiation of instruction
\

-.2. _Improvement of self.concept of student
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Promotion of social and psychological adjustment

. Reorganization of the'curriculUm and/or instruc
tion

5. Reorganization of personnel of the classroom,
school, or district

Diagnostic: Test skills prerequisite\to reading;;
for deficits

Diagnostic: Test reading skills for deficits

8. Diagnostic: Test perceptual, motor, and neurolo-
gical characteristics for deficits (Dyslexi6)

9. Diagnostic: 'Assess language for deficit

10. Search for technological solutions to problems ,

C. Teaching role: All programs assign roles to the
teacher; some by implication, some by script, some
by prescription.

1. Teacherless programs

2. The teacher as a scripted performer

3. _The teacher as a technician

4. The teacher as-a source of wisdom

5. The teacher as a guide and monitor

6. The teacher as a clinical information processor

7. The teacher as a judge and policeman

D. Curriculum thrusts: Every instructional program
relates to one or more curricular views. These are
the broad guiding concepts of how curriculum is de-
termined.

1. Cognitive process

2. Technology

3.. Academic rationalism

. Social reconstruction

5. Self-actualization

0-
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The Program Profile'
/

.

The categorical system creates a program profile instru-

ment which/can-be used to analyze programs. In the instru-

ment, we s/eparate pupil and teacher materials. Then we con-

sider Tyler's four aspects of curriculum (Tyler, .1950):

Objectives,'experiences, organization of experiences, and

evaluation for both student and teacher materials. In pilot

use Ike found objectives, experiences, and organization, can

be heated as a unit. Ea.,h paradigm sub-category is checked

for that unit and evaluation in pupil and inteacher materi-

als.



CHAPTER 2
19 .

Instructional Episodes
Presented here aye instances of reading instruction.

Each exhibits characteristics that represented chokces in

theoretical areas of the Paradigm. We use the episodes here

to demonstrate how the Paradigm relates to programs in the

reality of the classroom. They are touchstones between the-

ory and practice, and the mediating, circumstance that con-

nects them is the teacher's decisions within a program to

carry out various procedures. The underlying theories may be

tacitly assumed, casually accepted by using specific materi-

als, or critically selected as means to identified, desired

ends.

-The episodes we present here represent descriptions of

instruction conceived by successful teachers when asked to

put their minds to the task of describing a few minutes of

reading instruction. Following each episode is a brief /ana-

lysis of the characteristics of the instruction based on the

Paradigm.

Episode

The teacher of a fourth grade class introduces the topic

of homonyms. Pupils are told to- add one page to/their word

books, and to entitle the page "Homonyms." Below the title,

pupils are,,directed to copy a definition from the chalkboard.

The definition says: "Homonyms*,are different words that

sound the same. They mean different things.' Homonyms are

*Linguists would be more likely to call these homophones.
The source of information in instruction and instructkonal
materials may sometimes reveal the formative process of the
program.
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used indifferent ways and are spelled in different ways."

The teacher puts the following pairs of homonyms on an

overhead projector: "principle" and "principal;" "stationery"

and "stationary;" "capitol" and "capital." The teacher

states the definitions of the words, discusses the defini-

tions, and then puts an overlay on the overhead projector

that displays the definitions. The homonyms are designated

either.noun or adjective, consistent with the definition on

the overhead projector. The teacher tells the pupils that

they know the difference between nouns and adjectives, but

to look at previous notebook sheets entitled "Nouns and

Adjectives." The teacher directs the pupils to copy the

definitions'of the words on their page about "homonyms." The

pupils s-are told to add the homonyms to their "Bank of Word

Cards" a pack of 3X5 cards with a word printed by the stu-

dent on one side of the card, and a definition of the word

written in cursive on the other side of the card.

The teacher passes out dittoed sheets. Pupils are told

that'the sheet is a "Word Exercise." Each sheet contains six

sentences, each with a missing word. Pupils are directed to

select one of the presented homonyms and write it in the'

blank in the appropriate sentence. The words are paired,

beneath the appropriate sentence and designated "noun" or

"adjective." Each sentence in a pair requires a noun or an

adjective in the blank.

The dittoed sheet is self corrected when the teacher

presents the correct responses on the overhead projector.
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Pupils with all correct answers are directed to write a sen-

tence of their own using each homonyM in preparation for

reading the sentences orally into a conventional tape record-
,

er. After tape recording their sentences, these pupils are

directed to work in small groups with dictionaries to find

additional homonym pairs, and to write and tape, record their

sentences.

Pupils with one to four wrong on the dittoed exercise

are assigned to work with a tape recording machine'that uses

cards with strips of tape attached. Each card has on it two

pre-recorded sentences for each of the six words studied.

The teacher gives specific directions for operating both the

conventional tape recorder and the card and tape machine.

Pupils with five or six errors on the dittoed sheet are iden-

tified and directed to join the teacher at the table with two

machines on it. A projector with a tachistoscopic attachment

is used in a variety of ways to test, these pupils. Included

in the tests is the use of a set of vision screening slides.

Another machine is used to produce sound and assess hearing.

From a box of materials, the teacher gets .a series of tests

-which includessome drawing, copying of figures, arranging

blocks, tapping out rhythmswith blocks, and repeating digits,

among other things. The teacher records the results of this

work and some pupils are referred for clinical assessment to

determine the cause of their misperceptions.

Analysis of Episode 1

The focus of this lesson is on word-meaning recognition.

.)
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The thrust of the presentation of "homonyms" leads to a task

of supplying missing elements. The level of coiaprehension is

literal. Pupils use syntactical inquiry into print to fill

in the missing elements in the exercise. Throughout the

lesson the teacher determines the purpose for every activity.

The emphasis on the word and its definition puts meaning into

a lexical orientation, suggesting the view that language is

speechor writing, a product. The words in this lesson are

treated as tangible entities to be associated with Lngle,

specific definitions, suggesting a behavioristic view of

learning. This view 'is reinforced. by the predominantly pas-

sive role of the students. The teacher is a source of wisdom

throughout the lesson; providing words, definitions, technic-

al instructions for the operation of the machines. The use

of machines is a part of each activity. The teacher is tech-

nologically dependent in his or her reliance on the percept-

ual tests.

Episode tL

A fifth-grade class enters a_portion of a media center

with a small sign on a table that says, "Reading Center." A

teacher sits at a desk working.with library catalogue cards

in another portion of the media center. The children proceed

-:with almost no conversation to secure dittoed sheets from a

pile on a table, cards from one colorful box, small notebooks

from another colorful box, and in some cases small books from

another. There are many. more boxes neatly stored in the area,
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each containing notebooks, cards, and small booklets. We

examine one of the cards,

The card has a mimeographed sheet stapled to it which

contains the following: Box C4, Card 73, Book C4, Inference

Sentences. Directions: Write your name, book, and card

number in the spaces provided on your answer sheet. Now look

at the examples on this cr' 1. Look at the words in the sen

tence. Look at each word one at a time. Then join the words

together to get the meaning of the total-sentence. Now look

at the multiple-choice statement below the sentence, again

considering each word. Choose the best sentence to answer

the question. Write the letter of the sentence you chose in

the blank provided on your answer sheet.

Examples

1. The old.man shook in his boots when he heard
the sudden noise.

a. The old man felt angry.
b. The old- man- felt afraid.
c. The old man felt happy.

2. The boys and girls clapped loudly as they
watched the clown perform.

a. The boys and girls thought the clown was
entertaining.

b. The boys and girls thought the clown was
boring.

c. The boys and girls thought the clown was
sle7ing.

The answer to-example number 1 is b. The answer to

example number .2 is a. Turn to Page 20 of book C4. Do all

of the exercises on Pages 20 and 21. Write your answers on
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your answer sheet. When you have finished, replace your book.

and turn this card over. Correct your answer. sheet and write

the number correct in the answer 'box in the upper right-4mnd

corner. If yo4 have a score of 8 or more correct, you have

the neCessary:skills to go on If you have less than 8 cor-

rect, get card number 73R from .the C4R box and continue work

on Inferences Sentences. You must -get 8 or more correct

before you go on to card number 74.

Analysis of Episode II

The exercises the youngsters face in Episode II empha-

size semantic reconstruction as a program focus. The compre-

hension task involves a multiple-choice question and infer-

ence is emphasized as a level of comprehension. The under-

lying assumptioh is that the purpose for reading is initiated

by the text. The category of inquiry into print that is

emphasized is semantic context, but the sentence is the lan-

guage unit emphasized.

The euphasis on written answers suggests the view that

language is writing, a'product of thinking. The approach to-

meaningis synthetic fusion as indicated in directions in the

text. The view of learning is predominantly behavioristic in

that the desired written resp9nses are all the teacher seeks

to promote.-. Note the directions to use the bank of flash

cards. The learners are viewed as passive and neutral fur-

ther supporting the idea that the teacher's concept of learp-

ing is behavioristic.

A
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i ,,

The pesiagog:id-aq approach is predominantly a'reliance on
___

I 1 -- ,

programmed materials. Apparently the student IS not expected

to make independent decisions A diagnostic concept relating

to reading skills seems to underlie the instruction to Work

on inference skills if a sufficient number of questibns are

not answered correctly. The prototype may be considered

teacherless in terms of the teacher's role, and the curricu-

lum thrust emphasized appears to be technology.

Episode III

A sixth-grade class completes a social-stlidies- unit on

community living. Several students ask the teacher to help

them do further study`ith maps. They identify an exercise

in their textbook entitled ".Our Town Faces a Problem" includ-

ed under "SuggestiOns for 'Further Study." ,A map representing

a community, a key torthe cartographic symbols, and a Para-

graph explaining/ a robl em appear on,the page. The paragraph

reads as follows.

A.Community Faces a Problem
The community shown on the map is- growing

fast. Shaded areas show where new hoUses will be built.
Find the largest area of new houses. In miles, how far from

Ithe fire station will the center of this area be? _n case of
i thanfire, the new homes will be n more danger th the other

homes: The people of the community vote to build a second
fire station. A committee is chosen to pick the best site
for the new fire station.. Two sites or places are picked.
Some people want the new fire station to be near the village
hall where.the city officials have offices. See . "Site A" on
the map. Some people want the new fire station to be near
the sports arena. See "Site B" an the map. Which site do
you think is best? Why is the site you chose best? Where is
the fire station in your community? Is your fire station in
the best place? What does "best" mean in this paragraph?
What dpes "site" mean in this paragraph?
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The teacher agrees that class time can be used to work

on the problem. The teacher suggests that the students know

how to identify and solve the problem in the paragraph, indi-

cating that this kind of work can strengthen the students'

\problem-solving ability. The students'ask what the best way

to solve the problem is. The teacher replies that they

should use their Od:-given ability to understand the para-

graph by thinking carefully about it. The students are en-

couraged to pursue lthe problem and ask for help only if they

need it. The teacher comments that it is good for the stu-

dents to struggle a \bit with .the problem and suggests that

they be certain,thatthey really need help before they ask

for it.

After the problem is solved, the students ask if they

can make a map .of their community and locate a fire' station

site on it where. they\think it-ought to be. The teacher

agrees. ,At onepoint.paint is spilled on the map, the table,

-and the floor. The teacher settles the anxiety.of the stu-

dents by helping them 'to clean it up, getting them started on

'a new map, and commenting that everybody spills paint some-
.

timesand we must, all expect ourselves to make such mistakes.

. In starting the new inapt the-teacher remembers a map symbol

template. another teacher owns; borrows it, and shows the

students how to use it. \ One student's mother seeks a,confer-
!

ence and complains that the spilled red paint stained her

girl's new dress. Later; the teacher comments to the prfnci-

pal that- --the children need to try out their own ideas and
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that the experience the girl had was worth more than the

dress.

Analysis of Episode III

The kind of reading that Episode III focusses on is

.predominantly knowledge construction, but both `syntactic and

semantic reconstruction of the author'S message is ,involved.'

The level of comprehension is evaluative, and the text pro-
.

vides questions about the passage and the map. The. purpose

for reading is set by the text because the problem directS

the reading, but the students themselves elected to do fur-

ther study thereby setting their own overarching purpose.

Both of these purposes were encouraged by the teacher. In-

quiry into print focusses on the category of pictures, maps,

and diagrams, although other areas are involved.

Many language units require processing by students in

this work, but the questions require dealing with the infor-

mation from the paragraph which is the unit of emphasis. The

teacher's reference to the. Student's "god-given ability. to

understand" suggests that he or-she may harbor the view that

language is innate. The approach to meaning is contextual. -

The paragraph develops the meaning of "site" and the term is

used-on:the map.

The view of learning suggested by this prototype appears

to be mentalistic. The children are active in their initia-

tion of further study.. The teacher encourages their active-

ness, apparently operating on the assumption that they are

2
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basically driven. by good intentions. A reference is made to

strengthening their already existent problem-solving ability,

suggesting a concept of faculty. psychology. This view is

also apparent in the teacher's comment suggesting that the

children will benefit by struggling a bit with the problem.

The pedagogical approaCh involved here involves a tech-

nical informational approach in that the cartographic symbols

ar'e a major focus of the lesson. Further, the map itself,

seems to have captured the interest of the students and the

teacher encourages it. The content-unit approach is involved

to some degree because the lesson is an outgrowth of a unit
/

on comm/ nity living in the social-studies area. The teacher's

comments on the way the students worked on the problem and

the incident involving spilled paint, suggest that the promo-

tion of social and psychological adjustment is a key approach
/

to reading problems. The role of the teacher throughout the

proto/ type 'i clearly a guide and monitor. The curriculum

/thrust focusses predominantly on self actualization because
/ ..

/the students are encouraged to pursue a task they set for

thiemselves. However, overtones of social reconstruction are

eident in the problem itself. Locating the best site for a

iire station is a concern of a good citizen. "..Similarly,

/aspects of cognitive processing are evident in the teacher's

/view of learning and skill development.

Conclusion

These episodes have been included here to put the pro-

grams we, will now review into perspective.- No published
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program short of a teacherless one can control ..completely

what happens in the classrooms in which it is used. That

means that the classroom realities can't easily be predicted

from the program 'and that classroom experiences will differ

greatly within programs.

Teachers can considerably alter programs by stressing or

not_stressing-aspects of them.



CHAPTER 3

Profiles

Seven basal-reading programs are examined here to demon-
.,

- strate the appliCability of the theoretical classifications

discussed in this report (See Appendix B for titles). The-

Program Profile Instrument (Appendix A) is applied to these

series to determine the theoretical categories represented in

the different programs. Profiles of the programs are pre-
,

Sented in the Program Profiles (Appendix C). The numbers

in the Profiles representdegrees of presence of the charac-

teristics in the teacher's and pupils' materials. "3" indi-

cates that a characteristic is predominant in the materials.

"2" indicates regular occurrences of the characteristic. 1111,11 -

indicates the characteristic is present to a minirrialdegree.

"0" indicates that there is little or no occurrence of this

characteristic.

The teacher's materials are rated separately from the

pupils' materials permitting a comparison., The teacher re-

ceives a. separate set of materials to which the pupils have

. no access. The pupils perform :tasks which the teacher as-

signs. The profiles reveal that some series give teachers a

description of their role \which differs from the .actual im--

plementation of the program. This is especially significant

when it is realized that the teacher's guide may be the only

source of information about reading instruction available to

the teacher.

Findings based on the review of the series are discussed

in this, section of,the..report. This section of the manu-
.

script provides insights into the -a.pplication of the profile,



instrument to a reading7progfam as well as into the. indivi-

dual programs reviewed. It also provides a juxtaposition of

the series' presuppositions in the four theoretical areas:

reading, language, eaching, learning.

The pro s represent various combinations of under-

lying c structs footed in theoretical positions. The pro-
.--

grams may have been created without conscious realization of/

the fact that as activities and questions were included
7

assumptions about reading, language, teaching, learning were
/

being made. The program planners may have been aware of/this

relationship between the specific elements and general fea-

tures of their program. They may have intended that their

prOgram be eclectic, :a combination of constructs. Or' they

may have planned to follow one theoretical idea throughout

materials which would represent one philosophy of curriculum.

We cannot determine the basis on which these mate ials were,

'prepared. We can however examine the materials o- identify

the constructs within them. This is what the following pro-
,

.fales accomplish.

Combine the findings in'any.of the four theoretical
_ .

categories and a pattern emerges.' If the b.-Categories

demonstrate -presuppositions which do not it,th.e...A.Arger pro-
,

file of the series, then th'e program is inconsistent. -This

profiling process makes no judgment abo t the inconsistencies

which are revealed; it only indicates he features within the

theoretical framework of each progr Potential users of

the series must compare these featu es/With the purposes of

c
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In the following discussion of the.reading programs,'the

four theoretical areas are divided into two sets of inter-

related constructs. Reading and language are related obvious-
,

ly in that the print read is a form of language, and that

reading is a language process., Teaching and learning are

related in that the teacher deals with learners. 'If the role

constructed for 'either teacher. or learner does not complement

the role of the other partidipant in learning, the program

will contain inconsistencies. The following sections should

be read to discover- the consistencies and inconsistencies

within each of the programs as well as the theoretical diver-.

sity which the programs represent. There are common charac-

teristics among the series, but each series is unique in its

specific combination.

Overview
= .

The programs are used for the same purpose: the instruc-

tion of reading in the intermediate grades. Although pro-

grams reviewed may include materials for the primary grades..

as well, the focus of this study is the intermediate grades.

Materials reviewed are those specified by company representa-

tives as the "basic",program. Siipplemental materials are not

necessarily treated, but in some instances we comment. Op-

tions'within what a company.designates as the basic program

aretreated as part of the basic program.- Options suggested
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in the basic program, but requiring/the purchase of specific

supplemental materials, other than tradebooks and writing

materials, are treated as supplemental rather than basic.

Program I

Program I is organized into thematic units which are

divided i/nto sub-units: Each unit contains several sections.

Included are sections on literature, social, studies, mathe

matic and science. Pictures accompany almlost every. passage.

Often these pictures are an integral part of a story. In

some instances, pictures provide a basis for development of..

'skills in interpreting pictorial information.. Passages do

not exceed four pages in,length. Each passage consists of a

story with questions about it. The questions may refer to

other pasages within the unit, or to other units in the book.

Both the activities and the student's attention are

directed to a variety of reading skills required for reading,
.

text in different subject areas. The program uses questions

to develop skills needed to deal with each of the subject

areas. The focus on subject-matter related skills appears to

be a unique focus. The consistent use of skills related to

variations in reading different materials is an outstanding

'characteristic of this series.

Program II

Program II is organized into three levels for each of

grades 4, 5, and 6. The selections are arranged into-a loose
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topical organization'. The content varies widely in form from

poetry to how-to-do-it articles. Studybook exercises that

accompany the selections reinforce the skills emphasized in

the lesson or section. The program uses a variety of means

to make the books visually interesting. Diverse media ranging

from cartoons to photographs are used in the text. A chart

listing the skills, understandings, and attitudes which are

present at the particular level appears in the front of the

Teacher's Edition. An index gives th'e page location of key

words and the skills emphasized in the text.

The most unique characteristic of Program II resides in

its philosophy. Reading is seen as an extension of natural

language development. Reading is a. personal and a social

form of communication. Reading is experience extended. The

laSt phrase most closely encapsulates the unique philophy of

Program II.

Program III

Program III for the middle grades contains one ext and

one workbook for each grade level. Teachers' edi-tions con-

tain guides divided into six booklets BookletS are boxed

for each level. Two books of evalu, n masters for dittoe-

ing are provided for each level. One is a book of pre-tests.

The second is a book of post-tests, and achievement tests for,

each unit. Supplementary paperbacks are provided. Study

guides are consistently provided, and -film strips are avail-

able.. A summary of introductory booklets is published under
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a separate title. A booklet containing a detailed index of

skins and materials is provided for each level.

Program III is,unique in its total language approach,

and its structuring of content materials to include examples

of masterworks of art, literature, and non-fiction.

Program IV

The pages and covers of Program IV are full of colorful

pictures. The materials for the student consist of a basal

reader and a skills workbook. The skills handbook hold's six

sections, each based on one of the "strands" of skills in the

program. The pupil is expected to complete these pages as

they relate to individual units of the reader.

A correlation between skills handbook and reader is

elaborated in the teacher's edition of the handbook. The

teacher's guide to the basal reader discusses use of the

skills book, indicating that the skills book is essential to

the total program. But the lesson plans in the-teacher's

guide to the basal reader do not refer to the workbook pages.

It seems possible to use the reader without the skills hand-

bpok. A book-length story is ano7tLer feature of the prograt.

Each level.contains one book-length story at, the end,, of the

student reader. Since this feature is part of the reader

itself, it is a distinctive and integral part of the program..

The major "characteristic of Program IV is .that -it-:

an enormous number of optionS. So many skill

strands are part of this program that the teacher might have
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to spend inordinate amounts of time to deVelop them all.

Another characteristic is the emphasis on words as vocabulary N_

items and structural analysis exercises. This emphasis on

isolated words limits the time spent in activities related to

the reading of stories and passage's.

'Program V

Program V is unique in that it prescribeS a literature

approach *to reading. The stated purpose of the series is to

teach children to read and write independently by first grade,

to provide selections of literary quality and rewarding con-

tent, and to correlate a language arts program from grades

one through six. The program is designated for the average

class and purports to allow for individual differences. The

lessons are intended to stimulate the bright students,and to

help the slower student develop more complex reading and

writing skills. The foundation program for the intermediate

grades consists of one reading text per student and one teach-

er's edition. The teacher's edition includes guided lessons

and materials to develop each story as well as directions for

developing a variety of language activities.

. An outstanding characteristic of Program V appears to. be

its use of literature. The series contains numerous stories

about ancient cultures as well as modern classical literature.

Program VI

Program VI readers are primarily for older students
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reading below grade level. Each book consists of ten thematic

units. Provided in each unit are both literary forms and

informational articles: Word attack, vocabulary, comprehen-
,

/
slap,/ and study skills are provided for in a clearly

spiral.develo ent.. Frequent assessment of progress

skills

prpisented for every. two units.

visible,

of these

provided through evaluation materials which are

The most outstanding characteristic of the prOgram is

N-its thematic unit approach. There is a balance maintained

among literary forms and a variety of informational articles.

Program VII

Program VII is designed for students livirig in today's

pluralistic metropolitan society. Materials for grades 4, 5,

and 6 include provisions for review and remediation of primary--,

grade skills in a skill maintenance component. The authors

state that they seek to meet four criteria with this program.

They want the program to reflect 1) modern research in reada-

bility, and 2) the characteristics of a pluralistic society.

They seek to prcvide a 3 review 'of phonemic and structural

analysis skills in the intermediate-grades portion of the

program, and they seek to 4) differentiate instruction using

the materials of the'program.

Each book is divided into six units. Each unit reflects

a different content theme- Throughout, the skills are reviewed

in optional "extra" sections of the pupil text. There are

separate skills- workbooks and placement tests which are desi-

gnated supplementary components of the program. The student

3 9
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text ancrthe teacher's manual are designated as the basic

program. These contain no provisionS for. evaluation. A

skills book and Mastery tests contain provisions for- evalua-

tion, but they are supplementary. If the basic program is

purchased, exclusive of supplementary materials, teachers

must make their own provisions for evaluation.

Program VII is unique in two ways. First, the Content
o

of,the stories reflects a modern, urban, pluralistic .society.

Second, readability,principlei have been applied in selecting

and writing the stories.
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CHAPTER 4.

Reading and Language Program Characteristics

41



Language and reading, as we ordinarily think of it,are

inseparable. Here, in this chapter, wetreat the areas of

language and reading with respect to programs reviewed. The

program .reviews under 'Teading" deal with the focus of the

program, comprehension tasks, levels of comprehension, the

way the purpose is assumed to be determined,-and the mode of -

inquiry into print. The reviews under language focus on the

unit of language emphasized, the underlying view of language,

and the way meaning is treated.

Program I.

Reading

The authors stress the need for reading skills that go

beyond the literal level of meaning. They emphasize the

point that while the, pupil must be able to get information

from the page, it is most important to interpret ;this meaning,

to have-the skills necessary for critical and creative read-

ing. To some extent, the activities develop these skills.

However, the constraint of using materials from science,

social- studies, and mathematics on an elementary, level seems

to require extensive use of meaning reconstruction task's.

All of-the comprehension tasks listed in the Program

Profile Instrument (See Appendix A) occur in Program I except

subjective reporting. Following directions, supplying miss-

, ing elements, message recognition, and message reproduction

are all represented extensively. The comprehension tasks

focus on the elements most common to specific kinds of content

42;
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area. For example, the questions about history articles

.stress cause and effe.ct relations, and the science-passage

questions require problem- solving response's.

In both the teacher's manual' and the activities for the

pupil there
(

is an almost equal emphasis on literal, inferen-

tial, and evaluative levels of comprehension. The elementary

science, mathematibs, andsocial-stildies topics, of the pass-

ages lend themselves to factual questions. Factual questions

in Program I tend to be literal questions in evaluation mate-

rials for the pupil.

In PrograM I, purpose for reading is almost exclusively

determined by the text. Short sections which appear just

before a passage tell the pupil about the skills that should

be applied in reading that passage. The questions after a

passage usually reinforce these skills. The teacher general-

ly follows directions, except in the case of a remedial read-

er'. The teacher's manual gives general procedures for remed-

ial work, but the details for handling each passage at the

remedial level are left to the discretion of the teacher.

Open-ended quetions or topics for discussion folldW most

passages,'but these are optional.

Of the nine categories in IE of the Program Profile

Instrument (See. Appendix A) only configuration and environ-

mental context are not represented. Phonics and structural

word analysis are'repeatedly us6d.to teach word-attack skills.

Dic:tionaiy skills are developed frequently,to introduce and

reinforce new vocabulary related to the different subject
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areas discussed in the passages. Skills involving pictures,

diagrams, and maps are related to these subject areas,-and

Program I includes them.

Language'

The development of skills-for reading content area mate-

rials is the major concernOf Program I. Four subjeCt areas;

literature; social studies, science, ,and mathematics; are

represented in passages in each unit. The units are based on

themes which are general enough to include aspects of these

subject areas. In activities included with each passage, the

pupil is directed to get information -from each paragraph.

Once the main idea, supporting details, pronunciation and

definition of vocabulary have been identified, the pupil is

assumed to be ready for more complicated tasks of inference

or evaluation.

There is no clear evidence indicating a definite view of

language. There is some indication that language may be

viewed as speech and writing in that the.student activities

entail speech and writing activities.

There ""is a dual emphasis .on both lexical and contextual

meaning. Frequent focus on dictionary skills and vocabulary

exercises give importance to lexical meaning in materials for

both pupils and teachers. The questions after each passage

are based on information which the pupil can determine through

the use of context analysis. Focus on smaller units of lan-

guage such as syllables are viewed aS.a necessary step, but

.44



one.which is not to be dwelt on.

Program II

Reading

44

The program focUs of Program II is on meaning reconstruc-'

tion- and knowledge construction. The questions that the

students encounter in the text and from the teacher are de-

signed not only to develop the ability to answer literal

questions but also to draw. conclusions as an aid to get mean.L

ing from print. Sound or letter imitation, word identifica-

tion, and word meaning recognition are Used.only to a minimal

degree.

The predominant task used to get 'at comprehension is

questions about the passage. These questionS are provided in

the teacher's guide. Multiple-choice questions, message

recognition, and message reproduction are used frequently in

the workbook exercises. Subjective reporting is used; to 'a

significant degree. True or false questions, following direc.L._.

tions, and missing elements can be found in the lessons, but-

they are not emphasized to a significant degree.

The four levels of comprehension; ,literal, inferential,

evaluative, and appreciatiNe; are stressed strongly in this

program. The lessons help the student develop the ability to

recall such literal items as facts, details, and sequence of

events. The lessons emphasize drawing conclusions from the

-story, substantiating the conclusions, and making inferences.

45
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Found throughout'the program are questicins requiring_ judgments.

as

,

to whether the selection is fact or opinion, and realistic

or fanciful. The author as an authority also comes under

scrutiny as the student engages in a range of activities to

critically evaluate the selections.. The appreciative level

is also important for the student examines the features of

narrative writing and the stylistic elements used, by the

authors.

Program II seeks to have the student 'set the purpose.

Frequently found in the teacher's materials are suggestions

indicating pictures to set the purpose. Implicit in this

program is the idea that the pupil should become an independ-

ent reader and read for individual purposes. The text plays

an influential'role in setting purpose by the headnotes con-

tained at the beginning of the stories and by the questions

it suggests that teachers ask the students for guided reading.

The teacher plays a minimal role in that the teacher is not

boUnd to the.program-and may offer his or her own suggestions.

The text's suggestions are options. The teacher's role is.

de-emphasized_ in setting the purpose for reading.

Semantic context and syntactic context are the predomi-

nant mode of inquiry into print in Program II. The program

treats them as one and refers to.them not individually, but

together 'as context cues. The student is urged to return to

the story and use these context cues when unfamiliar words

are encountered. The use of pictures, diagram,s, and maps are

stressed but not to the same degree as the context cues.

4 '6



Dictionary skills areitaught but they are to be used. as the

last resort if the context cues can't provide the information

needed. Phonics, structural word analysis, and 'synthetic

word approach are minimally found in the program. No direct_

evidence was found for the use of configuration or environ-

mental context.

Language

Program II treats language priMarily, as a process. This,

view is consistent with its basically cognitive thrust. The

ongoing relationship between language and knowledge is evi-

dent. A strong emphasis is also- given to language as speech?'

and writing. .Language as a measurable and observable enti4/y

is given stress in the workbook exercises. The nativistic

view of language is occasionally evident, but not dominant.

These conclusions are based on statements and activities

presented in the teacher's guide and pupil tests.

-The focus of PrograM II is on getting meaning from. print.

The language units that are emphasized to a significant degree

to-aid in this task are the phrase, sentence, paragraph, story.

or passage, and the chapter or section. Questions in the

teacher's and student's materials probing the student's under-

standing are designed such that the student must return to a

part.ilar phrase, sentence, paragraph, or the entire story

in order to understand the author's message. The chapter or

section is emphasized, for example, by questions asking stu-

dents to synthesize their knowledge and compare and contrast



two characters in different sections. Letters, units that

.'are smaller than a syllable, syllables, and clauses-are not

stressed as important units to be utilized by the student in

extracting meaning from .print. The word is an isolated unit;

It is not used to any significant degree in this program

which emphasizes contextual meaning. The book and content

arealappear minimally in this program which is made up of

stories based upon topical organization.

Meaning is a dominant concern in Program II. The

approach of this program towards meaning is contextual.. The

thrust is towards the `full context of the author's, writing.

The units of emphasis; the phrase, sentence;paragraph, story,

and chapter are all called upon to provide insight into the

author's message. Morphemic and lexical meaning, therefore,

are only minimally used by the student. No evidence of

synthetic fusion was found.

Program III

Reading

. Described as a total language approach, Program III

claims to relate reading to the whole of experience. Texts

are organized around six basic concepts comprising the

content areas: children's literature, classical literature,

fine arts, language, science and the social sciences.

Detailed lesson plans for teachers are organized around

systematic questioning concerning the text and children's
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experience; and systematic activities using six reading

skills based on language units labeled phonology, morphology,

syntax, semantics, and rhetorical. Literal.' and interpretive-

comprehension are included within 'these skill areas.

The focus of Program III in the student texts regarding

comprehension is on meaning reconstruction and knowledge

construction, though only the former is evaluated. However,

all six categoriesof the instrument are represented in the

lesson plans of the teachers' guides. The lessons are said

to be built around the principles of phlonology.of sound struc-

.ture; semantics or meaning assigned to language units; and

rhetoric or analysis of literary forms. The skills exercises

and text and, teacher questions carry through with these prin-

ciples.

Comprehension task emphasis is on subjective reporting

concerning passages or messages. "What do you think ..?."

and "Why did ....?" are the most usual reflective questions

in the text, and very common in the guided reading section of

the teacherS,.' guides. Multiple choice, following directions,

and missing elements .are question types observed on the eval-

uation tests.

All levels of comprehension are stressed in the system.

Repeated.directions for asking lite-ral and interpretive ques-

tions are given in the teachers' guides. Reflective questions

at the end of every selection in the student texts ask for

evaluative interpretation. The evaluative and appreciative

levels do not appear to be evaluated, however.___The appre-

ciative level is seen in teacher questions in the lesson plans

40
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and in the general format of the student texts.

Purposes for reading are determined by the text almost

exclusively. The only leeway given the teacher is in the

selective decisions made regarding the'material to be present-

-ed. Very detailed lesson plans with questions -answers, and

-directions are given the teacher in-the guides. Occasionally

the guide, in.the guided reading section, direbts the teaCher

to extend the students' experience by asking for volunteers

to research an area. Presumably this would involve students'

formulatibn of their own purpose. Extensive enrichment acti-

vities for extending students' experience are given for each

lesson plan.

, Semantic context is the predominant mode of inquiry into

print, with emphasis also on structural analysis, syntactic

context, and some attention paid to phonics and'dictionary

skills and picture cues. Reflective questions-in the text

all ask for interpretation and evaluation bf meaning, as do

teacher questions in the guides. Skills activities in each

lesson plan ask for morphological, syntactical, and structur-

al word analysis.

Language

Program III is described as a total language approach

which explores written English from the five vantage points

of phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and rhetoric.

All units of language liSted in the Program Profile

Instrument are.represented in the series to some degree. The

reflective questions for the students deal with the story or



parts of if. Skill development activities in the workbook

and largely in the teachers' guides deal with morphemes,

words, some,sentences, and phrases. The introduction to the

material for teachers and a summary of the system describe

how selections revolve around themes in content areas. This

claim'is not obvious anywhere else in the program though

there are many excerpts from literature, and reproductions

from the world of art.

Language is viewed as a process based on meaning. Rhe-

toric is produced by an interaction between the writer's

thought, sensibility, command of language, and his or her

response to whatever leads to undertaking the writing task.

The predominant focus of meaning in Program III is con-

textual meaning. The full context .6f the authOr's.message

and its implications for the reader are stressed in the re-

flective questions in the student texts and in the teacher

guides. But morphemic and lexical meanings are treated in

the skill development exercises of the lesson plans, and sur-

prisingly, the evaluations place at least as much emphasis

on these meanings as on the contextual.

Program IV

Reading

There are two separate areas of program focus emphasis

in Program IV: the determination of the meaning of words and

the determination of the meaning of paragraphs and stories.

The exercises and evaluation sections in each .unit of the
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program reflect this emphasis. The majority of the activi-

ties and test items deal with the comprehenSion.of either

individual words or whole stories. Four of the six program

focus categories in the Program Profile Instrument (See

Appendix A) are present. The dominant feature is meaning

reconstruction. Word meaning recognition and knowledge con-

struction are present to a high degree. There is little

evidence of emphasis of syntactic reconstruction and no evi-

dence of sound or letter imitation or word identification.

The eight theoretical categories of comprehension tasks

are present. Questions abOut a passage, message recognition,

and message reproduction are the dominant features in the

four categories for teachers and students. Most of/the_.dom-

prehension tasks in Program IV are in the form of questions

about a story. In addition to providing information based on

reading a passage, students are required to summarize and

restate stories. Multiple-choice items are a principal meas-

ure of-comprehension.
1

Although all four categories of comprehension levels are

present, Program IV emphasizes three: literal, inferential,

and appreciative. 'There is a greater emphasis on what Program

IV terms "literary, understanding and appreciation" in the

teacher's guidebook than there is in the pupil's book or in

the test items.

The concept of reading in Program IV is that it is a

combination of skills. The "index to the program indicates

the extent to which the program defines the specific skills



involved in reading. The abilities measured by the- 'Program

IV mastery tests indicate the areas which the program empha-
.

,

sizes. An appraisSi of the abilities measured in the mastery

tests indicates an emphasis on . structural word analysis as

the principal means of decoding words. Other areas of 'emphd-

Sis include literal and inferential comprehension of stories.

Although "creativity" is a "strand" with many references in

the index, it is not an extensively measured mastery task.

The text is assumed to be the determiner of the purpose

for reading, both for the teacher and the pupil. A statement

of purpose for reading precedes each story. The text also

states a purpose for doing each of the skills development

activities in the pupil skill book. There are few instances

in which the teacher or pupil have an opportunity to deter-

mine-a purpose for reading.

Program IV stresses the structu=1 analysis of words.

Prefixes, affixes, and root morphemes are topics of activi-

ties and test items in every unit., Occasionally this study

of morphemes provides for a synthetic approach to. words.

Although the pupils also learn to use the dictionary, the

use of the dictionary is not part of most of the evaluation

materials.

Language

Program IV emphasizes three language units: the affix

or root morpheme, the word,. and the story. A vocabulary list

and the reading of a story are part of every lesson plan.
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The structural analysis of words is also part of the skills

development in every unit. Each 1eVel in Program IV ends

with a "book-length" story, and the series refers the teacher

and pupils to other books they could include in their reading

program. Therefore, the book is part of the program, although

it.is not an essential activity in each unit.

Program IV presents the view that language is writing.

This view is evident in the program's emphasis on printed

language. Emphasis is not on preparin'g pupils to speak or

listen more effectively. The series focusses on determining

the meaning of printed words. which are treated as objects to

be decoded according to rules and patterns. Although intro-

ductory material in the teacher's edition suggests that lan-
z,

guage is innate,:this theory is not evident in any of the

teacher lesson plans or,pupil materials.

In Program IV, the pupils learn to determine the meaning

f words primarily in three ways: 1) fromrstructural analy-

sis of their morphemic structure; 2) from dictionary defini-

.tionS emphasizing lexical meaning; and 3) from the context in

which words ark used. The focus on morphemes is evident in

skills activities in every unit. Every story lesson intro

duces words ,Which the students look up'in the dictionary or

glossary. The emphasis on context is evident only in the

evaluation materials in which pupils must determine the cor- -

rect word to use.

Morphemes are prominent in th,e view of language in Pro-
.

gram.IV.' Structural analysis is the major thrust of vocabulary
cr
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and decoding activities. The other major form of language

encountered is the story or passage. However, even in read-

ing a story.or passage the students are alerted to the use of
s

affixes. Preview and review activities for many of the selec-

tions in the reader emphasize the affixes used.

Program. V.

Reading

Program V emphasizes word identification and word mean

ing recognition. The student regularlyparticipates in exer-

cises which deal with irregular phonemic-graphemic correspon-

dences, and also frequently. practices related

drills. Considerable attention is also given

vocabulary ci

to. sound- symbol

correspondences which are useful in decoding whole fam5lies

of words.

Syntactic reconstruction is evident, but not extensively
0

implementeg. Meaning reconstruction, as well as knowledge

construction, is more clearly .observed and is significant to

the program. Each. lesson deals with numerous evaluative
A

questions designed to assist the student in drawing conclu-

sionS about the author' message.

The text primarily' determines the purpose for ,reading.

The teacher's 'edition contains a prepared paragraph designed

to stimulate discussion and add incentives for reading.a

story. The purposes foi"reading..are determined to some

extent by the teacher The teacher has'the option of reading

55



a story to the class if the content proves too difficult o'r

to provide an example of fluency or to. stress a particular\-

lntonation pattern. The pupils' purpose appears to be base\cl

on suggestions from the lesson itself. Occasionaly,-the tect

contains just a section of a story, and the self-directed

student can continue the reading in another source.

The major emphasis of Program V with respect-to compre-)

hension tasks is on subjective reporting, questions about a

passage, and message reprOduction. True or false questions,

message recognition and those stressing following directions

are utilized, but not consistently. There is little evidence

of any multiple-choice or missing elements throughout the

series.

Each of the four levels of comprehension appears to have

an equal anc:. integral part in the student's text. The lessons.

examined-all contain several questions on a particular level.

.In addition, the teacher's manual contains additional ques-

tions, to probe further understanding and depth of meaning.

Phonics is an important concern of Program V. Much

emphasis is given to structural'word analysis, the synthetic

word approach and syntactic context. These areas are treated

in the correlated language arts section. The class practices

these reading skills through a dictation activity. Six sen-

tences from the story are dictated and then copitd on the

board for the class to correct and review. The sentences are

examined as to word structure and syntax.

Some dictionary skills, pictureS, maps, and diagrams are

incorporated in the teachers nonual. Semantic context is

5 a
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not a. major concern in either the teacher's edition or the

student text. There is little evidence of focus on-configura-

tion in the program.

O

Language

Program V includes a focus on the learning of a printed

code for the spoken word, but its major emphasis is upon the

unit of meaning. This unit is contextual, and it mayinclude

many aspects of language which pupils will use to determine

meaning through context.

Program V maintains the view that language is speech and

writing. The language arts program provides daily exper-

iences of both within each lesson. The daily writing exerci-

ses strengthen the student's language acquisition. Group

discussions generated by the text improve the student's'abili-

ty to generalize and discriminate.

Lexical and synthetic fusion are highly characteristic

of this series. Much emphasis is given in associating a word

_and its meaning. Vocabulary exercises of the program direct

the student to the dictionary definition and usage. The

learner then must distinguiSh its meaning within a sentence.

Program V's 'correlated language arts.program provides

strong-emphasis on the. word,. phrase sentence;. paragraph, and

passage.-7B1-weekly, students. -view sentences taken from. their

own written work and analyze spelling and grammar. ,iThis

process allows thestudents to see their errors, corr6ct'them/
as a group and then apply their knowledge by reconstructing
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the. sentences correctly.

Syllables and units smaller than syllables are treated

in the weekly spelling list. The intermediate spelling lists'..

focUs on a particular irregular soundsymbol arrangement.

These lists and guided Lessons are present only in the'teach

er's edition.

Program VI

Reading

Reading, as viewed in Program VI, is a process which

involves the mastery of sequentially structured skills such

as word attack and comprehension. Skills are'to be applied

to all types of reading in various subject areas.

The primary focus is on meaning reconstruction or-liter-

al comprehension of the author's meaning. There is emphasis

on knowledge construction or inference. However, this is

found primarily in the teacher's material. The tasks through-

out all three of the students' texts basically require liter-

al responses. Inference is stressed in the teacher's manuals

by the questions suggested .froril before and after each Story"

or passage.

All of the comprehension tasks except subjective report-

ing are represented in-this series, five of which are repre-

sented to a high degree., The teacher's materials give great-
.

est emphasis'to questions about a passage. Message reproduc-

tion is stressed to a great extent -especially in the fifth

and sixth-grade level materials. The passages in these books
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are more technical and the questions ask pupils to restate

information from.the texts.

Although literal comprehension is the primary foCus of

the.:program, especially in the questions which are partof
,

the pupils' materials, the teacher's materials stress infer-

ential comprehension as well.: The questions provided for the

teacher to use to initiate discussion and to Check on pupil

comprehension require inferential responses. Some questions

and statements included in,the.,fifth and sixth-g'rade:mater-

ials also deal with evaluation and appreciation of the pas-
;

sages.

The purpose for reading in Program VI is almost exclu-

sively determined by the text. The teacher's manual indicates

the purpose for reading each passage, which the teacher is to

communicate to the pupils through questions. ''Statements of

purpose are also included occasionally in the pupil text.

There are some options as to the use of questions before a .

passage-which are left to the teacher's discretion.

Four of the nine categories of inquiry into print in the

Program Profile InstrUment (See Appendix. A) are emphasized to.

a high degree in this program. Practice exercises develop

these approaches to inquiry into print, and these skills are

reviewed in the exercises involving 'a scoreboard. They are

consistently represented'throughout all three levels. There

is no evidence indicating the use of configuration or.environ-

mental/context.

5
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Language

There is no explicit statement about language and its

relationship to reading in Program VI. One might infer from

-the materials that-language is seen as aprodUct observed in .

..speech and_ writing. Written and oral responses are required

by pupils throughout the program.

The unit, the story, and the word are all employed to a

high degree. The unit is comprised of various stories or

articles centering on a specific theme. The word is empha-

sized through vocabulary exercises before each story or pas-

sage "and various exercises afterwards.

There is a slight indication that language may be viewed

basically as speech and writing since the major form of pupil

participation in the program is through their speech and

writing, which is part of each unit and-which is measured in

the scoreboard exercises.

Meaning has no single primary focus. Three categories
L.

of meaning; lexical, morphemic, and contextual, are represent-

ed in the activities of the pupil texts and the measurements

of the teacher's evaluation materials. The teacher's manuals

give less attention to morphemic and-lexical Meaning than the

pupil exercises and tests. There is not strong evidence for

the use of synthetic fusion.

Program-

Reading

The focus of Program VII is predominantly meaning-
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reconstruction and knowiedge construction. In instance after:

instance, the teacher poses questions to which the students

are asked to respond.. These questions can be answered if the

pupils can reconstruct the author's message. Knowledge con-

struction is evidenced by instances of requiring students to

relate the -1.ading selection's to their real or imaginary ex-

periences.. Word-rrieaning -recognition is present to a high

.degree. Before each selection, the 'meanings of words are

determined. There is'evidence of syntactic reconstruction.

Most of the comprehension tasks in Program VII are in

the form of questions about a story found in the teacher's

manual. Students are'asked,to provide information after

reading a passage. In addition, students are asked to iden-

tify or recognize passages and to reproduce messages in wri-

ting or in oral methods including role playing and dramatizaz-

tions. There are no explicit evaluative comprehension tasks

present in the students' texts. The authors recommend the

use of their supplementary instructional activity books and

learning-mastery tests to'reinforce and evaluate skills.

The four levels of comprehension are present: literal,

inferential,, evaluative, and appreciative. Program VII

stresses literal and inferential levels, but there are many

instances which require use of the higher levels of comprehen-

sion skills. Pupils are required to analyze situations,

evaluate motives, predict outcomes, and compare and contrast

information.

The purpose for reading is assumed to..be determined
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predominantly by the -text. Primary and' secondary objectives

are provided for each selection. Students have an opportuni-

ty to think of reading purposes'after reading the introducto-

ry unit paragraph. The teacher determines the purpose for

which the unit may be used.

Program VII stresses phonics, structural word an-alysis,

the synthetic word approach, and use of syntactic context to

a high degree. Sound, word, and meaning patterns are developed

or reviewed in the skill maintenance program. The use of

context clues to define unknown words is the dominating fea-

ture in the vocabulary section of most selections. The use

of the dictionary is advocated to check the meanings derived

by the pupils.

Language

Program VII includes a review of primary decoding skills

concurrently with the learning of new skills. In a skill

maintenance program, initial consonants, vowels, digraphs,

and dipthongs are covered. In the regular lessons,. the major

emphasis is on the word, story, and chapter. A. vocabulary

list Accompanies each story or poem. An analysis of words is

also part of each vocabulary lesson. A sixth ,and last unit

consists of a group of related content selections.

Program VII views language as process. It stresses the

idea that everypne's language should be respected. It gives

advice to teachers of children who speak what is referred to

as Black English and to those who teach reading. to second, ,

language - learners.
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The program advocates much discussion of concepts. The

class spends a. great deal of time listening and speaking and

appreciating the many facets of language.

Program VII states that a word gains meaning from the

way in which it is used; a contextual view.- In most of the-
,

vocabulary lessons, pupils are required to define words ac-

cording to use. However, they are later instructed to.check

the dictionary for further clarification if necessary. There

are several instances of using a knowledge of prefixes to get

at word meanings.



CHAPTER 5

Learning and Teaching Program Characteristics

V
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The teacher-and the pupil occupy the same environment

in a classroom. The classroom is where the reading program

is used. The,Way in which the teacher structures this envi-

rgnment affects the way the pupil functions jn it. __Each

reading program gives teacher and pupil roles either through

explicit directions or implicitly in the-Materials. The

roles of teacher and learner are interrelated. 'If these

views are in conflict within a pr-gram, the program is incon-

sistent; and flawed, to some degree. The views of learning

and teaching in each program are juxtaposed in the following

discussions

Program I

Learning

Although the teacher's manual in Program I emphasizes

what might.be interpreted as a cognitive view of learning,

the student materials strongly reflect a behavioristic view.

The materials for the child set the-goals, test their achieve- -

ment, and systematically reinforce them. The child's own

initiative is only nominally attended to in that some 'open-

ended' questions are included in the text. Extensive "space

is given to behavioristically oriented activities. The large,

though not exclusive, amount of physical space may indicate a

greater concern with this type of learning activity.

There is no extensive explicit evidence for one particu-

lar view of the learner. In Program I, the teacher's manual
(10



and the instructions and activities'for the pupil treat the

learner as passive sometimes and, othertimes the learner's

role seems to shift from passive to interactive in different

activities.

Teaching

Program I follows a traditional basal reader method.

Teachers are given motivational comments to-use before each

passage. Silent reading is followed by questions which re-

quire the determination'of the main idea and the development

of other-skills which that particular passage is used to

introduce or practice. The teacher's materials and the

pupil's materials have clear instructions about what is

expected of them as they process each passage..

There is no clear evidence of a preference of method for

dealing with reading problems. The entire text could be

viewed as a method of dealing with reading problems in that

it provides all the activities which the authors believe are

necessary for the improvement of..reading abilities. The

authors comment that'instruction may be modified for indivi-

dualization4or remedial work. Some concern is demonstrated

for the improvement of self concept of students, and for

teaching reading skills to correct or fill in deficits. But

these aspects of the program are not' emphasized. The program

generally does not concern itself with reading problems;

rather, it devotes its sections to progressive development of

an arbitrary sequenced set of reading skills. Progress is



assumed if the teachers and pupils follow the program's

directiorith.

The teacher is viewed as a technician who follows the

directions of the manual. In some instances, the teacher is

O
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given a °kind of script. The teacher makes few independent

decisions. Questions which follow each passage provide an

opportunity for discussions which the teacher may coordinate

with some independence from the guide. Howevqr, some answers

are suggested for these questions. The opportunity for teach.-

er initiative is limited.

The teacher's manual and the pupil materials in Program.

I stress the development of skills which are necessary for

future reading activities. The following program elements

are viewed as preparatory for future life: familiarity with

'technical terms, basic concepts and information from the,four

subject areas presented in the units, understb_nding of the

social situations in which the pupil laves. The questions

and activities in each unit stress cognitive processes and

technology. Some of the activities in the pupil materials

also involve concepts of academic rationalism and social re-

construction.

Program II

Learning

Program II reflects a cognitive field viewpoint. Empha-

sis is on insight learning with reinterpretation,and reevalua-

tion when new information is encountered. The developed
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skills are general in their applicability. A behavibristic

view is evident in the workbook exercises used to reinforce

skills learned:- There is incremental
,
learning as one pro-

67

gresses through the levels upon past experiences.

The idea= of building new ideas upon.old ones. suggests a trace

of mentalism.

A learner basically active and interactive. The

pupil can determine things and is encouraged to do so. The

quest for the individual setting the purpose for reading is a

refleOtion of this view. The pupils interact with one

another and the teacher in group discussions in which ideas

are shared. The stress is on the individual promoting his or

her. personal perceptonin a group-sharing disCussion.
, ;;

Teaching

The, predominant pedagogical approach in PrOgram II is'

the direcedreading lessbn yin. the basal text. Several major

categories of elements are found in the typical lesson, plan

in the teacher's edition. A short introduction gives a:

synopsis of the selection. Objectives list'the skills on

which the lesson focusses. Motivation is assumed to build

background. Suggestions for helping students-set a purpose

for reading. Development of the lesson includes suggestions

to aid students in independent or guided reading and'for the

discussion which follows. The extension section is not

included in the analysis of this program because it is

designated'as including only, optional procedures and,, there-;

fore, is not a core part of the lesson .,plan.

Uu
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This basal reader emphasizes literature and technical

and informational approaches which are grouped into content
0

units. The content units present'not only opportunities to

develop literary and study skills, but also a chance to meet

ideas in many i'ores. The stories, which are developed around

a common theme,- become integrated through discussion and

activities. Partial individualization is significant in this

program while total individualization receives only a minimal

emphasis. As the students proceed through levels, ideas for

personalizing instruction occur throughout the teacher's

lesson plans.

Phonics and word recognition are minimally used pedago-

gical pprbaches. Little evidence was found fdr the direct-

ed reading lesson in content areas-, programmed materials,

structural linguistic approach, and language experience. The

/publisher does list activities that are called language exper-
.

iences, but they all lack the true element of language exper-

ience wherein the student functions as an author writing to

read.

Differentiation of instruction, improvement of self

concept of student, promotion of social and psychological

. adjustment, and reorganization of the curriculum receive
a

strong emphasis. The differentiation of instruction is made

possible by having three levels to each grade. Each student

O

progresses through subsequent levels at his own pace. The

improvement of self concept is brought about through the

selections and the discussions which follow. The student may
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encounter story characters who have similar dialects or -simi-

lar problems. The teacher is alerted to be sensitive to the

needs of individual students and be aware of the expectations

for the students. Thismay affect the student's reading

success. Social and psychological adjustment is related to

this approach. The program promotes the view that affective
,

growth may lead the way to cognitive learning. Reorganiza-

tion of the program fits the philosophy that each progresses

at his own rate. The goal is to help the student become

successful with materials that are appropriate to the indivi-

ability. Content material then can be reorganized to

promote reading. growth. Reorganization of personnel of the°

classroom, school, or district receives little attention. A

diagnostic approach is present through miscue analysis, ap-

pearing as a supplementary aid rather than a core element of

the approaches to reading problems.

The teacher is viewed to a significant degree as .a guide

and monitor. The teacher initiates the discussion concerning

a selection, alerts the students to elements to watch for,
iU

creates motivation, asks questions, and generally guides the

students through a lesson. The discuiSion that follows a

selection is teacher guided. The teacher as a scripted per-

former, technician, source of wisdom,: clinical information

processor, and judge and policeman are present' but more im-

portantly, the teacher provides insights, to learn as a guide

and monitor. There is no evidence that this is a teacherless

prograM.

C.



The primary thrust of Program II is the cognitive pro-

cess. The student is expected to develop intellectual skills

that are general in their applicability. The student is ex-

posed to a great variety of content and formats. Topics and

literary forms included are diverse. It is expected that the

cognitive skills developed in,dealing with this variety of

materials will be applicable to the many kinds of reading

materials the pupils must deal with in the intermediate grades

and in the study and life tasks that follow.

The attempt to increase the awareness of career possibi-,

lities is an instance of education as a preparation for life.

Self-actualization is an important part Of this program. The

carefully selected stories are designed to be personally

relevant to a wide range of student needs and interests.

There are few right and wrong answers to discussion topics.

Discussions attempt to get the student to think for himself

or herself and to develop personal values. The student goes

beyond the literal content and discovers his or her own ideas.

Social reconstruction is present but not emphasized. Academic

rationalism is present in that there are some claSsic folk-

tales included. Technology is,not evidently a strong curricu-

lar thrust in Program II.

Program III

Learning

The view of learning in Program III seems to be implied
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O

in the publisher's statement concerning reading.. The publish

er views reading as an important aspect in the.reader's ad-

justment to total experience. Reading is not, considered an

isolated activity.

The significant view of learning theory taken by Program

III seems to be toward the cognitive field, and somewhat to-
.

ward the behavioristic. , The texts and teacher materials for

the student texts emphasize, by their purpose setting ques-

tions, insights and the reinterpretation of previous exper-

ience when new information is _encountered. Evidence for the

behavioristic approach, systematic incremental learning, is

in the repetitive objectives set in the skill development

sections of the teacher's guides and workbooks. The student

evaluations are almost exclusively behavioristic in the

choice of questiOn types.

Actionality. is not directly treated in the program, but

based on the cognitive field and behavioristic objectives

stated, one would assume the authors consider the child inter-

active or passive-reactive. Evidence that the learner is

viewed as passive-reactive is in the text's setting of pur-
.

;pose for the reader, and initiating of all activity. However,

the student is expected to interact with the teacher, the

other children, and the author's message in the group discus-

sions-dominated by the reflective questions.

Teaching

Teaching, for the Program III authors, is the program-
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directed management of learning of prescribed reading and

interpretive skills, with administrative decisions made by

the teacher.

The predominant pedagogical approach is the directed

reading lesson in basal text approach. Each prose and poetry

section is preceded in the teacher material by a list of

objectives for motivating, guiding silent reading, and devel-

oping skills. The literature approach and the technical and

informational approach might be said to be present in the

selection of materials from the content areas. However, the

mode is still basal text. Some programmed materials are

offered in the workbooks and in the supplementary paperback

study guides. -The paperback study guides are designed for

partial individualization of the program. Additional indivi-

dualization is allowed for in small sections of each lesson

plan in the teacher's guides which are set aside for regroup-

ing'for individual needs and reinforcement. Extensive enrich-,

ment sections also allow for partial individualization.

In its approach to reading problems, differentiation of

instruction receives strong emphasis in the teacher guides.

Skill development sections in each unit include suggestions
O

for either remediation or enrichment. The pre-test evalua-

tion masters provide diagnoStic-tests of reading skills for

deficits. The post-test evaluation masters provide measures

for mastery of specific reading skills.

The teacher in Program III is seen primarily as a script-

performer and a technician. The only decisions left to
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plan8 are minute in detailed instructions to the teacher.

However, from the viewpoint of the student, who does not see

the teacher's guides; the teacher might be seen as a guide

and monitor. The teacher guides the lessons, asks .the ques-

tions, leads the discussions. In the enrichment sections of

the teacher's guides, the teacher's role seems to be that of

guide and monitor.

The primary curriculum thrust of Program III is toward

the development of cognitive process. There, is an emphasis,

in the teacher guide lesson plans, on the developing and

strengthening of word analysis, study skills, and literary

skills.

The selebtion of passages from the six disciplines to

provide quality reading seems to suggest academic rationalism,

though this is not the focus of instruction. The introduc-

tion to the material for teachers speaks of developing under-

standing and love of literature in children, which may have

self-actualization as its base. However, with

selected purposes evident in the curriculum, except in the

enrichment activities, no consistent self-actualization thrust

is seen.

Program IV

Learning

Program IV provides no perfectly consistent viewpoint on
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learning. Aspects of mentalistic views of learning are re-

flected to the extent that each lesson assumes the content of

the previous lesson is part of the student's accumulated know-

ledge. This is evident in the treatment of vocabulary. Pro-

gram IV reflects behavioristic concepts of learning in its

sequential, incremental approach to vocabulary, skill, and

knowledge development. Pupils who do not score at mastery

level on the tests, are given additional, work at lower levels

until -they "master" the skills prerequisite to the next level.

A cognitive aspect of learning is evident in the skills se-

lected which are aimed at gaining new insights into new mater-

ials.

Program IV predominantly views the, learner as passive.

The pupil reacts or respondS to the stories, questions,

exercises, and situations which the program sets up. There

is some opportunity for pupil-initiated activities': In

several lessons, it is suggested that the pupil create his

own story. The pupils may also interact with the teacher

through-discussiOs. However, the pupil is essentially the

passive recipient of information and. instructions.

Learning, in Program IV, is a form of continuous pro-

gress. The books are claimed to be gradeless in that the

levels are indicated in terms of sequential numbers rather

than in grade level numbers. Thus the book for sixth grade

is number 13. It is assumed that a. student in sixth grade

could use a book numbered 10,. which is actually for third

.grade, without embarrassment. The program sets up an incre-

mental learning pattern. Students develop language abilities

75
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and practice already acquired abilities in each lesson.

Teaching

Each section of the units in Program IV follows the

basal reader approach. Directed reading lessons include

presentation of vocabulary, silent reading of a story or poem,

discussion of the material read, and skill development activi-

ties. All of these lessons are part of content units. There

are five content units to every level. However, the fOcus of

each lesson is on the specific story or passage rather than

on the general unifying themes of the unit. The skill activi-

ties which are part of each lesson frequently focus on struc-

tural word analysis. Word recognition is another teaching

emphasis. There is partial individualization of this instruc-

tion in that each lesson contains supplementary activities

for individual students who demonstrate a need to increase

their proficiency in skill areas, or their knowledge of speci-

fic elements of language.

The major approach to reading problems in Program IV is

in identification of deficits through mastery tests. Pupils

who fail to score at the appropriate level must work on skill

development at a lower level. This work focusses on skills

and development activities. An emphasis in evaluation is on

diagnosis of reading skills in a search for deficits which

can be treated through reorganized instruction. The teacher

is instructed to check, evaluate, and test pupils at the end

of each unit to determine if remedial work should be assigned

before the pupils move on to other units.
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Teaching, in Program IV, is the management of learning.

Teachers are to implement the program as prescribed in the

teacher's guide, measure pupil progress, and assign extra

activities to pupils with measured skill deficiencies. The

goal of teaching is the development of pupil competence at

increasing levels of reading difficulty as measured by mas-

tery tests provided by the program.

The teacher is also a guide and monitor. The teacher

schedules and supervises all the pupil's reading activities

in accordance with directions from the teacher's guide. The

teacher is a judge only in that he or she must evaluate the

appropriateness of pupil reSponses to the small proportion of

open-ended questions which are part of the program. The

teacher also appears or acts as a source of wisdom in that he

or she provides --new vocabulary, information, and ideas con-

tained in the teacher's guide for-every lesson.

The major curriculum thrust of Program IV is on the

development of cognitive skills. The development of the

skills of literal comprehension, inferential comprehension,

literary analysis, and structural analysis are the four

strands of cognitive skills which the program emphasizes.

The program reflects academic rationalism to some degree in

that some of the stories at each level are adaptations of

works associated with great books or important Cultures such

as the ancient Greeks. Social reconstruction is an important

part of the program as it is communicated to the teacher.

However, the communication of this importance is not as clear

in the pupil text. The thrust of social reconstruction is
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not included in any of the evaluation materials. The program

emphasizes the efficien production of more competent readers

in the introductory aterials for the teacher. Also, the

guide recommend the use of the mastery tests to determine:
P'

pupil needs.

Program .V

Learning

Program V is basically behavioristic with leanings to-

wards cognitive ideas of learning. The program focusses on

conditioned responses and their reinforcement. It also focus-

ses on emphasizing insights and reinterpretation of previous

experiences when new information is encountered. The mental-

istic view is not .a significant thrust.

In this series, the educational environment is composed

of the teacher-directed lessons and materials and is assumed

to be the predominant influence upon the learner. The pupils

are assumed to be passive. They react to the teacher-directed

program. Pupils also interact with the materials. However,.

the learner does not actively seek information for himself.

Teaching

Program V deals exclusively with the directed-reading

lesson. Its major concern is with children's literature.

The series encourages children to utilize their understand-

ings of literature in their own language experiences. Since

the instruction is directed to a large group of students,
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complete individualization cannot be expected in the program.

However, individual differences are recognized and the stu-

dents have opportunities for supplemental study within the

.program. In the group instruction, word recognition and

phonics are stressed. There is little evidence of the other

pedagogical approaches listed in the profile instrument.

Program V suggests that reading problems should be han-

died within the instructional framework. of the group. The

program suggests that slower students will benefit from dis-

cussions generated by more capable students. A slower stu-

dent's self concept is expected to improve if he or she is-
,

asked to present ideas to the group. IffStructional differen-

tiation is suggested but not emphasized,.

The program exhibits little evidence of a diagnostic,:

concept. The program suggests but does not emphasize testing

skills prerequisite to reading. Reorganizing classroom per-

sonnel or school perssinnel, and testing reading skills to

identify deficits are discussed, but only briefly.

Program V offers some evidence for viewing the teacher

as a scripted performer, a guide and monitor,, and a source of

'wisdom.- The teacher is expected to folloW the lesson plans

in the text, guide aspects of the discussion in the lesson

plans, and provide information to help youngsters appreciate

the literature encountered.

r-
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Program VI

Learning

The teacher's guide in Program VI suggests that learning

is best accomplished when appropriate materials are sequen-
,

tiall
I

structured. These materials will then motivate the

passifie learner to respond to them and learn what is required.

The view of learning in Program VI is basically behairior-

istic. There is some evidence of mentalistic and cognitive

field influences. The emphasis of systematic incremental

skills development within and between units, along with fre-

-quent assessment of these skills indicates at least an impli-
.

citoadherence to behavioristic theory.

The teacher's-material, instructions to the students and

activities for the student indicate a basically passive role.

for the learner. The students participate in teacher-directed

drills, provide responses to questions about passages, and

read for a text-dictated purpose.

Teaching

The teacher's role is primarily that of technician,

following the predbribed outline of the program. The approach

is the directed or guided reading lesson based on content

units aimed at developing skills which can be used in future

reading activities. Improvement in these skills is assessed

through reading tests and evaluation exercises.

All three levels of Program VI use the traditional basal
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reading approach with strong emphasis on the content unit
. 0

approach. The technical.information approach is also present.

The primary approach to reading problems is diagnosing

for reading skills deficits. The major diagnostic tool is a

scoring technique which uses a brief review of,the skills and

content covered in every two units. This exercise is used to

-deterMine'how much practice is needed before the student goes

on to the next Unit.

The. teacher featured is as a technicin in the series.

The teacher basically makes few independent decisions and

follows instructions from the text.

There is a high degree of emphasis on cognitive skills

across the curriculum. Both the teacher and student mater-

ials stress the development of reading skills which can be

applied to all types of reading in all subject areas. Famil-

iarity with technological information, traditional fields of

study, and the social situations .in which the student lives

are viewed as preparation for future life.

Program vfk

Learning

Program VII reflects all,tfiree views of learning to some

degree. It focusses on the development'Of mental abilities

and the addition of new ideas to a store of continually

increasing previbusly acquired ideas which is characteristic

of mentalistic conceptions of learning. It is behavioristic

81
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in that the author- assumes' that the observable, measurable

mastery of the content of previous lessons enables pupils td
o

-fare well in current lessons. The skill maintenance compo-

nent is based on this premise. It is cognitive in that pu-pils..

are often asked to rethink ideas in light of new experiences

encountered in'the reading program.

Program VII views the learner as being predominantly'

interactive. The program relies heavily upon discussions

between the teacher and pupils.. The program, suggests that

the pupils be given many opportunities to create dramas and

stories, and provides helpful Suggestions.

t

Teaching

Program VII places emphasis upon the directed reading

lesson in the text, the literature approach, and the language

experience approach. In the teacher's manual for each story,

provisions are made for vocabulary development, preparation

for reading, reading te,selection, developing related think-

ing and language skills, and additional related activities.

The lesson plans, however, do `not follow the typical ,skills

development which can be found in most basal reading series.

Instead, pupils' use of their language is encouraged. The

pupils are directed to read, write, and discuss their ideas.

The program encourages the reading of related literature

after each unit-. It also gives bibliographic information for

the choices. a

Unit 6 of each book is in the form of a content unit.
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The stories and activities are correlated around `a central

theme. This unit may be directed by the teacher or used

independently by the students.

There is evidence of the technical and informational
\\

,approach. Pupils have opportunities and are encouraged to

research topics and use outside sources of material.

,Three major approaches to reading.problems,sedm to be

emphasized in the teacher's manual-. .The authors state the

need for differentiation of instruction and provide for it

through the skill maintenance section and in the 6th unit of

each book. The improvement of the self concept of the stu-

dent is also emphasized through the selection of stories and

discussion before and after. each story. Testing reading

skills for deficits is recommended through the use of mastery

tests and activity'books.

The teacher is viewed predominantly as a guide and moni-

tot. The teacher guides the discuSsigns.and supervise, the

reading activities. The teacher is also-a source of wisdOM,

for he /she relays information contained in the teacher's

guide for every lesson. Some el:ridencesuggests.the teacher

is viewed as a technician, carrying out the directions in the.

teacher's manual.

Three curriculum thrusts are evident in Program VII:

cognitive processing, social reconstruction, and'so_f-actual-

.ization. Each lesson seeks to develop cognitive skills for

application later, sometimes in the next unit, or next read-

ing ,level, and ultinia.tely in later life. The. teacher's .edi-

tion stresses the idea of guiding ,pupils to function r. a

'8)
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pluralistic society suggesting a view of social reconstruc-

tion. 'The pupils have many opportunities to determine things

for themselves indicating that self actualization is opera-

ting as,a presupposition.

There is evidence of academic rationalism in that there

are stories about important personalities' and-by the fact.

that pupils are encouraged to read literature outside of the

basal text;

84
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Program Purpose
There are several places in the, documents which make up

a readin&program where the basic mission and specific pur-

poses of the program are conventionally stated. The promo-

tional materials that are used to introduce a program to

those-who may purchase or use 'it may contain a statement of

purpose. The teacher's manual that ordinarily accompanies

theapasal text is a place where one expects an .indication of

purpose. In, some instances morkbook and other program compo-
_

nents are designed as part of the basic program, and may

contain a statement of purpose. Specific lesson plans may

reflect purpose, implicitly or explicitly. In fact, any

component of the program may implicitly or explicitly contain

an indication of purpose or/goals. This study focusses prima-

rily on components of the basic programs to 76-T.h=-In ht into

the purposes of programs.;

The extent to which b. program fulfills its stated goals

is discussed in the folloviing section. StatementS of purpose

for. reading instruction, either explicit or implicit in the

program guides, were compared with the actual program. mater-

ials. These purposes may not involve the basic theoretical

areas of reading, language, teaching, and learning. .There-

fore, this is only one indicator of program consistency. Of

more significance to the program user are the hidden purposes

and presuppositions. But because these aspects of a program

are-not obvious, they may not be perceived by the user. The.

teacher may assume he/she is implementing a program which is

designed to fulfill a purpose without realizing that this-r
purpose may not be represented in the.pupil materials.
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One purpose that underlies all of the prOgrams is that

the program is designed for youngsters to read who are placed

in the grades or levels designated by the publishers. To

determine the consistency between the grade or level design

tion and the approximate readability of the materials, a

readability formula was applied to each of the seven programs.

See Appendix D for Readability Formula Information. Error

factors in both the formula and sampling techniques used are

realities, and the authors entertain no delusions as to their

accuracy. However, the formula approach provides a commonly

used estimation of the readability of the materials.

Program 3

As stated in the teacher's manual, Program I is designed,

primarily to provide skills development in reading in the

content areas. The program seeks not only to develop apprecia-

tion and interpretation of narrative materials, but also to

provide content and activities for use in teaching students

special skills in reading in social studies,-science, and new

math.

The general purpose-as implied in the Program I student

materials is to get,at information and appreciation in read-

ing from different subject areas. Basic skills of word at

tack, dictionary, rate, and contextual reference are sequen-

tiallydeveloped.

Thus the purposes for reading as stated in the teacher's

manual. are fairly well followed in the student materials.
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One difference, between the teacher's manual and the student

materials is that cognitive learning theory is stressed in-

the teacher's manual while the activities for the student are

much more in keepingwLth a behavioristic theory of learning.

The readability estimates ofr materials in Program I seem

to show more difficulty than average for students in grades-4,

5, and 6. Program I is a unique inclusion in our sample

because it extends to high-school levels and tends to be a

selection considered more regularly for junior-high and sec-
,.

ondary programs. However, the portion of the program exa-

mined is clearly specified as being appropriate for grades 4,

5, and 6. The readability levels estimated in this study

suggest that the materials are:not entirely in accord with .

expectations for average performance in grades 4, 5, and 6.

Program II

The general purpose for reading instruction as stated in

the, teacher's edition of Program 1,1 is to prepare children

for the ."explosion of reading in the middle grades and be-

yond. The program also seeks to communicate to them the

rewards of reading. The teacher is to help the students read

and think critically as well as develop basic skill-s.

The students' materials are designed to meet the above'

stated goals. The students encounter a variety of content'

which prepares them fot the diverse reading matter-they will

experience.-'The skills they develop area Seen as ones that

.help to generalize learning. The varied content meets
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another goal in'that it was carefully selected to meet the

interests of the students. The studentS read to get 'leaning

from print and'to become critical readers. They also read

because it has a personal value beyond the questions waiting

at the end of the selection.

There is a very high consistency between the teacher's

and students' material in terms of purpose. If ah objective

is named, it is represented in the students' materials.

Program II's estimated readability lelrels appear high

for grades 4 and 5 and about right for grade 6. However,

error due to ,the.formula may exceed one grade level makint5

the estimate-for grade 5 materials consistent with the 1711-b-

lisher's designation. The grade 4 level sample is two grade

levels higher than the designated level. However; error due

to Sampling prohibits a strong statement of readability dis-

cordance with respect toProgram II. The progran's rejection

of controlled vocabulary may make the Fry formula less appro-

priate in grade 4 than grade 6. .

Program III

In Program III, the general purpose for reading instruc-

, tion.indicated in the teacher materials is to relate reading,

to the whole of experience. Program III seeks to help chil-
-

dren see reading as a way of seeing the world and to lead

them to see a central-theme from various poihts of view. A

carefully structured sequence of materials seeks to help
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students organize their thinking. The main goal of the se-
.

ries is to help students learn to interpret and understand

what they read. The program seeks to give children a deeper

appreciation for the many forms and purposes for reading and

to encourage critical reading, wide vocabulary development,

and specific skills in subject matter areas.

Purpose is not directly stated in the materials for the

student. Reflective questions in the student texts imply

that the student's purpose should be to interpret, evaluate,

and relate the authJr's message to his own experience. The

presence of skill exercises and evaluations imply the purpose

of skill development. And the presence of some good excerpts

frOm literature and beautiful reproductions from primitive

and classical art implies the purpose of development of appre-

ciation.

There is high consistency between the detailed small

objectives stated in the teacher materials and the materials

presented-to the student.

The readability estimates for-Program_III fall within

conventional expectations. Samples for grades 5 and 6 were

estimated at grades 5 and 6, while the 4th grade sample falls

one grade higher, within the limits of expected error. The

program appears consistent with t'he purposes of the program

with respect to grade level designation.

Program IV

.

The purpose f /4 reading instruction is cothmunicated't
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the teachers in the introduction to the teacher's guide in-.

Program IV.. The purpose centers about the development of

decoding, comprehension, and evaluation skills leading to .the

pupils' incorporation of the ideas he reads into his own

thinking.- The program seeks-to provide "for extension of

skills and p...pplication of these skills to new materials and

settings." This is the primary purpose of the program. Pro-

gram IV also seeks to develop a sound value system, an appre-

ciation and understanding of goodaiterature, an understand-

ing and appreciation of the pluralistic nature of American

society.

Program IV gives pupils a specific purpose for reading

each of its stories and poems. However, the text does not

explain a purpose for reading in general, nor does it .indi-

cate why.the pupil, should be involved in reading instruction.

But-the pupil's skills handbook does give the pupil a reason

for reading instruction: the improvement of his ability to

use the "special tools" of reading. The purpose of the de-

°Ifelopment of these skills is "understanding, evaluating, and

applying the ideas of the author" which the skills handbook

tells the pupil is the "real aim in reading.'.!

Program. IV samples 'of reading material appear inconsis-

tent with the designated target group with respect to grade 4

materials which are estimated to be two grade levels higher

or more difficult. Materials for grades 5 and 6 are in

accord with conventional expectations and within the error

limits assumed.
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PrOgram V

One purpose for reading in Program V as indicated in the

materials for the teacher is to maintain a high level of

student interest. Another purpose is to provide the neces-

sary stimulation for developing skills in thinking, discuss-

ing, and writing, as well as in reading.

The purpose of reading as indicated by materials for the

student to become acquainted with numerous experiences

that can be provided by literature and to develop an apprecia-

tion and awareness of the various styles and subject matter

presented by the selected authors.

In general, the purpose indicated in the materials for

the teacher and those implied for the students remains highly

consistent. Those areas where a discrepancy exists between

the materials for teachers and those for students are in

4ictionary skills. While the objectives and organization of

dictionary skills are indicated for the teacher, they are not

as evident in the materials for the student. The learnerIs

left with a vague idea of the use of the dictionary if the

student's materials are viewed in isolation.

The readability estimates of the materials i .Program V

appear too high for the designated targdt groups. Grade 4

materials are estimated three grades higher than average.

Materi-als for grades 5 and 6 are estimated 'to be two grades

more difficult than conventional expectations. The materials

for Program V are estimated to be ln-disaccord with the pro -`'

gram purposes with respect to conventional estimates or.
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Program VI

The general purpose of reading instruction indicated in

the materials for the teacher is to help the student acquire

reading skills. Specific skill areas included as objectives

are: recognizing words; deriving word meaning, comprehending

sentences, paragraphs and whole selections; selecting perti-

nent data; evaluating the authencity of materials; and gras-

pring the implied ideas.

Explicit statements of purpose of reading instruction

are seldom indicated by materials for the student. However,

the organizational development and structure of the thematic

units, which include preparation exercises, directed. reading

--activities and evaluation exercises give evidence of implicit

agreement with the purpose stated in the teacher's manual.

The purpose indicated in materials for the teacher and

purpose implied in materials for the student are consistent,

with each other.

The major emphasis, in the pupil's materials in Program

VI is the development of the abilities of structural analysis,

literal or inferential comprehension and literary analysis.

Less discernable in the pupil's materials is the final goal

for reading instruction, one of incorporating the ideas found

in reading into the pupil's own thinking. There are many

instances in which the pupil text asks the pupil to read
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about other people in different cultures, ideas from science,

and other subjects about which the pupil may collect informa-

tion through reading. But there is no clear opportunity for

the pupil's thinking to change as a result of this new know=

ledge. The pupil is asked to think about the subject matter,

from dinosaurs to discrimination, but the pupil is seldom

asked to make decisions which judge the validity of situations

or to incorporate understanding of these subjects in creative

activities. Therefore, the pupil textbooks are consistent

with two of the teacher guides' stated purposes for reading

instruction: development-of pUpil decoding and comprehension

abilities. However, the pupil textbooks do not emphasize the

evaluation skills or the incorporation of ideas into student

thinking.

Materials for students to read in Program VI are estima-

ted to be within the limits of conventional expectations with

respect to the average performance of the target groups.

Materials for grades 4 and 5 are estimated to be one grade

lower than expectations, while grade 6 materials are estima-

ted at the appropriate grade level. The direction of the

error in grades 4 and 5 may be deliberately assuming easier

materials are more like7y to be usable than harder materials.

The materials of Program VI are estimated to be in accord

with the purposes assumed with respect to the target group.

Program VII.

The purposes of -Program VII.reflect concerns for the
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read6.bility of materials, the characteristic of a pluralistic

society, skill maintenance, and individualization of instruc-

tion. In general, the stated purposes of the program appear

to be in accord with the materials and .procedures recommended,

if one ignores, the'distinction between basic and supplementary

materials. The evaluation phase of the program, which relates

to the 'skill maintenance and individualization aspects of .the

program are included in materials deSignated supplementary.

Several direct inquiries were made with 'representatives of

'the company because it was-felt that perhaps designations of

basic' and supplementary were not correctly communicated. The

program is rilew and errors in representing a new program are

common in our experience. All inquiries indicated that the

designatipns were accurate with respect to the purPoses of,

the program; hence, we find-that some important evaluative

aspects of the program are not part of the basic program:

Focus on the characteristics of a pluralistic- society is

carried out in imaginative ways. Story selection and illus-

trations are unique in this respect. Content is generally

geared to metropolitan life, another plus for the rating of

the consistency between purpose and function. The skill

areas that predominate in the maintenance section tend. to

reflect conventional assumptions about phonemic-graphemic

relationships, structural word analysis and reading; thus

raising. conflict with respect to other aspects of the prograM

that focus on recovering deep structure as a comprehension

tactic. The estimated readability levels of the materials
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for Program VII appear fully consistent with the purposes

with r'espect to the designated target groups, grades 4, 5,
and6. This is to be expected because this purpose, the

reflection of modern readability research, is clearly and

explicitly emphasized.

Conclusion 2
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In general, the programs reviewed reflect their purposes

as slated to reasonable degrees.. Inconsistencies exist, as

we have noted. Some variation in the degree of inconsistency

between stated purpose and program is evident among the

programs selected. All programs reviewed are complex enough

and subject to problems to a degree. that warrants the recom-

mendatiOn that a thorough, careful examination of the purposes

of the program is an important aspect-of successfully using

it in instruction.

Programs exhibit unique characteristics. They differ.

No instructional approach that assumes all programs to be

alike makes much sense. On the other hand, the conventional

categories of programs often used for discusion, evaluation,

or research, do little justice to the underlying complexities.

In many respects, the theoretical areas that are not explicit

in program statements constitute the largest body of charac-

teristics. This suggests that most of what happens in the

use of a particular program is not specific to the program,

but rather is a function of the decisions of the individual

teacher.



If it is true that mostelof the decisions'required in a

program-are in fact up to the individual teacher, then the

often heard suggestions to beginning teachers to follow the

basal-reader program are inappropriate. In general, the

programs we reviewed here provide many instances for teacher

to make decisions. Statements about teacher initiative,

creativity, judgment, flexibility, and options, though vary-

ing among programs, are frequently encountered. We agree

with this thrust. However, when options are suggested with-

out methodo ogy for making decisions about the options, it

becomes inappropriate to suggest that a program will provide

the guidance.required for instruction. In some "talks with

some publishers we discerned an underlying assumption, that

teachers in general are highly competent and already-possessed

of the methodology to make productive decisions about suggest-
,'

ed options:" If this assumption is true; we find many of1the',

claims of programs, particularly with .respect to purpose, to

be supported. On the other hand, we found, in many instances;
!

.

a view that teachers require a step-by-step guide, .slugestiLl -

that unless the materials .provided by the program actually do

provide, a methodology for making.instructional

stated purposes are unlikely to be met. If teachers do-what

thay areexplicitly told ho W to do, they will rot Meet the.

broad purposes of many programs. If they shoW the:COnfidence

and competence to make their own decisions., they but

then it is the teachers and not thb program which will make

the difference.

.10
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Management, Systems

In recent years management systems, either part of the

publisher's package, or from an external source, have played

an increasing role in middle-grade reading instruction'.

These systems, such as the 'Wisconsin Design, invariably empha-

size the sequential development of skills to the exclusion of

anything else. Though the proponents often assert that these

are not meant to be complete instructional packages, the

pre-tests, post-tests, and program evaluatin's are often

totally pn the basis of the management systems. That ?auses

administrators and teachers to put time and. energy on the

skill hierarchies and ignore the rest of the programs. Pro-

gram differences become irrelevant then. The management

system is a procrustean bed eliminating difference and turn-

ing the programs into behavioristic, atomostic skill-centered

sequences in which technology dominates, learners are treated

as passive and teachers are technicians.
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How to Produce a Reading Program

The clearest conclusion of this study is that published

reading programs are instructional packages which have been''

assembled without theoretically based designs. They do not

have firm, examined theoretical bases; they show'more evi-

dence of decisions being made by default-than by deliberate

application of concistent criteria. Similarities in many

elements, such as workbook exercises, skill sequences, and

evaluation devices seem to be more based on tradition and

market considerations than on defined views of reading, com-

prehension, learning, or teaching. Inconsistencies within

programs are the rule, not the exception.

Perhaps all this reflects a chaotic situation in the

schools that involves the relationships of materials, methods,

curricula, and evaluation If curricula were articulate and

soundly roofed in research-based theory, then schools would
a

be choosing suitable and effective methodology and publishers

would have some pressure to provide appropriate instructional

materials that are consistent with the criteria of the curri-

cula and methodology.

This is not to say that-authors and editor's-of-reading

programs do not believe they are using a coherent set of

principles and criteria in constructing programs. What we

are saying is that the criteria are often a loose collection

built around a few strong commitments and not sufficiently

well articulated and soundly rooted in theory. That produces

program components that teachers and learners actually exper-

ience which are not the result of strong design and selection

,S)
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criteria.

Many middle grade reading programs are simply extensions

of beginning program's, less well planned, less well executed,

less.well related to views of reading, language; teaching,

and learning.

There certainly are very different apprbaches to teach-

ing reading comprehension possible. But they result from

combining views of reading, language, teaching, and learriing

coherently to produce the decision-making criteria for a

methodology.

When reading programs concentrate on developing reading

comprehension, which they all do either as the main focus or

one of several major focal points in the middle grades, their

premises become blurred, inconsistencies arise, and elements

appear which have little justification in teaching or evalua-

tifng comprehension.

Partly this condition results from' preoccupation of text

developers with beginning reading. Partly it's the result of

assuming that building relationships between print and speech,

either at letter or word level is the main business of read-

ing instructicn. Reading is reduced-to-matching-and it is

assumed comprehension automatically follows. Partly also,

too little use has been made of theory and knowledge about

comprehension, particularly comprehending print.

Comprehension-Centered Reading Program

It is our belief that reading instruction from the begin,.

ping must make comprehension the prime concern.' We define
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comprehension as constructing meaning from print. We believe

that language is learned as a whole in response to the need

to understand and be understood. In that sense, what pupils

are asked to read must be real, whole, relevant, and meaning-:

ful lancguage.

If we pinned a label on our ideal reading program we

would call it "comprehension-centered." In it, literacy

would be considered an extension of natural language learning.

We would teach .no skills. Rather we would help learners

develop comprehension strategies. They would be helped to

try to make sense of what they read. We would apply the les-

sons of cognitive psychology, considering how the characteris-.

tics of text influence comprehension, how readers' schema

influence what they understand. We would treat comprehension

as the result of interactions between writer and reader.

Teachers in our program would be guides, facilitators, and

monitors, knowledgeable about reading, language, learning,

and children. We' visualize reading instruction materials as

wide ranging, variable to suit different personal-cultural

needs. We see children learning to read by reading, not by

workbook exercises or skill drills.

Since comprehension would always be the focus from the

beginning of reading instruction, the middle grades would be

a time for expansion, for broadened horizons, for greater

flexibility, for helping gullible readers to be critical, for

helping reluctant readers to find pleasure and satisfaction,

for helping omnivorous readers to develop electilie perceptive

taste. Self-evaluation would be the principal means of

1,01
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evaluation in our comprehension-centered program. Learnenq

would be encouraged to ask themSelves whether they have under-
,

stood and to use correction strategies when they have not.

Teachers would monitor for strengths as well as weaknesses

as a base for selecting and designing instructional activi-

ties.

Classification of Programs for Midd -Grade Comprehension

Researchers and others must avoid classifying programs

by the use of traditional terminology. Those terms that

Chall used for program names, as Corder concluded, simply do

not sharply distinguish programs in-any useful sense.

We suggest that our paradigm be used, as represented in

the profile instrument, to delineate.the key premises of each

program and to indicate how consistently they have been ap-

plied throughout the ascending levels of the program and in

its various elements. We suggest that grouping programs for,

the sake of statistical cotparison is an indefensible prac-

tice in research and evaluatory studies at least _at this

point in time.

We suggest further that the experience that particular

learners really have with a particular program'can not depend-

ably be predicted from the program-itself and that it will

vary from district to district, school to school, teacher to

_teacher, and even pupil to pupil.

That makes research which seeks to deal with the effect

Of particular programs on learning most difficult to conduct.
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Selection of Programs by Schools and Teachers

Again we believe our paradigm and profile instrument can

be useful to schools in selecting texts. But such selection

must .follow a careful_ development of El reading curriculum in

which theOretical bases are used to develop decision-making

criteria.

There is a circle too prevalent in reading instruction

in which materials determine curriculum and method and market

considerations and traditions determine materials. Publish-.

ers say they're giving teachers what they want and teachers

use what they are given. In this circle there is no substan-

tive,point at which knowledge, particularly new insight from.

research can enter.

This is an era of explosion of knowledge. All of our

four concerns; reading, language, learning, and teaching have

been areas of intense development in this era. New theory

and knowledge must be digested and implemented in developing

reading comprehension programs. Schools can only assure this

implementation by putting materials in proper perspective,

sefecting them to serve an articulate, coherent curriculum

rather than'letting them determine the curriculum.
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g"ree educational missions are identifiable in the lit-

:erature of reading comprehension insfruction. One mission is

to help students learn to produce :a spoken analogue of the

author's printed language. A second mission is to ,help stu-

dents learn to reconstruct the author's message. A third

mission is to help students construct knowledge about the

author's message. These three missions subsume a host of

categorization-systems that can be derived from the litera-

ture of reading instruction.

Missions

Spoken Analogue

Much of reading instruction seeks to help youngsters

learn to produce a spoken analogue of the author's printed

language _(Carroll, 1972, p. 2). The relationship of this

mission to comprehension centers about the assumption that if

a reader can produce a spoken analogue of the author's print-

ed language, that reader will be able to understand the mes-

sage. This assumption is true in some instances and false

in-others.
Y7"

The truth of the spoken analogue assumption is evident

in instances when the reader is working with materials that

use language that he or she can understand when it is spoken.

The falsity of the assumption is evident when the reader en-

counters materials that use unfamiliar language and deal with

content that is new to the reader or too difficult. Many of
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us can produce a spoken .analogue of the language of a para-

graph in an insurance policy, but fail to understand it un-

less we know the court decisions that underlie the legal

interpretation of that clause. If comprehension, or under-

, standing the message, is the goal, producing a spoken analogue

of the authors printed language falls short, and comprehension

can not be automatically assumed because the analogue is pro-

duced relatively intact.

Chall (1967, p. 189) suggests "... for all practical

purposes American reading instruction is basal-series reading

instruction." Basal series to be based in literature,

and exhibit a distinct contrast in content with many of the

subjects of high school; biology, chemistry, physics, mathema-

tics,.and social studies. Both the content and the language
.

of much of the subject matter of schools differs markedly

from the content and language of basal readers, and in these

instances, the veridity of the spoken analogue assumption is

doubtf14 with respect. to comprehension.

At its roots, the\mission to produCe a spoken analogue

of the printed mesSage\sUbsumas many of the stated objectives

of reading instruction that relate to oral reading. Skills

relating to oral reading include those that'actually involve

oral reading performance with both partial and whole language,

those skills that function as demonstrated prerequisites to

oral reading performance, and those skills assumed to be

prerequisites in spite of a lack of evidence to support the

conclusion.
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The implicati9. of the concept of 'a spoken analogue to

printed language extend beyond the limitations of oral read-

ing performance. Vygotsky (1934) and a host of others iden-

tify inner speech as a reality. Introspection verifies the

existence of inner speech. It is a rare individual who re-

ports that he or she can not produce a thought analogue when

that same individual can produce a spoken analogue.

The key distinguishing characteristic. of the spoken ana-

logue mission is that it necessarily involves producing,

either in thought or in sound, the surface structure Of the

author's language. It may .or may not involve understanding

the message, but is assumed to involve understanding in many

instances.

Reconstructing the Author's Message

A second global mission of reading comprehension can be

characterized as helping students to learn to teconstruct the

author's message. Here, the emphasis is on getting the mean-

ing of the author's message. It includes the, reconstruction'

of the syntactic aspects of the author's language by virtue

of the kinds of activities we ask youngsters to perform in

reading instruction. However, the major focus of this mission

is on the semantic reconstruction of the author's message.

Some would frame explanations of this mission in terms of the

deep structure of the Authot's language, in Contrast with the

focus an surface structure identified in the process of pro-

ducing a spoken or thought analogue of the author's message.
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Meaning is the goal, and tends to be identified in two

thrusts.- One thrust is word centered and engenders vocabU-'

lary development as a major instructional objective. The

search for lexical meaning is in contrast to a whole 11anguage

approach. The search for the contextual meaning of an author's

printed message is the process that appears most defensible

under the global mission of reconstructing the author's mes-

sage.

Constructing Knowledge about the Author's Message

The construction of knowledge about an.author's message

is sometimes included under the rubric of reading, and some-
O

times i1 is relegated to the category of thinking. It is not

argued here that it should be or should not be on logical

terms. Rather,-it is noted that it is a defensible education-
cis

al goal, that it isapparent in the literature of reading

instruction, and that it is represented in many of the pub-

lished programs. Roger Farr (1977) defines reading as

"thinking guided by print."

Whenever readers are asked to decide whether or not or

to what degree an author's message istrue, they are being

asked to Construct knowledge about the author's message.

Whenever readers are asked to decide about the value of a

message, they are being asked to construct knowledge. Value

decisions about whether the message is good or, bad to some,

degree occur within some conceptual framework. An author's

message may be evaluated with respect to literar,y style, how

pleasing the work is, or the consequences to hUinanity and

individualS. Readers in .our schools are asked frequently to

I Oa
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construct knowledge about the author's message.

Several subSystems of these Three missions are apparent

in the literature of reading instruction. One subsystem we

label Program Focus. It centers on groups of objectives

evident both iri programs and in the literature. A second

subsystem, Comprehension Tasks, involves the tasks readers

are asked to perform to permit the inference that language

comprehension, is or has occurred. A concern for Levels of

Comprehension is a third subsystem in both the literature

and programs of instruction. These three subsystems; Program

Focus, Comprehension tasks, and Levels of COmprehension fit

the global missions; Spoken Analogue, Reconstruction of the

Message, and Construction of Knowledge.

A fourth subsystem reflects ideas that are specifically

applied at the middle grades and 'above with respect to ad-
,

vance organizers as well as ways of establishing approaches

to guided silent reading in directd reading lessons. Recent

research (Gibson and Levin, 1975) focusses on the Purpose of

Reading: The subcategories of the purpose of reading are. not

subsumed by our missions. Rather they cut across the missions

and must be described in a different way at the paradigmatic

level.

Program Focus

Six categories of Program Focus are identifiable. The

categories are 1) Sounds, Letters, and/o Matching Sounds and



Letter Combinations; 2) Word' Identification; 3) Word Meaning

Matching to Word Shapes; 4) Syntactic Reconstruction; 5) Mean-

ing.Reconstruction; and 6) Knowledge Construction. Items 1

and 2 relate directly to producing a spoken analogue of the

author's printed language, one of the basic missions of read-

ing instruction. Items 3 , 4 and 5 are subsumed under a

second mission, reconstrucx.ing the author's message, and item

6 is constructing knowledge about the author's message, a

third mission. ,..-""

Sounds, Letters, and/or Matching Sounds and Letters

Underlying the mission to help youngsters produce a

spoken analogue of the author's printed message is a large

group of activities that function as skills, objectives, and

components of reading' programs. The identification of let-

ters, letter combinations, and sounds that are conventionally

associated with the letters and letter combinations are inclu-

ded in this category. Usually, the activities of this cate-

gory are associated with beginning reading rather than middle-

grade reading. The emphasis is on skills assumed to be,pre-

requisite to producing a spoken analogue of printed language,

which in turn, is assumed to permit the reader to understand

the message.
ti

Word Identification

Here, the unit of focus is the word rather than parts of

words or units that are larger than words. The task is iden-

tification. The student is helped to'1earn to say the word



when a graphic representation of the word is displayed.

Words are often treated in isolation, in lists, or on cards,

and the meaning of the word is not of direct concern. As in

the case of the sound-to-letter or letter combination match-

ing category, generally it is assumed that if the student can

be brought to the point of producing a spoken analogue, com-

prehension will follow. Smith (1971) calls this category

word recognition. Reading instruction that focusses on de-

veloping an initial sight word recognition vocabulary falls

into this category. Usually, it is assumed that the words to

be identified are words that are

vocabulary of the student.

already part of the speaking

Word Meaning Matching to Word Shapes

Associating the graphic display of a word with one of

the conventional meanings of that word is a case of matching.

As in word identification, the graphic display is'usually in

isolation in a list or on cards. Smith (1971) refers to this

category as word identification. Basically, it is a lexical

category; matching words with definitions in what might be

called a dictionary approach. Vocabulary development is a

name often attached to school practice and student assessment.

Syntactic Reconstruction

A syntactic reconstruction is possible where the subject

focusses on the arrangement of words, phrases, clauses, and

sentences. Syntactic reconstruction is a case of partial
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meaning reconstruction. The student may cope with the

syntactic structures in a number of ways. In oral reading,

the subject displays adequate or even insightful intonation-

al patterns. Often, miscues are syntactically acceptable

within the sentence, but semantically unacceptable. Compre-

hension questions that'can be answered on the basis of

Partial meanings r9constructed from syntactic relationships

may be answered ,correctly,'while comprehension questions

requiring understanding lexical or structural meaning invoke

error. If a sentence such as "Blanko blipped the blurps,"

is encountered, the subject may correctly answer the question,

"What did Blanko blip?", but can not correctly answer ques-

tions concerning what "blipping" or what a "blurp" is.

Meaning Reconstruction

Here, focus is on,reconstructing the contektual meaning

of the author's message. Included is what is often called

literal meaning as well as something called inferential

meaning. Literal and inferential comprehension are dealt

with elsewhere in.this document. The word is not the focus

of this category; rather the message is the unit. Armessage

may be describable to some degree in terms of words, phrases,,

or clauses; and such an apprOach, the focus of this

category would most often the grammatical categories that

are larger than words.
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Fol;.- example, Simons (1971) outIineS examples of the

recovery of deep structure. One example presents a sentence

to the reader and asks the reader to select from an array of

three sentences the sentence that is not a paraphrase of the

original when the two of the three sentences are, in fact,

paraphrasings. A second example involves filling in blanks

in three sentences to make all three convey the.same meaning.

Reconstructing meaning involves both explicit and elaborate

functions. The reader can paraphrase and understand the

author's ideas as they are expressed, but meaning reconstruc-

tion does not include the construction of knowledge that is

not present in the author's work. Meaning reconstruction is

a rebuilding and reassembling,function. Linguistically,

meaning reconstruction involves both leXical and contextual

aspects of what the author's message is without drawing impli-

cations and conclusions about its truth or application.`

Knowledge Construction

The category of knowledge construction refers to aspects

of reading that involve drawing conclusions about the author's

message rather-than reconstructing the author's message.

Many authors classify knowledge construction as thinking,

not reading. The distinction.is not questioned here. HOwever,

the purposes of education in relation to reading would be

unacceptable if wewere content to produce readers who are

unable to adequately decide whether or not what they have

read is true, worthwhile, or applicable to what they think
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and do. Educational goals do not include producing readers

who believe what they read because it is in print. Educators

can not be satisfied with reading programs that provide the

reader with opportunities to reconstruct the author's mean-

ings and assume that critical reading will automatically

occur once this is done.

The categorical system presented here distinguishes

between knowledge of what the author's language says and

knowledge about what the author says. Reconstructing meaning

involves knowing how to understand what the author means. In

this sense, knowledge of how language works is deeply in -.

volved reconstructing meaning. Similarly, when meaning

has been reconstructed, it is proper to say that the reader

knows what the author has written.

The reader who is constructing knowledge may answer

literal comprehension questions correctly or not. Similarly,

inferential questions with convergent answers expected may or

may not be answered correctly while questions designed to

elicit divergenanswers tend to receive strong attention.

Obviously, the desired response of a i.eader who is construct-

ing knowledge includes evidence of the reconstruction of the

author's ideas, meaning reconstruction as treated here. In

oral reading, miscues tend to be semantically acceptable

within the, sentences the reader constructs. A tendency-to

move from the author's language to paraphrasings
i

or transfor-

mations of the author's language into forms reflecting the

reader's dialect may occur. The author's purpose may be

114
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understood, but often the reader's purposes may be evidently
----

more influential in responses to comprehension asks.- Lit-

eral and inferential comprehension questions will-be answered

correctly in most instances involvingmeaning reconstruction,

but knowledge reconstruction may produce evidence of an un-

expected framework of' ideas that is not necessarily a conven-

tional reconstructive response to the author's message.

Evaluation, application, and appreciation are functions of

knowledge construction. The reader pushes the author's ideas,

sometimes well beyond the limits of the author's reconstruc-

table intent. Knowledge construction is creative in that the

reader generates ideas that are new to him. They may also be

new to the world, but they. need not be in order to be classi-

flied as construction in this'category.

Knowledge construction involves the reader building

ideas rather than rebuilding the author's. ideas. Linguistic-

ally, it can involve all the aspects of meaning reconstruc-

tion available to the, reader, but it focusses on the opinions

and ideas that the reader constructs as a result of encounter-

ing the author's printed message.

Summary

The categories of.Program Focus are: 1) Sounds,` Letters,

and/or Matching Sounds .and Letter Combinations; 2) Word Iden-

--tification; 3) Word Meaning Matching to Word Shapes; 4) Syn-

tactic ReconstrUction; 5) Meaning Reconstruction; and 6) Know-

ledge Construction.
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Each of these can be used to help describe the major

focus of _a reading program. In our analysis of example

programs, we use these categories to link the language of

instructional materials to'the paradigmatic categories.

Comprehension Tasks

An observer can not see into a reader's head. Compre-
.

hensto,1 can not be observed. However, the reader can be

aSked'tOperform a task that reflect8 comprehension. Skill

quired to perform a task and the process of remembering are

confounded with the measures of comprehension even if the

duration of the task is very short. Carroll (1972 ) identi-

fies most of the tasks used to assess comprehension. Included

are subjective reporting, true Or false questions, multiple-

choice questions, following directions, missing elements,

questions, about a passage, message recognition, and message

reproduction.

Subjective Reporting

Carroll (1972a, p..15) describes types of subjective

reporting: "Comprehension versus non-comprehension, degree

of comprehension, or comprehensibility." Message- related'
o

tasks of self reporting and answering questions about "mean-

ingfulness, analyticity, (or) ambiguity" (italics mine) are
T.

cases af subjective reporting. Student assessments about the

acceptability of syntactic or semantic structure of a message,
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assessments of ths impOrtance of a. message, or how a message

_relates-to-b.-particular topic, and questions-about the-rela-
0

tionsh oip between parts of a message can fall into this cate-
1

gory.

banks (1969) d Kershner (1964) use subjective reporting

In cOnjunction.with other measures to help explain comprehen-

sion. Carroll (1972.) notes the inadequacy of subjective

reporting in situations where the student has something to

gain by appearing to comprehend. Without some way Of corro-

borating the subjective report or some methodof insuring

that the student's purpose is accurate reporting, student

reports are subject to the criticisms of introspection as an

unreliable tactic. However, non-adversary relationships

between the student and a test administrator are possible.

Uses of corroborative measures, informal observati,on tech-

niques,,sincere reqUests for thelp by students, andprojective.

test-techniques are some of the avenues that warrant examina-

tion.

True or False Questions

A common task is identification of statements as true or

false in relation to a passage. If the passage was read and

is not available at the point of responding to the true or

false questions, the subject relies on memory, but the subject

. may have the original passage available. The- familiar open

book exam falls in this category when true or false questions

are used. The student compares the original passage with a
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(Carroll, 1972-, p. 15).
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Comparison of a pr-Lnted message to prior knowledge,

rather than a previously read passage; comparison of written

statements with photographs, illustrations, maps, or diagrams;

or "true" or "false" to statements about objects fall into

this category.

Multiple-Choice Questions

Students may be asked to choose the correct statements

or phrase, or term in relation to a message from an array of

statements, phrases, or terms. The array may include one

correct item, several, or no correct items. The passage

which corresponds to the items maybe available as in an open

book exam, or the student may-be required to remember what

was read. The array of items may be literal, requiring-ans.-

lysis.or recall of .a passage, or the item may be inferential

requiring reasoning from facts in the passage or reasoning

about the passage using the student's knowledge of the topic

over and above his knoWledge of language.

Following Directions

Printed instructions'may tell how to do something or

they may be commands. Workbook instructions sometimes combine

both explanatory information about a task and a command to do

the task. Instructions for drawing a map, fixing a flat,

solving an arithmetiC problem, or assembling a model or
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machinery are examples of explanatory instructions. The

described procedures for a fire drill.or the legal rules of

the road for driving function as diractions.

Missing Elements

Many test tasks included in publiShed reading programs

have traditionally asked students to fill in a blank in a

sentence or passage. Missing elements refers to tasks using

sentences, passages, or diagrams that relate directly to what

the student is expected to,comprehend outside of the test

structure itself. Missing elements is not a case of trying

to test how well the student understands the test, but it is

quite true that any measures in any test are confounded by

the effects of how the student interprets the test.

Filling in the blanks in sentences is a common task.

Recently, systematic inquiry brings the cloze procedure into

focus in relation to comprehension.' Taylor (1953) Rankin

.(1957), and Bormuth (1968 ) hammer the simple task.of.writing

a word in a blank in a sentence into a reliable tool for

probing readability and indicating comprehension (Bormuth,

1968 and 1969a).

Assessment of how difficult material is for an individual

to read tells much about the comprehension of that individual

on that material. Bormuth (1969b) and Coleman and Millero

(1,968) describe comprehension as the difference between what

is known befdre and after reading a passage. Tuinman (1973)

provides evidence that this idea points to a serious flaw in

iii
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conventional comprehension testing. Many conventional compre-

hension questions can be answered correctly without reading

the passage to whici the questions refer.

Bormuth (1975a) Tro-videscriteria for interpreting cloze

scores to assess how well a reader can interact with a passage.

Recently, Bormuth (1975a)used regression techniques to trans-

form this information into tables permitting ready conversion

of conventional cloze score information into reliable grade

level assessments. Coleman (1971) related conventional and

other cloze performance to a w'iety of linguistically based

measures of printed language.

The cloze test is one group of tests requiring the sub-

ject to supply missing- elements. Others exist. Sentence

completion tests and reordering scrambled words to make a

sentence involve supplying the missing elements(Carroll,

1972 ) .

s

Questions about a Passage

,Questions about a passage are used on most standardized

tests. Sanders (1966) and Smith and Barret (1974) list cate-

gories of questions based on Bloom (1956). Iiillocks, McCabe,

and McCampbell (1971) provide an inventory of question types

appx:opriate for critical reading of literature beyond a lit-

eral level. Bormuth (1969b and 1970) opposes present question'

writing practice, and offers a method for gaining reliability

with literal questions asking who, what, when, and where.

Bormuth's algorithm of question construction can be elaborated
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to. areas beyond literal comprehension, but as yet much

theoretical work remains before the idea is fully applicable.

Unreliable as they may be, questions about text are a mainstay

in practice in attempts to test comprehension.

Message Recognition

Oft 11 a student is asked to read a passage and select

statents that reflect an idea in that passage from an array

of correspondent and incornact statements a Matching tests;

tests of grouping words, sentences, or passages in relation

to a passage; and picking out words, phrases, or sentences

from an array of distractors when the correct choices are

replications of the original passage use message recognition.

Message Reproduction

A fully compliant reproduction of the message, a'

paraphrasing, a word, a phrase, a sentence, or a whole story

orally or in writing may be the objectof a message reproduc-

tion task. Carroll (1972) cites a number of studies that use

message reproduction tasks to get at comprehension. Goodman

(1969) and Goodman and Burke (1973) ask the subject to retell

a story immediately after an oral reading. Oral reading is a

case of the task of message reproduction, as is copying in

writing an entire message or specified parts of a message.

Message reproduction may be with the message available,

without the message available, or-with pars of the message

available.
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Conclusion

The comprehension tasks cited here represent most of

what is noted in the literature, observable in practice, and
4

recommended in published programs. An important idea under-

lying the use of tasks to infer comprehension is that the

inferences must reflect the characteristics of the task as

well aS cmprehension. We know of no procedure that adequate-
,

ly separa/tes the task from the inferences about comprehension

save lubjective reporting which carries its own obvious dif-
.

/

ficu ties with respect to reliability.. The term 'comprahen-
/sion is, frequently reified in the literature, treated as

though it has a referent that is somehow independent of

introspective conceptions of comprehension. The term 'compre-

hension' is frequently treated` as though lt.is the task that

is performed to permit the inference that comprehension is

taking pl . Both of these errors are so common in'writings

about reading that the risk of accepting them as correct is

heightened by familiarity.

-/
Levels of Comprehension

A taxonomic approach to reading comprehension seeks to

classify or categorize ideas ab,Out how we understand printed

messages. When the categories are ordered according to some

principle, a taxonomy may be. hierarchical. Several principles

of hierarchism are often applied to comprehension.1 Compre-

hension tasks may be ordered from easy to difficult, from
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simple to complex, or from earlier to lateis with earlier or

lower levels assumed to be prerequisites to later or higher

levels. The taxonomic and hierarchical ideas presented here

relate to the idea of levels. The review in this section is.

selective but representative.

Review

,Frederick Davis (1941) identifies nine "operational

skills of reading comprehension:" 1) word knowledge, 2) mean-
-

ing selection, 3)' following the organization of a passage,

4) selecting the main thought, 5) answering questions directly

answered in the passage, 6) answering questions from informa-

tion in the passage, 7) dr.dwing inferences, 8) recognizing

literary devices, and 9) determining the writer's, purpose.

Although his work precedes Bloom (1956), the skills are com-

parable to the items in the taxonomy of cognitive objectives

(See Davis, 197184. Davis (1941, 1944, 1967, and 1968)

attempts to establish the independence of each identified

skill area by computing the propoi-tions of unique variance to

shvred variance. Thrustone (1946) reanalyzes-Davis' work and

finds Davis' skill areas to be not unique, but Davis (1971a)

claims this 18 the result of not including the, non-chance

unique variance of the tests. Carroll (1972 ) cites only

five Of the nine Davis 'skills as being unique: 1) remembering

word meanings, 2) following the structure of a passage;

3) finding answers to questions answered explicitly or in

paraphrase, 4) recognizing a writer's purpose, attitude, tone/

and mood, and 5) drawing inferences from the content.
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Holmes and Singer (1970) and Holmes (1966) assembled a

list of skills from tests and computed the proportions of

shared and unshared variance through factor analysis. The

percent of total variance attributable to each skill in

relation to speed and power of reading was determined. Raygor

(1966) introdubed key, unanswered questions of this°work when

he asked how the readability and validity of the selected

tests of skills bears upon the outcomes of the factor

analysis. Obviously, an array of tests is no more valid than

the tests themselves unless the validity of each item in the

array itself is established. No apparent theory of test

selection accompanies Holmes' work, rather it seems to be

based on assumptions that tests labeled reading or rsading-

related are tests of reading.

Geyer (1971), Williams (1971), Farr (1969), and Gibson

and Levih,(1975), among others, treat many of the psychometric

approaches in detail. At the heart of the controversies

'about attempts to-explain reading with measurement theory is

the lack of construct validity (Bormuth, 1974), the fact that

`the tests that are used do not neCessarily test what the test

writers claim is being tested. The struggle to use mathemati-,

cal models on any complex human function risks gross oversim-

plification, a tendency not to"try to explain -what is really

being studied, and a pretentious sense of clozure upon compls,

ting complex statistical procedures. Max Black (1962) lucidly,

describes the trap that much psychometric research labeled

reading research may inadvertently fall, into when he notes

.... a serious risk of confusing accuracy of the mathematics
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with strength of empirical verification in the original field"

[p. 225]

Frank Guszak (1967) surveyed teachers' use of questions

of recognition,srecall, translation, conjecture, explanatiOn,

and evaluation. He found overuse of literal recall questions

and weak use of inferential questions. Guszak speculated

that this is true because teachers, at least the ones in his

sample, lack an understanding of comprehension. Guszak's

categories. reflect the ideas.in, the taxonothyof cognitive

objectives (Bloom, 1956).

William S. Gray continuously modified his view of read-

ing as he studied and worked'within the field. Writings

between Gray (1919) and Gray (1960) are7,too numerous to note

within this paper, and the 1960 view refleCts what went before.

`Gray (1960) identified word perception, comprehension, reac-
t

tian to what is read, and assimilation of new ideas into

what was 'previously known by the reader as four major compo-,

nents orylevels of 'r.eading. He envisioned these four compo-

nents as, classes of skills. He used them iii a model to organ-

ize the myriad of skills that pervade the literature of read-.

ing.

Gray's work still stands as a viable viewpoint. Helen

M. Robinson (1966) reexamined the workof Gray (1960) and

revised Gi'ay's model to include a fifth major aspect of read-

ing, raftes-of-reading. The concept underlying the term

"rates" is more than the idea of simply varying the speed of

t:
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reading. It-heralds a-rediscovery of purpose for reading, a

point understood by Edmund Burke Huey (1908) in his discus-

sions of selective reading, discriminative reading, and read-

ing rates. Gibson (1972) and Gibson and Levin (1975) and

others join in the pursuit of the effects of the reader's

purposes. Gray (1960) and Robinson (1966) view comprehension

as getting literal meaning of a passage and getting- the im-

plied meaning-of the passage. Literal meaning is treated

as "what the passage says" and is gained by "reading the

lines." Implied meaning is treated as "what the, passage

really means" and is gained by "reading between and 'beyond

the lines" (Robinson, 1966, pp. 29-30).

The Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Handbook 1,

Cognitive Domain (Benjamin Bloom, 1956), one of the most

publicized of the taxonomic approaches to comprehension,

treats comprehension in a way .that includes more than reading

comprehension. Comprehension refers to a "variety of communi-

cations[P. 891 which includes understanding oral messages,

writ-ten messages, situations involving concrete materials,

procedures,. and arrangement of materials demonstrations'

experiments in physics or chemistry. Comprehension, in the

taxonomy of cognitive objectives, is limited to literal under-

standing and includes only objectives, behaviors, or responses

that can be observed and measured.

TranslatiOn, interpretation, and extrapOlation are used

as categories of comprehension in the taxonomy. Translation

includes expressing an idea in language that is different

1 bl
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from the original, making the message more abstract orless

abstract, gleaning a principle from the message, or gener-

ating an example. Interpretation goes beyond paraphrasing to

demonstrating understanding interrelationships in the message,

and distinguishing between ideas in the message and one's own

ideas. It is assumed that to interpret, one must first be

able to translate. Extrapolation involves extending the

ideas f the message to situations not referred to by the
1.

author. Extrapolition does not include application which

required the subject to use an appropriate abstraCtion

without prompting by the message that communicates the f'dea.

Application requires that the student first comprehend. To

extrapolate, the student mus have interpreted. The taxonomy

presupposes a hierarchical relationship between its elements.
o

Davis (1971a) classes Bloom (1956) and other categorical

systems as "broad subjective analysis" or "armchair analysis"

fp. 41. Included are William S. Gray (1919) who cited coher-

ent reproduction of the message, determining the most impor-

tant idea, selecting closely related points and .supporting

details, getting information to solve a problem or answer

question, understanding the essential conditions of a problem,

discovering new problems, determining lines,of argument, and

determining the validity of statements. A host of others

fall into the same arena; Yoakum (1928), Gates (1935), Spache

(1962), Cleland (1965), and Robinson (1966), to name a few.

All seek to analyze reading through categorical systems.
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Some are hierarchically'ordered and some not. Bloom (1956)

embodies an insightful .reflection of the general concept of.

Comprehension in relation to education. Barrett (1967),

'Herber (1970), and Smith and Barrett (1974) reflect recent

application of this approach to reading comprehension`.

BloOm's taxonomy spawned many adaptions of the compre-

hension categorieS in reading. Sanders (1966) provided an

adaption in a listing of examples of questions,-and descrip -.

tions of.prOcedures for producing questions for classrooms

based on the taxonomy of cognitive objectives. The classroom

questions have been converted into reading comprehension

questions by numerous investigators and authors.. of education-
,

al materials.

Harold Herber (1970) developed three levels of reading

comprehension for application in content areas. The literal

level of reading comprehension, according to Herber, involves

word recognition, recognition of. word meanings, identification

of what the author's message says, but not necessarily'under-

standing the author's message. The literal level is primarily

associative. A second level, the interpretive level, includes

deriving the meaning of the message, relationships between

meanings of words and statements, and an interaction of the

reader's previous experience and knowledge with the authorts

ideas. The applied level of reading comprehension is Herber's

third level. It involves using ideas from literal and inter-

pretive comprehension to generate ideasCbeyond the scope, of

the author's message. Herber uses,the cognitive objectives
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of Bloom (1956), but he adds application under comprehension.

Ruddell and Bacon (1972) provide a taxonomic approach to

comprehension skills based on a model of reading in Ruddell

(196.9 and 1970). The taxonomy include's one category; identi-

fication and recall under experience and memory, and three

categories; analysis, integration, and evaluation under cri-

tical thinking skills. Problem solving and affective func-

tions are separated from comprehension skills, reflecting the

distinction between literal.comprehension'and application

noted in the taxonomy of cognitive objectives (Bloom, 1956).

Both problem solving and affective functiOns,are shown as

being involved with comprehension at all levels perhaps be-

cause they are part of the process of thinking. The Ruddell

and Bacon (1972) model and taxonomic adaption are exemplary

of an insightful attempt t\ o use ideas from Bloom (1956), and

-Guilford (1960) in conjunction with psycholinguistic concepts,

information processing schema, and communications theory.

. Conclusion

For the' purpose of ,this study, the Program'ProfLle

strumeni in Appendix A uses the Barrett (1972) and Smith and

Barrett (1974) categories because they represent and reflect

much of what others have done in pursuit of similar purposes.

Barrett's four major categories Of comprehension are:.

1),literal, 2) inferential comprehension, 3) evaluative, and

4) appreciative. The Program Profile Instrument asks that

the observer determine to what diegr e the reading program in.

1 a
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question focusses on-each of these categories.

Thomas Barrett (1972) provides a taxonomy of reading

comprehension loosely based on Bloom (1956). The Barrett

taxonomy includes four levels: literal recognition or recall,

inference, evaluation, and appreciation. Literal comprehen-

sion involves recognition or recall of -details, main ideas,

sequence,. comparisons, cause and effect relationships, and

character traits are listed. Also listed under this level

are inferences about predictions of outcomes and figurative

language, an extension beyond the aubcS:tegories of literal

comprehension.

Barrett's third category of reading comprehension is

evaluation, a category characterized by judgment in the tax-,

onomy of cognitive educational objectives (Bloom, 1956) , and

/
specifically not included under comprehension. Note that --

Bloom. (1956) specifically limited the concept of comprehen-

sion to literal coMprehension. Both Barrett (1972) and

Herber (1970) share the idea. that reading comprehension

involves more than literal functions. Barrett's evaluation

category involves judgments of reality or fantasy, fact or,

opinion, adequacy or validity, appropriateness, and worth,

desirability or acceptability of the author's-ideas. Barrett's

fourth and last category is appreciation. He includes deter-
"--

mining what the author did to produce an emotional response,

and understanding literary techniques used to get readers to

identify with characters and incidents. Reactions, to the

author's language 'and becoming sensitive to techniqtes té

1.
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author uses to create imagery are also included under appre-

ciation In Barrett's taxonomy.

The Purpose for Reading

Three program approaches to the purpose for reading are

, identifiable-in the literature of reading. First, much of

what we asc students to try to comprehend assumes that the

text itse f will set the real purpose for reading. Hence,

,teachers, ay merely assign reading when operating on this

assumption.-1 A second approach assumes the .teacher sets-the

purpose for reading through the instructional strategies and

tactics employed. A third assumption hold that the reader

sets the purpose for reading and indeed, the introspective

accounts reported by Gibson and Levin (1975) suggest that

this may be the case regardless of the assumptions made by.

authors or teachers.

Viewpoints

Halliday (]97O). identifies spoken language as a species-

specific result of the formulated purposes of language users.

It seems-to follow that reading is a culture-specific result
.

of the. formulated purposes of users of written language.

Bormuth 974) dis inguishes between intention and persever-

aiace-, two concept underlying motivation. Intention involves

What people decid to do or pursue, while perseverance refers

to how an individual attends to a task. The former, intention,
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involves deciding not only what to try to read, but why to

'read. Bormuth relates these ideas to literacy; J. MaCkwOrth.

(1971) states, "We-read in order to obtain information"

`671,-Rothkopf (1972) shifts attention from the struc-

tural variables of verbal learning studies to concerns about

how the subject controls processing when learning from written

discourse. Chall (1973) believes that "... everyone agrees

that reading comprehension.is the whale purpose behing learn-

ing to read" \p. 126T .

Goodman.(1970). analyzes reading in terms of comprehen-
GA

sion. He states that comprehension is "... the only objec-

tive in reading ". rp. 28]. He goes on to identify im-

portant requirements of reading programs. Reading programs

should help' youngsters to develop sophistication, flexibili-

ty, a sense of significance, and a critical sense of skepti-

cism in all-of the tasks of reading. The reading program

that neglects these aspects falls short of society's purpose

for the existence of reading programs.

Hockberg and Brooks (1970) consider the individual's

intentions "of fundamental importance to any understanding

of what the reading process is all about" Cp. 3041. The point

is that intention and comprehension are interdependent. PrO-

grams that do not foSter a purposeful search for information

and ideas offer only narraw possibilities for developing.

comprehension.

H. A. Robinson (1975) describes strategies for previewing

what is to be read in order to guide study. He identifies
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questions for readers to answer that are presented before

reading as a common form of teacher-initiated purpose. Often,

reading program procedures assume that the text sets the

purpose for reading, and indeed, an introduction that is well

'constructed is:designed to help do just that. However, many

procedures may be found, that neglect introduction completely.

H. A. Robinson (1975) identifies unintroduced round-robin

oral reading and assignments such as, "Read the next chapter"

[p. 45] as instances of either no attention to setting a

reading purpose or letting the text itself set the purpose.

Clearly, texts that are designed to set a purpose-should be

used differently than those that are not.

Another way of treating the-purpose for reading involves

guiding the reader to set the purpose for himself. The

identification of problems that reading helps to solve may

fit this category. A study group in a content-unit teaching

strategy may set its own purpose for reading specific

material that is identified as helpful in finding out what is-

required to solve problems in the unit. Youngsters pursuing

individualized projects set their own purposes as they design

or select tasks for themselves 'that fit within their own

ranges of ability and interest.- Gibson and Levin (1975) and

Gibson (1972) represent examples-of the information processing

view that directly approaches the idea of purpose for reading.

Gibson and Levin (1975) seek.to abandon model making by

. declaring that it is not useful to attempt a single model of

the reading process because people read differently for
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different They describe principles of reading that

form a the retical.framewprk. They use an interesting form

of lntrosp ctive case study at one point to approach Purpose

in relation to reading. A number of individuals are asked to

describe what is going on in their thinking as they read; a

young scientist, a newspaper columnist. ,They. offer intro-

spective descriptions involving reading a novel, the diction-

ary, and a poem. The process of.reading involves frequent

reexamination and restructuring of -the purpose for reading.

The description of the part that purpose plays in reading,

particularly with respect to information prbcessing, seems

critically important in appraising the characteristics of

reading programs. Does the program seek to have the reader'

establish his own purpose? Does the text set purpose for

reading or does the program direct the teacher to set the

purpose for reading? Three categories are included to

reflect these ideas. Is the purpose for reading according

to the published reading program 1) determined by the text?,

2) determined by the teacher?, or designated specifically to

be 3) determined by the.. student? These categories are listed

in the Program Profile Instrument in Appendix A.

Inquiry Into Print.

The tactics involved in subroutines of inquiry into

print seldom 'occur in total isolation from one another,

making them difficult to study. However, it is helpfUl to

consider them separately for the purpose of getting at what

1 3 4.
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is included in published programs and what is absent.

Burmeister (1975) provides us. with a list of tactics that

make up the pedagogical conventions of most print inquiry

subroutines: sight recognition, context clues, morphology,

phonics, And dictionary use [p. 11. These elements are found.-

in most programs of reading instruction -with emphasis 'on one

or several of them varying with the viewpoints underlying the
programs. The area of context clues can be extended to

include tactics relying on information from pictures, diagrams

or maps; syntactic structures; semantic structures; and the

environment or greater context in which the printed material
is couched. The category of sight- recognition is basically

the use of the shape, of the word or configuration. Morpho-

logy is sometimes called structural word analysis which in-

volves encountering a whole, word and breaking.it into parts.

Structural word synthesis involves encountering parts of a'

word and blending them together to form a word. The five

conventional word attack skills are augmented and restated. to

form nine categories that are included here.

Configuration

Configuration is the shape of the wbrd, including its

length. Many words are identified ty shape. Logos, "men"

and "women" on la.;/atory doors, "stop" on traffic signs, and

the youngster's own name are often first recognized by shape.

The process of recognizing words by shape is much like the,

identification of other things: the shape of a car, ship, or
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airplane in the distance; the outline of a familiar person;

or the shape of a building, a skyline, or land forms on a map.

Though there are severe disadvantages to' identifying words or

-phrases by the shapes of their graphic displays, we can not

deny that people do this and that reading programs may foster

it from time to time. A disadvantage is that a word may have

a shape that is similar to another word; "ran" and "run",

"toot" and "boot," for instance. The word method capitalizes

to some degree on configuration (N,. Smith, 1965).

Phonics

Phonics- is a widely used tactic for inquiry,into print.

In reading, phonics is a pedagogical process that, approximate-
.

ly reflects the relationships between phonemes and graphemes.

It should not be confused with phonetics, "the study, the

production, transmission, and reception of language sounds,"

nor with phonemics, "the procedures for establiShing the

phonemes of language" (R. Wardhaugh, 1969, p. 157).. A pho-

neme is a group of sounds or allophones that are, treated as

one sound in spoken language. An'allophone is a. variant of a

phoneme that does not signal a difference in meaning. A

-grapheme is a group of marks or allographs that .are treated

as one mark in writing. P. D. Allen (1972) develops'the

grapho-phonemic cue system as a functional source of informa-
/

.tion for the reader. Programs may attempt to teach phonics

directly, indirectly, or in some combination of the two.

Phonics always involves sounds, which distinolishes it from
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structural analysis and structural word synthesis which may

or may not involve sounds. Phonics focusses on elements that.

are usually smaller than words.

Structural Word Approaches

Structural word analysiS involves encountering and

Considering a whole word and then breaking the word into

parts. Root words and affixes or suffixes, and prefix6s are'
r

usually the focus of this tactic.. Syllables and the process

of syllabication or breaking the word into syllables are also

prevalent considerations. Letters and letter combinations

qualify as word parts. Structural word analysis isthe

counterpart of structural. word synthesis which involves the

same units, .but the p differs: S Structural word synthe-

sis-focusses.first on the word parts and proceeds to put the

parts together to forth b. word. Structural word synthesis may

involve the use of tasks and exercises for youngsters where

parts of words are dealt with in isolation from the whole

word. A learner may be asked to blend parts together to form

parts of words as-well as whole.words.

Dictionary Skills .

Dictionary use holds a prominent place in the minds of

many who concern themselves with inquiry. into print.

Reading programs, professional books, teachers; parents, and
. _ .

. /
peers commonly recommend looking up unknown words in the

dictionary to resolve uncertainty. Burmeister (1975) includes

13';'
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category of- "last resort" [p. 2] because it takes too.lon&.

Dictionary use is a way of establishing constraints on guesses

about the meaning of an unknown word. Dictionary use inter-

rupts the reading process and can not supply the contextual

information required to determine full meaning. DIctionaries

may be'recommended from .a "typical eighteenth-century author-
,

itarian attitude toward language" Fp. 461 cited by Fries

(1962)'as a case of treating the dictionary as the source of

correct usage. When we encounter the evidence of change in

language use that occurs over time, it is difficult to hain-

'tain a concept of ossified correct language. Historically,

reading teachers have not been required.to learn much about

how language works.

Syntactics

Allen (1972) identifies a syntactic cue system that

helps to organize information. The syntactic cue system.

involves the arrangement of grammatical structures-. If the

unknown print in question is a word, then the reader can

glean important information about the word' from the placement.

pf that word in a phrase, clause, sentence, and paragraph.

The syntactic cue system is-a contextual tool in that it

organizes grammatical information not found .in the word, but

rathei- around the word. The part of speech of a word can be

determined from its placement in asentence., When subjects

take a Cloze test, most of.their answers are syntactically

acceptable, even though they may not write the exact word.in
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the blank. A conventional cloze test asks the subject to write.

the,correct word in a blank substituted for a word. Bormuth

(1975a).substitutes lines of uniform length foi. every fifth'
o

word to get a cloze score which is a percentage of possible

correct cloze responses in a'250-word passage. Subjects

usually supply the-correct part of speech in a blank' even

when they can not name., the part of speech. They do this well

if they can speak,and understand, the language, a task accom-

plished reasonably well, usually-years before entry into

school.

Semantics

We noted that the syntactic.cue system is predominantly

a contextual tool. 'Allen (1972) places the semantic cue

system in a similar category. The meaning of the language

surrounding the unknown print aids the reader -,in determining

what it means. Most linguistic research separates syntactic

and semantic analysis, but in real.language they *work togeth-

er. If the sentence, "Jeremy rode the' ," is encountered,

we find out from .syntactic constraints that what goes in the

blank is a noun; a person, place, or, thing to some grammar-
.

ians. Noun-ness is part of the meaning of what goes in the

blank. We can eliminate all noun -nouns from our array of

possible words, severely reducing' our uncertainty. The

semantic cue system helps us reduce uncertainty by indicating

that only thbse nouns which are ridable fit. If our sentence

is, "Jeremy rode the galoonapeck," we get to know that a
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ficlly by Jerem providing the author is telling the truth

and not fantasizing. It may be that 'galoonapeck' is just

_another name for something with which we are already familiar,'

or it may not be the case. Either way, it is clear that both

syntactic and semantic information can be organized by a
6

speaker of the language to provide a systematic apwoach to

understanding previously unknown displays of print.

Pictures, Maps, and Diagrams

The part that pictures, maps, and diagrams play in

inquiry into print is subject to controversy. One pbsition

holds that to really get youngsters to read, they should

encounter printed language without pictures because pictures

may make it unnecessary to use the language =processes in

order to get meaning from the alphabetic writing provided..

Another position suggests that the picture6 are an additional

aid that can motivate youngsters to use the alphabetic write

ting to find out more or something about the picture encoun-

tered. The fact is that most programs use pictures, maps,

and diagraMs, and that it is possible-to make reasonable

guesses about unknown displays of print from the pictures.

Pictures can offer useful constraints on a reader'S guesses

about an unknown word. If a picture shows children playing

baseball, the reader is unlikely to imagine a football when

he encounters the word 'ball.' Since most published programs

include a generous supply of illustrations of various types,
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we include the category of the interpretation of contextual,

graphically displayed pictures in our questionnaire for.

analyzing published reading programs.

Environmental Context

The setting in which the print is found helps the reader

constrain his guesses about unknown words. Halliday (1970)

identifies situations, social or interpersonal relationships,

and text as three levels of analysis of the functions of

language. The environmental context reflects both situation-

al and-social aspect,of the functions of language, in this

case functions of printed language. An environmental context

is used to reduce uncertainty. The environment provides

information that acts as .a contextual constraint on guesses

about unfamiliar displays of print or unknown words. Expec-

tations are severely modified by what we know about a partic-

ular display of print not from looking at the print but from

knowing about it, where it is located, its format, and its

author. We know much about the differences between what is

to be found in a dictionary and what is to be found in a

novel. The instructions for shifting a ten-speed bicycle may

come with a bike from a bike shin), and we do not expect a

recipe fc pineapple upside-down cake between the covers of

our bicycle instruction booklet. The very fact .that an un-

known word is encountered in a basal reading textbook or in

an isolated word list in school signals a youngster not to

expect obscenities, controversial insights, or loaded content.

14
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Previous experiences.with stories in other basal reading

textbooks or test situations establish expectations and

constraints.

Nine Categories

Nine categories of ways to inquire into print are noted.

An unknown word is used as an example of a previously un -.

encountered graphic display of print. The nine categories

include: 1) configuration, 2) phonics, 3> structural word

analysis,-4)

6) syntactic

pictures, diagrams, and Maps, and 9) the use of

`Structural word sYnthethis, 5) dictionary skills,

context, 7) semantiC\context, 8> the, use of

mental context. The categories presented here

the environ-

represent

tactics for inqiiliry into print. They are processes rather

than unit-bound elements of linguistic inquiry, although some

exhibit unit-specific characteristics. Of the words that

proficient readers'understand and can recognize in'print,

mostare learned by encountering them as unknown words in

print: Only a few words, the initial sight-word vocabulary,

are learned through.direct instruction and this usually takes

place in beginning reading instruction.
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Three approaches to the area.of language are used here

to analyze readingprograms One approach asks what unit of

language the program emphasizes in instruction. A second

approach asks:how language is viewed according to the materi-

als prepared for the teacher and.the student. Third, what

view of-meaning is evident, either explicitly or implicitly'?

Each of these approaches focusses on what reading programs

exhibit from.a different conceptual framework with respect to

language.

Units of Emphasis

The purpose here is to establish a list of units that

will, aid in differentiating the focus of published reading

programs. The list begins, with the smaller units and ends

with larger units,- The names of units of traditional grammar7

are used because it is assumed that most educators are fainil-

iar with them.

Units

Letters

The smallest unit of written, language usually-considered

in reading programs is commonly called the letter, a

written symbol or character representing a speech sound; a

component of an alphabet" (Morris, 1969, p. 75). Gelb (1952)

suggests that our alphabet began as a'group of symbols repre-
77

senting speech sounds, citing the Greek alphabet as a prede-

cessor. Both spoken and written language change,'b t printing

143
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iconventionS lag behind spoken language. Spoken language

constantly moves away from written language, forever dis-

\torting the idea of-a one to one relationship between written

characters and speech sounds.,

Gelb (1952, p. 13) distinguishes logographic writing

from alphabetic writing. The letter -"B" is written logograph-

ically
,

as "B," but alphabetically it-becomes a spelling

problem and might be written "be" or "bee." The unit) called

'letter' is the name of the letter, its'logographic counter-.

parts, and the group of, corresponding sounds that are related

to it both in ordinary language use and in artificial systems

of phonics created for teaching reading.

A grapheme is a group.of marks:perceptually 'treated aS

one element in wrltten. language. -EXamples A,a, or b,

b, Letters, the logOgraphs of our arabic numeral system,
\ ,

.

the logographs of Roman numerals, the various commonly used

logographs of pripted language, the 'ampersand, dollar sign,

mathematics symbols, and punctuation marks are of concern.

.The term 'letter' served well enough to identify the unit

size on which our first category kocusses.

Smaller-than-Syllable Units

There are many linguistically and pedagogically defined

units with more than one let-ter that lack a vowel as the

nucleps (Wardhaugh, 1969, p. 160) and, as such, are smaller

than a syllS.ble. A grapheme also includes combinations of

letters when they are treated as units, as in the case of a

digraph. Durkin (19.72) lists consonant digraphs and vowel
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digraphs. A digraph is "a pair of letters that represents a

single speech sound, such as the p pheasant ..." (Morris,

1969, p.369). Burmeister (1975) lists double consonants- and

vowel pairs, and Goodmanand_Burke (1973) list the submorpheme,

4/a letter or 1 tter combination smaller than the morpheme, the

smallest uni.

fall in thi

themselves

is at leas-L a

more than ime

included in a

thansyllabl/e

of meaning. Affixes, or prefixes and suffixes

category if they do not create a syllable by

The s in cats-is not .a syllable. A free morpheme

syllable.... All the units that are made up Of

letter but do not constitute a syllable 'are

category. of smaller-than-syllable. The 'smaller-

:category is listed between letter and syllable

in our list of units.

The Syllable

The syllable is larger than the letter, smaller than a

word, and traditionally taught in schools. In English, the

syllable ds. a printer's convention that dictates where words

are divided at the end of a line. Glietman and Rozin (1973)

are. elaborating on the funCtion of the syllable in reading.

Mathews (1966, p. 5). traces-the.use of the. syllable in read-

ing instruction back 2,000 years to the Greeks. Spanish

beginning reading often focusses-.on the syllable. 'A syllable:
1

is,S'omething defined as "a .unit' of the phonological system

with .a vowel as its nucleus" (Wardhaugh, 1969, p. 160). It

may also be defined as "one or more Letter's or phonetic

symbols written or printed to approxiMate_a spoken syllable"'
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(Morris, 1969, p. 1302).

The Word

A word is "a sound or combination of sounds, or its

representation in writing or printing, that symbolizesand

communicates a meaning and may consist of a single morpheme

or of a combination of morphemes" (Morris, 1969, p. 1474).

Wardhaugh (1969) defines a word as "a morpheme or combination

of morphemes" [p. 1613. In print, by convention, words are

separated from one another by white spaces. No such spacing

using silence is usually evident in spoken language.' The

word is a unit that is recognizable predominantly by know-

ledge of print (Jones, 1972).

The Phrase

In traditional grammar, the phrase is "... a group of

words used as a single part of speech and not containing a

verb and its subject" (Warriner, Whitten, and Griffith, 1958,,

p. 59). A part of speech is the name of the function of'a

unit in language.'' Traditionally, the parts of speech are

noun, pronoun, adjective, verb, adverb, preposition, conjunc-

tion, and interjection.

A noun is the name of a person, place, or thing.. A

pronoun is used in place of a noun as in,."He is here," where

he is used in place of the name of., whoever he is. An adjec-

tive tells something about or modifies a noun or pronoun, and

an adverb does the same for a verb, adjective, or another

adverb. An adjective or 'adverb may provide the same information
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that a clause provides if we analyze it using the upside-

down tree diagrams of deep structure as defined in transfor-

mational grammar (Chomsky, 1957 and 1965). A Verb expresses

action or a state of being. Traditionally, a preposition is

supposed to show the relationship between a word in a sentence

and a noun or pronoun in the same sentence. ',This matter is

not straightforward. Any word may be used as a noun in

English. The definition is inadequate for identification of

prepositions. Most people recognize prepositions by having

learned a list of prepositions such as "at, about, around,

across, etc." A conjunction connects equivalent words, or

groUps of words such as nouns, verbs, or clauses.' The tradi-

tional phrases are verb phrases, adverbial phrases, preposi-

tional phrases, conjunctive phrases, and interjective phrases.

Carroll (1964)- considers the part of speech categories

as concepts of form-class, a group of. entities that exhibit

identifiable similarities. Programs that focus on groups of

words that do not make a clauSe, but function'as a part of

speech are identified by the phrase category. In the listing

here, the embedded clause in an adverbial or adjectival form

is not treated.

The Clause

The clause is larger than a phrase because it includes

both a subject and verb phrase at least in deep structure.

The clause is,listed before the sentence because a sentence

may be made up of more than one clause., A clause is defined

14'a
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by Warriner, Whitten, and Griffith (1958) as "a group of

words that contain s. verb and its subject and is. used-aS,a.

part of a sentence .. p. 71 . A main clause can function

independently aS.a sentence while a subordinate clause is

dependent on other parts of a sentence.

The Sentence

Wardhaugh (1969) defines a sentence as "an arrangement ,

of words for which a structural description is provided by

grammar" Cp. 1591 Morris (1969) defines it as. "a grammatical

unit comprising a word or group, of words that is separate
If

from any other grammatical construction, and usually consists

of at least one subject with its predicate and contains a

s finite verb or verb phrase" [p. 1181'. Using the sentence as

a unit ventures into the uneven territory of printers'conven-

tions. Ordinarily, sentences are easy to identify in print

because they begin with a capital letter and end with a

period. Most printed discourse is organized in sentences.
. .

The Paragraph

The paragraph suffers definitional.vagueries similar to

words and sentences. Printers' conventions contribute uneven-

ly to what we use for a paragraph. A paragraph is "a distinct

division of written work or composition that expresses some

thought or point relevant to the Whole but is complete in

itself and may consist of a single sentence or several sen-

tences" (Morris, 1969, p. 950). Paragraphs may be deliberate-

ly structured in terms of ideas. expressed, or they may be the
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result of spacing solely for appearance. Strang and Bracken

(1957) describe various paragraphical forms attributed to

Bissex and others. They include examples of the' inductive,

deductive, and balanced paragraph. Warriner, Whitten, and

Griffith (1958) define a paragraph as "... a series of sen-

tences deVeloping one topic" [p. 196] and develop the tradi-

tional idea of a topic sentence and ways of organizing a

paragraph.

The Story or Passage

Units that are larger than a paragraph and smaller than

a book or volume carry various labels such as chapter, verse,

unit, and.essay. Anything in this category is included under

the listing of story or passage.

The Chapter

A chapter is a grouping of stories or passages that is

smeller than a book or 'volume. Chap r may be used to desig-

nate a grouping of stories. The term unit is sometimes used,

borrowing the predilections of educational terminology that

refers to units of study or content units. Some basal readers

group stories in the traditional categories of children's

literature such as folk tales, realistic fiction, fairy tales,

fantasy, and information_

Larger than a Chapter

This division includes the books included in a basal
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It also includes the tradebook or library,

book that contains a single longer story. Books that are

organized around a particular content area are included.

Anthologies are included along with books by one author.

Essentiall, most basal readers are anthologies accompanied

by a teacher's manual and some other accouterments.

Beyond the book or volume is the category of content

area. This reflects, the various disciplines of science and

knowledge as well as subject matter areas as traditionally

organized in the: curricular structures of education.

Application-

A group of units are 1 t d and defined. The units .are

drawn from traditional g They are listed in the order

of increasing size. , Th principle of size is violated to

some degr'e because t e units of traditional grammar are not

consistent with rea, language. The terminology of tradition-
'

al grammar is used because most people are expected to be

familiar with it.

Views of Language

Wardhaugh (1971) refers to three basic views of language;

'nativism,/behaviorism, and cognitivism.. Nativism has its

roots in philosophic idealism which holds ideas to be real.

Behaviorism has its roots in realism which treats tangib

entities as real. 'Cognitivism is rooted in experiment -'ism
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and often dispenses with theories of reality because they

can, in this view, distinguish nothing from anything else.

The views identified seldom occur in their extreme forms in

modeim writing, but- they can serve as benchmarks to help

identify baSic characteristics of reading programs.

Language is Innate

Nativistic views generally hold that language is innate.

.Lenneberg (1967) suggests that we have a biological pre-

dispositkOn to,lea* language. Chomsky (1965) postulates a

.language acquisition device. Peirce (In Btichler, J., ed.,

1955) writes of abductive or retroductive inferencei a way of
O

thinking and reasoning that occurs in the organism prior to

having knowledge of the phenomenon of concern. Reading

programs based on this view tend to let-language -d.evelop

rather than attempt to develop it. Curriculum plans are

couched in terms, that suggest that youngsters develop their

own grammars as,-they encipunter reasons for doing so.

Language is Speech and Writing

Bloomfield (1933), focussed on the observable and measur

able aspects of language. The sounds of speech are observable.

The marks of writing are observable. Behavioristic views tend

to treat what is observable as the entity of concern. The

extreme philosophic view underlying this approach is the idea

that what is real is what is physically observable. Reading

151 0
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programs that treat language as the hearable bounds of utter-
'

k

ances and/or the visible marks of writing fall into this

category.

Language is a Process. Based on Communication of Meaning

This view holds that an internal,' unobservable proc\ess

is inferrable from what is observable. Both what is observ-
.

able and the inferred process are treated as real. Rules of

language can be inferred from observations of how language is'

used, even though the user maynot be able to state therulesi

Wardhaugh (1971) and Athey (1971x) use the terpllcognitivism"

to identify this basic camp. Chombky's (1965) concepts 'of

deep structure, clause, and phrase relationships that under-

lie.the observable sentence are part of this view. Gibson

and Levin (19751 relate reading to its purpose, the communica-

tion of meaning,' and postulate variation, in the process as a

function of purpobe. Robinson (1966) edges up to this view in

her identification of flexibility in reading rate as an

indicator of proficiency in reading. Halliday (1970) poses

the problems thatusing language can solve as a way of get-

ting at the purposes of language. Reading programs that

treat language as a prodess that involves inferrable rules

and is used to" communicate meaning fall into this category.

Meaning

1.

Many reading programs are-said to be teaching reading
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for meaning. HoweVer, the term, 'meaning,' has many referents

and it is not clear that all reading programs share the. same

.referent.for imeaning.' From time to time, it is clear that the

use of the term, 'meaning,' may be little more than a prbm6-

tional device if no definition or specific referent can be

gleaned from the material.

This quandary is understandable to some degree because

philosophers and linguists face unresolved difficulties with

the various referents for the term 'meaning.' Willard Van

Quirie (1961) _states, "Pending a satisfactOry explanation.-..of

the notion of meaning, linguists in semantic fields are in

the situation of not knowing what they are talking about"

flp. 47]. Usage of the term', 'meaning,' in reading programs

suggests we are inheritors of the same difficulties, .in the

same boat, so to speak, struggling to navigate with a set of.

unfinished maps.

,MorphemIc.

Many reading programs focus on the morpheme. A morpheme .

is thesmallest unit: of meaning. "Roth cat and the s in cats

are morphemes" (Wardhaugh, 1969, Cat is called a

free morpheme becauseit can stand alone.. The s in cats is

called a free morpheme because it is .bound to another mor-

pheme.

Lexical

The focus of lexical meaning is the word and what the

0
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word refers to. The word is an obvious preoccupation in our

society, and reading programs reflect the expectations of
f.

society to some degree. Vocabulary lessoils that help learners

associate a word and a meanings, or a word and a group of

pocc5ible meanings without the full context of language are

classified as' focussing on word or lexical meaning. A dic-

tionary is a lexicon. Dictionary skilla that toous on the

word fall in the category of focussing on lexical meaning.

Gelb (1952, p. 250) states that meaning is a mental

association between a sign and a referend, that isa thing

meant, such as the association between a.word and a referend

or between a visual sign (with or without a word) and. a

referend." Peirce (1897,. p. 99) states. that a sign.is

V I something which stands to somebody for something in some

respect or capacity." The lexical category of meaning re-

flects the.ideas of Peirce and Gelb to some degree.

.Synthetic Fusion

Another aspect of meaning reflects the idea that in read-
,

ing, the reader first identifies the meanings of woras inea

sentence and then puts the word meanings-together to make the

meaning of.the sentence. The category of synthetic fusion

refers to this idea of building sentence meanings from word
,

meanings.

Contextual Meaning:

Contextual meaning refers to the-use of the full context-

,
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of the author's writing. Includ'ed here are strategies of

teaching that involve phrases, clauses, sentences, paragraphs,

books, etc. Words are only incidentally tha focus pf this

category, while language use and the total fabric of the

author's meaning in a passage-tends to be of prime importance.
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Learning
Two approache,s to the area of learning are used to

classify reading programs. The first approach-focusses on

global views of learning. It parallels views of language in

terms of the philosophical roots that underlie the views.

The second approach asks about how the learner is viewed.

What-'are the major characteristics assumed to be exhibited by

learners? Certainly, there are other, viable approaches to

how learning is treated in reading programs, but this cross -

hairs tactic casts views of learning against views of the

learner permitting a theoretical approach to the internal

consistency of reading programs.

Views of Learning

Contemporary views of learning are divided into two

major groupings in the literature of learning theories.

Hilgard and Bower (1975) identify the stimulus-response and

cognitive approaches.- Bigge (1971) refers to them as be-

haviorism and cognitive-field theories. In perusing the

views of writers in the field of reading, it is clear that

another category must be included to account for tradition.

In some sense, we use the term 'tradition' to represent a gap,"

perhaps a lag, between theory and practice. Reading instruc-

tional materials .reflect marketing principles, which in turn

reflect the expectations of purchasers who make decisions

based as much on _tradition as on educational principles. As

a result, we press mentalism, an older, less defensible

category of learning theories into service along with the
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two contemporary categories. Bigge.(1971) uses mental disci-

pline to represent theories based on concepts of mind sub-

stance. Hence, we present here three categories of learning

theories using mentalism to represent the mental discipline

theories, behaviorism to indicate contemporary stimulus-

response views, and cognitivism to tag the Gestalt and field

psychology views.-

The field of learning is controversial, so beset with

blends of new and old ideas, agreements and disagreements

- -that global categories of mentalism, behaviorism, and cogni-

tivism can not do absolute justice .to the intricacies of

contemporary viewpoints of indiViduals. However, the purpose

here is not absolute justice as viewed from the learning

theorist's stance. Rather the purpose of the use of these

global categories is to identify the boldest aspects of

learning theory as they project broken shadows onto the

controversial field of practice in reading-instruction.

Mentalism

Mentalism is probably the oldest-of the families of

ideas about learning. As such, it is pfobably the least

defensible in contemporary circles of learning theorists, but

it lives in the practice of reading instruction because of

tradition and the inevitable gaps between theory and practice.

Bigge (1971) includes'itheistic mental discipline, humanistic

mental discipline, natural unfoldment, and Herbartian apper-

ception as key schools of thought in the category of mentalism.
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Theistic mental discipline or faculty psychology postulates

mental faculties or muscles of the-mind which teaching, seeks

to exercise in a disciplined fashion to make them stronger.

Humanistic mental discipline or classibism seeks to cultivate

the intellect through training of intrinsic mental powers.

Natural unfoldment or romantic naturalism promotes a hands-
,

off or permissive teaching approach in order to permit the

assumed good and natural characteristics .of the individual to

develop. In Herbartian apperception or structuralism, t'eaC'hing

seeks to .add new ideaS.or mental states to a collection of

innate or previously acquired ideas or'mntal states that

-reside in the subconscious mind as an apperceptive mass that

grows. Mentalism encompasses much of what is common sensically

thought of as learning in relation to teaching. Exercises,

training, letting the child develop, and acquiring new ideas

are familiar phrases in reading instructional literature that

reflects the traditions and expectations of teachers and the

public, and in turn the marketing approaches that underlie

our instructional material.

BehaviorTsm

Behaviorism is used here to 'represent the various views

of learning based on relationships between stimuli arid re-

sponses. Hilgard and Bower (1975) describe its philosophic

root as empiricism. A key concept is associationism, observed

relationships between contiguous events. Bigge (1971) in-

, cludes the S-R bond theories, and conditioning with and
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without.reinforcement as key ideas. -Connecionism or the S-R,

bond theories promote the acquisition of desired S -R connect-

ions in teaching using identical 'elements to teach and test.

r

Conditioning without reinforcement views teaching as promoting

desired responses to appropriate stimuli with reflexes or

conditioned responses as a central concept. Conditioning

'without reinforcement views teaching as arranging Changes in

the environment systematically to increase, the probability of

desired responses with reinforced or conditioned responses as

a guiding idea. Hilgard and. Bower (1975) identify peripheral

intermediaries or response relationships, the acquisition of

habits, and trial and error approaches to problem. solving as

key distinguishing concepts of this view. Behaviorism is a:

contemporary view that, unlike mentalism, continues to grow

and remain viable in the, field of learning theory, and it is

expected that it is in evidence in modern reading instruction-

al materials. Teaching seeks to proMote the appropriate

response rather than an essential insight. In reading in-

struction, the focus is on vocabulary associations, sound-.

symbol relationships, responses to associative tests, and

convergent responses to text.

Cognitivism

Cognitivism another contemporary view of learning.

Hilgard and Bower (1975) find it based on philosophic nation-

alism, and focussed on Gestalt views and ideas of information

processing. Bigge (1971) includes Gestalt psychology, confi-

gurationism, and field psychology or positive relativism as
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basic psychological systems underlying cognitive approaches

to learning. Gestalt psychology spawns the promotion of

insights as an emphasis in teaching. Gonfigurationism seeks

to help students gain good or high qUality insights, while

cognitive-field approaches seek to promote new insights into

the situations in which they find themselves. Hilgard and

Bower (1975) identify central brain processes., the acquisition

of cognitive structures, and problem solving as .key ideas in

cognitivism. Teaching seeks to promote an essential insight

rather than a response to a situation. In reading instruction,

the focus is on meaning, pattern, rules, principles, and the

divergent response to text is honored as an important part of

reading.

View of the Learner

Two assumptions about the learner provide insights into

learning theories: an assumption about the morality of the

-learner and an assumption about the actionality of the learn-

er; These assumptions are usually made with the child in

mind as the learner. These two assumptions funCtion as a

priori conclusions that play a part in guiding the construc-

tion or selection of conceptual elements that are included in

the.learning theory.

Actionality and morality are concepts of innate charac-

teristics of the learner. In most theoretical constructs, of

learning, the actional and moral categories are assumed to be
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unalterable, basic to human psychological make-up, intrinsic

characteristics, qualities, dispositions, or aspects of the

essence of the untouched primitive state before being influ-

enced by environment.

The moral aspect of human nature has three basic alter-

natives. Maffmay be evil, good, or neutral. Softie early

American educational programs based on religioias persuasions.

considered the child essentially evil. A second alternatiye

moral View holds that man is basically good. The child is

treated as part of nature, to be protected from corruption

and allowed,to develop in a natural environment that permits

the innate good to emerge. In the third moral view, the child

is neutral, neither good nor bad. This view, moral neutrali-

ty, operates as a basic tenet of contemporary learning theo-

ries. As a result, the moral categories regarding assump-
.

tions about learners in reading programs are not examined.

Modern programs are assumed to be based on the presupposition
d

that the child is morally neutral. The actionality views

fall into three categories; active, passive, and interactive.

The three views of actionality are used. to help identify

characteristics of reading programs,

Active

A number of learning theories use the assumption that

the child is active according to Bigge (1971). Of the mental-

istic learning theories, faculty ,psychology, classicist? and

romantic naturalism assume the child is active. None of the

stimulus-response theories assume the child is active. In
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cognitivism, Gestalt psychology assumes the child is active

while configurationism and positive relativism do not.

Assuming the child is active means that the child may be

,capable of self determination, ready to act upon the environ-

ment.

Passive

'Of the mentalistic theories of learning, only structur-

a ism, or Herbartian apperception assumes the child to be
/

p ssive according to. Bigge (1971)0 All of the stimulus

response psychologies assume the child is passive. None of
i

the cognitivist positions assume passivity of the child.

Assuming the learner or child is passive places the environ-

ment in the position of the driving force behind learning:

Learners are shaped by .the forces that.act upon them,.and by
i

their environments. Learners are viewed as essentially

reactive to the environment.

Interactive

fr
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Bigge (1971) indicates that none of the earlier mental-

istic theories of learning, and none of the stimulus-response

theories assume the learner to be interacUve. In addition,

.Gestalt psychology does. not assume the learner to be inter-

active. Only configurationisn and positive relativism are

based upon the assumption that learners are interactive.

Interactive means that the learner acts upon his or her

envj_ronment, and that the environment acts upon the learner.

.Learning. is the /interaction of the learner.withthe environ

ment.
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Teaching
Four aiDprpaches,to teaching are used to analyze reading

programs. 'One approach seeks to identify the pedagogical

techniques recommended in reading programs. A second ap-

proach focusses on how programs deal with reading problems,

The role of the teacher that the reading program suggests is

the subject of a third approach. The curricular thrust

reflected in the program is the fourth approach. Each of

these approaches includes classification ,categories drawn

from different segments of the literature. The categories

are not mutually exclusive.

1.67
o

Pedagogical Approaches

Pedagogical approaches are ways of conducting instruc-

tion that are recommended in the literature of reading.

Majortactics are noted, and it is recognized that others

exist. ChL.1 (1967) notes nine common labels used to classi-

fy reading programs: 1) conventional basal, 2)phonics pro-

grams (partial or supplemental), 3) phonics-first programs

complete, 4) linguistic approach, 5) initial teaching alpha-

bet, 6) responsive environment, 7) individualized reading,

8) language experience, and 9) programmed learning. Challis

focus is on beginning reading. This work focusses on the

Middle grades. Some overlap is evident, but the categories

of this section vary considerably from: Chains categories..

Categories in this 'work include th-e directed reading

lesson, content unit teaching, literatUre, informational
0
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approach, the language-experience approach, phonics, word

recognition, total individUalization, individualized projects,

the descriptive-linguistics approach, and programmed mater-
.

ials. These categories are not mutually exclusive, but the
1

response form used permits a Classification with respect to

emphasis.' A program' may include one, several, or all of the

elements listed in varying degrees of emphasis.

6

The Directed Reading,Lesson in a, Basal Text

Zintz (1975) proVides a generalized concept of a directed-
.

reading lesson drawing from a number of widely used basal-
-

reading programs. Major categories of elements found in /
/

/

directed-reading lessons are described: 1) motivating and/
,

/

interest, 2) making sure of vocabulary, 3) guided silent/

reading, 4) interpreting the story, and 5) providingbrelated

activities. Spache and Spache (1969) provide a similar con-

ceptual framework specifically for primary grades involving:

1) introduction of vocabulary, 2) silent reading, 3) oral

reading, 4 skill building, and 5) supplementary activities.

In describing basal uses for intermediate grades, Spache and

Spache (1969) note that, "the three-group reading plan

strongly persists..." p. 90' in the intermediate grades in
_

o

spite of the recognized range of abilities.

The directed-reading lesson can be adapted (co a grodp,
, - /;

several groups; or an individual, but usually ocCurs with

attempts to produce'homogeneoua grouping.

1G 1-;
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The Directed-Reading Lesson in the Content Areas-
,

The directed-reading lesson in the basal text is a way

of introducing and working with a story. The general element
.

of a directed-reading lesson can be adapted to fit stories

found outside-a basal reader and passages from content areas

other than literature. Herbet (1970) describes an instruc-

tiona framework, a way of helping youngsters get into pass-

ages in various content areas. The instructional framework

is an insightful approach to .conducting a lesson with various

Content area passages. He includes building background,.

silent reading, and f011ow-up,activities as elements of a

directed- reading lesson. Basal reader programs may, in some

instances, recommend the use of the directed-readihg lesson

approach to eaching reading in the content areas.

Content Units

Content-unit teaching in reading involves organizational

tactics that focus on integrating not only content, but

actiyitie, teaching strategies, and the sequence of events.

"Descriptive titles for this concept include resource units,

teaching units, activity units, core units, and survey units"

(Heilman 1972, p. 435). Zintz (1975, PP- 323-327) identi-
ir.

fies five generalized steps that occur in unit teaching:

1) orientation, 2) teacher-pupi planning, 3) gathering

information, 4) sharing information, and 5) culminating

activity.

Orientation involves creating class interest, identifying
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the scope of te- content problein, and helping students to -

Understand why the unit warrants study. Through teacher-

'pupil planningquestions about the content are identified.

Some questions come from class members while some are sourced

in informational materials, the teacher's ideas, or curricu-

lum guides. The crux of reading involvement may center on

the use of reading as a tool in the information gathering

phase because written materials represent a basic resource.

Purposes for reading are usually set by students them-

selves as they decide what to read or do to solve the-identi-

fled problems or to answer the questions they themselves have

asked about the particular segment of a content area that is

encompassed by the unit. Often, the prospect of presentation,

to share the information that is found, sets an immediate

purpose for reading. Sharing information in some presenta-
.

tional mode; writimg speaking, putting on a play, preparing a

bulletin board, etc., serves to increase the span. of concept

students encounter (Smith, Goodman, and Meredith, 1970). It

also helps to ferret out misinterpretations through discus-

sions which are ..a logical outcome of sharing0 Culminating

activities such as a final report; a completed notebook, or a

presentation to parents or another class help to summarize

what went on in supervised study sessions. Small, ad hoc

heterogeneously structured groups are particularly useful in

unit teaching. Reading skills can be taught formally or-

incidentally as they are really needed to solve the problems

of the unit.

1GS
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The Literature Approach

Libraries include a great resource of materials specific-

.ally written for children or originally written for 'adults

but found to be of great interest to children. Huck and

Kuhn (1968) and Smith, Goodman and Meredith (1970) provide

insightful descriptions of the uses Of children's literature

to teaching reading.

At the heart of, the literature approadh is the idea that

the literature available to children, particularly in trade=

books, is interesting enough to children to warrant systemat-

ic exposure; and that through exposure children will want to

read and will try to read the literatu-re. .Given this view as

a premise, the approach involves teaching reading with the

materials of children's literature, tradebooks not specific-

ally provided by a basal-reader program. This approach in-

cludes the use of other approaches; a basal reader, a language-

experience approach, a skills program, etc.. Basal readers may

include selections from children's literature, where they can

be 'adapted td the various vocabulary constraints of the

programs Basal programs may include recommendations for,the

use of tradebooks, bibliographies to aid in the selection of

traaebooks, and anthologies of stories published to accompany

the basal program.

Technical and Informational Approach

Closely related to teaching reading. with children's

'literature is,.../the idea that we can teach reading with mater-

ials that provide technical information related to the



Interests and problems children face. Thoughtlie material of

children's literature is usually thought-of as being made up

of fictional stories, a perusal of a library quickly dispels

this myth. A great deal of technical information is avail -.

able to children today. Magazines for hobbyists provide

reading material n a wide variety of topics; model airplane

building, drama, etc. Biographied'are a mainstay of library

collections, providing historical information. Encyclopedias

cover an.enormous scope of interest areas. Beyond libraries,

advertising materials provide a great deal of technical

information. Children interested in transportation can pick up

colorful brochures at the nearest automobile or motorcycle

dealer and learn about the various technical innovations

incorporated into the vehicles being advertised. If the

interest of the learner is treated as an important aspect of

learning to read, the technical information approach must be

considered a leading contender for time in reading instruc-

tion.

The Language-Experience Approach

Early versions of the language-experience approach in-

volves using the child's own language to teach reading. The

child either writes or dictates his or her ideas. Once in

graphic form, there are many ways-to use this experience to

help children read. The experience chart has a long and

varied history (Guy Montrose Whipple, 1920). ct5

Roach Van Allen, a modern exponent of the language-

experience apprAch encapsulates the idea behind this approach.
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"To children' who have experienced authorship many times,

reading is nat lessons, worksheets, practice exercises, or a

time each day (perhaps to dread). It is the continuous

discovery of stepping stones to a lifetime of enjoyment of

books. It results in theconceptualizations: 'What I can

think about, I can say. What I can say, I can ,write. What I

can write, I can read. I can read what I can write and what

other people have written for me to read '" (Allen and Allen,

1966, p. 21).

As preViously noted, the language-experience approach is

usually thought of in connection with beginning reading,

specifically in the primary grades. It is clear today that

there are some pupils in the middle grades,. grades 4, 5, 6,

and higher who are only beginning to learn to read. It is

also= clear that the application of the ideas of the language-
_

experience approach, partftularly as Stauffer.(1969) 'and Lee

and Allen (1963) conceptualize it,'is not limited to begin-

ning reading in early grades. Learning to Write and learning

to read go hand in hand well beyond the beginning points of

curriculum. The language-experience approach encompasses any

instructional instance wherein a learner functions as an

author writing for himself or herself to read.

Phonics.

Phonics is relating or associating phonemes or sequences

of phonemes with graphemes or spelling patterns. Though it

is difficult to relate phonics to comprehension because

1_k
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phonics does not directly involve meaning, phonics represents

a major thrust in reading instruction in the United States.

Phonics is noted in descriptions of reading instruction and

in most, teachers' manuals that accompany basal readers.

There are also independent phonics programs published for use

by teachers in reading instruction. Many are labeled supple-

mentary and some are designed to accompany a specific basal-

reading program. Phonics is included here because it is

expected that some degree of focus on phonics instruction

will be represented in the programs that are to be analyzed.

Word Recognition

Burmeister (1975) ipovides a recent account of .a variety

of approaches to word recognition. One thrust of word

recognition might be called structural analytic. Here, a

whole word is approached and then broken down into word

parts; syllables, root words, affixes, letters, graphemes, 'or

morphemes, etc. A second approach involves encountering

parts of words and blending them together to make a whole

word;, a structural synthetic approach.

The task of word recognition is usually treated as

seeing the word and then saying it. Some equate-this task

with knowing the?. word or getting the meaning of the word. -An

isolated word suggests a range of possible meanings, while a

word used in the context of language becomes much more

specific.
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Teaching youngsters to recognize a few words that are

commonly used is often referred to as development of an

initial sight-word vocabulary. If the words are commonly

used, then the common meanings of the words are likely to be

part of the oral vocabulary of the learner.

Once an initial sight-word vocabulary is developed,

youngsters are expected to be able to use contextual clues to

determine new words. Contextual clues include information

using the meaning and syntax of the surrounding language.

Many programs include helpful illustrations that provide

contextual information to help youngsters recognize words

they have not previously been able to identify. Word-recog-

nition instruction may range from the use of isolated words

in lists to encountering .words in context..

Total Individualization

Individual reading instruction holds a prominent place

in the literature of reading instruction. Washburne (1918)

structured the Winnetka plan onthe basis of individual

differences.

number of waves of concern for individualization of

reading instruction are apparent in the literature of reading

instruction. N. B. Smith (1965) notes a peaking in the early

50's and 60's. The work of Jeanette Veatch (1959) represents

a relatively-modern viewpoint.

Individualization has had a variety of names. Olson

(1962) uses "seeking, self-selection, and pacing" as terms.
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N.. B. Smith Identifies "personalized-reading" 379] as a

key term,,and"self pacing" is a conteMporary label in a

number of writings. Wh'atever the label, the ideas that.

underlie the approach include treating learners as indivi

duals, recognizing that people learn in different ways and at

differing rates, and that all children are not necessarily

interested in the same thing at the same time.

Partial Individualization

A continuum of instruction aids thinking about indivi-
\

dualizatione .At one end of the continuumlis the idea of

total individualization of a reading program, and at the

other end of the continuum is total group instruction. Some-

where within the continuum are the ideas of supplemental

projects for individual study, personalized reading projects,

self pacing, and programmed materials. Partial individuali-

zation' provIdes for some individualization, but does not

devote instruction exclusively to individualization.

Programmed Materials

Programmed materials and programmed learning' are topics

that occur frequently in the literature of reading instruc-

tion. Eisner and Vallance (1974a) clearly delineate a tech-

nological approach to curriculum planning. Many approaches

to reading problems result in the accumulation of mechanical

devices and specialized materials designed to assist in

strategies of programmed learning or instruction in reading.
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Progtammed materials promise a valuable impact on read-

ing education, and the category is included in the instrument

in thi work as an important aspect of reading instruction

today.

Zintz (1975) summarizes the principles of programmed

learning. A series of easily accomplished learning tasks is

usually scheduled. The learner gets feedback at each point

in the procedure. The results of efforts are immediately

known by the learner. Pupils can progress independently.

Errors are immediately corrected. In branching programs,

unnecessary practice of drill is minimized or eliminated.

Structural Linguistic ApproacheS

A. Harris (1970) provides the conventional viewpoint on

descriptive or structural linguistics. He cites Bloomfield's

(1942) criticisms of popular phonics blending approaches and

so-called word methods paralleling "... the study of Chinese

'ideographs" (A. Harris, 1970, p. 70). Harris summarizes the

principles of the so-called 'linguistic method! as starting

with letter identification by name, not sound. It proceeds

to words with letters that have only one sound and, no silent

letters, and groups of words that vary minimally as in "....

Dan, can, fan" Lp. 711. Avoidance of direct teaching of

phonic6 rules gives way to induced generalizations by young-

sters. Finally, sentences like, "Nan can fan Dan" ;ID. 71 ;

are introduced. K. Goodman (1964) calls for a reasonable

perspective in dealing with a spurious label by noting that

the linguist can properly generate both ideas and criticisms

1 n
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relating to reading instruc but that linguistics is

inadequate as the sole basis f reading instruction.

Approaches to Reading Problems

The identification of reading problems has a long and

varied history. When a readtr does not perform as well as

observers desire, it is commonly said that a reading problem

exists. The ways that are proposed for helping the reader

perform as well as is desired are solutions and are approaches

-to reading problems.

In this document, we refer to the solutions to reading

problems that are widely recommended and evident in the lit-

erature.

Differentiation of Instruction.

Individual differences is a key term in the literature.

Recommendations often stress differentiated instruction.

Bond and Tinker (1973) list important dimensions of differen-

tiated. instruction. They note the similarity of youngsters

in the growth patterns ip areas other than reading perform-

ance, and the lack of uniformity in progress in many differ-

ent areas. A variety of forms of differentiated instruction

are recommended in the literature.

The key ideas in the differentiated instruction approach

are that instruction should not be the' same for all children

and that instruction should reflect and capitalize on the

individual learner's unique characteristics, particularly
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with respect to the different ways youn&sters learn best.

Though the same principle is recommended in-much conventional

instruction, it stands as a major area of recommendation for

instruction for youngsters who do not do well in reading with'

conventional instruction.

Improvement of Self Concepct

Improving self concept involves helping the child to

gain, retain, or regain a good feeling about himself.' Each

child brings to school his thoughts, patterns of behavior,

beliefs, and ways of using la4iguage. If these are treated as

unimportant, wrong, worthless, or something to be'eliminated;

ii is easy to understand how self esteem can suffer.' Concerns

include the way a learner feels about the culture he or she

represents or the language he or she learns at home when it

differs from the language that is predominant in the school.

By honoring what the child brings to school, in spite of

the differences between the expectations of the teacher and

what is encountered, or because the culture reflected by the

child warrants preservation rather than annihilation, schools

can enhance the child's self esteem rather than destroy it.

Underlying this approach is the idea that a learner with low

self esteem encounters difficulty in participating actively

in learning to read, and that if self esteem is improved, the

learner will participate more actively in learning to read.

Ways of improving the child's self esteem are used to help

the child learn to read better.
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Social and Psychological Adjustment

'The approach of social or psychological ,adjustment of

the learner to existing conditions holds that a maladjusted

child encounters difficulties in participating in reading

instru'ction, while an adjusted child may not. Ways of help-

ing, hildren adjust may involve improving self esteem. They

may include helping the child to reappraise himself or her-

se f with respect to the characteristics of the school/set-

tang. This approach may involve actually lowering self

steem.

Reading expectancy estimates may be used to help the

child set goals that are often.said to be realistic rather
o

than unrealistic. A.. Harris (1970, p. 212) recommends a

formula for reading expectancy that reflects chronological

age and mental age as measured by conventional intelligence

tests. The concepts of underachievement and overachievement
A

are related to the expectations established by teachers,

schools, and tests.

The social and psychological adjustment approach -to

reading, problems is also concerned with emotional and per

sonality maladjustment. Such maladjustment is believed by

many to be "... both a cause and an effect of severe reading

disability" (Helen M. Robinson, 1946, p. 87). On one hand,

if the maladjustMent is considered to be caused by reading

disability, then reading instruction is the proposed solution.

If, however, maladjustment is considered to be the cause of

the reading disability, then procedures to effect adjustment

are offered as the solution.
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Maladjustment may be attributed to "... something con-
°

stitutional.or may come from unfortunate anvironmental.condi.-

tions7 (B. Bond and M. Tinker, 1973,, p. 144): The home en-

-vironment,and parental factors are often viewed as the source

of the difficulty. The beginnings of solutions to the diffi-

culty of maladjustment as a cause of reading disability in-

clude referral to a social worker, a psychologist, or psy-

chiatrist. Parent-teacher conferences may be recommended to

increase the knowledge of the child by the teacher, in the
V

hope that through understanding how the maladjUstment came

about, the teacher will be better equipped to decide how to

help' the child. The basic solution is to brdng the child

from a state of maladjustment to a state of adjustment in

order to help the child learn to read.

Reorganization of the Program or Curriculum

Reorganizing is an approach to reading problems. Re-

organization may focus on the curriculum; the content; sequence

and relationships between Areas of content and instruction.

Reorgani:%atioft of Personnel of'Classro.om, School, or District

Some approach :s center on administratively defined units

iof personnel. -Mary sggestions in the literature center

about regrouping students within the classroom.

Miles Zintz (1975) describes options of scheduling,

grouping, regrouping, individualized instruction, and reorgan-

izing the school. Recommendations of team teaching, depart-

mentalization, semi-departmentalized team teaching, and

t? 7
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modular scheduling,are examples. A highly successful teacher

of reading may be rescheduled through some reorganilatiAl

concept to provide a wider field of influence on youngsters,
to

with reading difficulties.

The school may be reorganized into teams with at least

one skilled reading teacher on each team. The reading special-
.

ist concept may also be recommended at a school-district level.

Here, a skilled°person may function as a consultant, teacher,

or clinician in a number of schools within a district, if not

for the entire district. Reorganization, then, may apply to

classrooms, schools, a.d districts.

of

Diagnostic Test Skills Prerequisite to Reading for Deficits

One diagnostic approach is based in correlational stud-

ies of reading and is classified here as the search for de-

fective skills with printed language that are assumed to be

prerequisites. These skills have some direct, logical rela-

tionship to readin , but are not the same as reading if read-
.

ing is believed to be reconstructing the author's meaning.

Learning to say the alphatlet is an example of such a skill.

A number of the assumed prerequisites to reading center

about phonics. Generalizations and specific phoneme-grapheme

associations may be tested. Word attack skills that do not

involve meaning fall in this category. Syllabication and

identificati= of the accented syllable are included. These

skills often are categorized as entry skills and may include

some skills labeled readiness skills if they involve print.
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The prerequisite, reading skill testsare usually included as

part of the informal reading inventory.-.

Diagnostic: Test Reading Skills for Deficits

Closely related to the prerequisite reading skill tests

are tests that involve oral and silent reading,with a compre-

hensioa check. This tactic usually includes graded para-

graphs and results in setting a level of readiness materials

with which the student can be succegsful. Traditionally, an

instructional level, an independent level, and a frustration

level are identified.

c
Diagnostic: Test Perceptual, Motor, and Neurblogical Charac-.

C

teristice for Deficits

Another area of diagnosis representing a yna3cdr facet of

testing involves skills of perception. postulated neurolog-

ical functieons, and motor-coordination.assuming deficits

result in reading difficulty. These areas are Often' treated

separately in psychology. For our .purposes ii this work,

they are placed tbgether. Some tests of reading readiness

are part of this category. Tracing exercises, connecting

dOts to make a picture, and writing an 'X' or a check in a
.

box to indicate a response to some'perceptual task are

examples. This category overlaps the area of prerequisite

skills treated earlier in this document.

. A nUmber of tests that attempt to appraise intelligence

without interference from deficient language skills include

179
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assessments of perception and motor coordination simultaneous-

ly. Visual and auditory skills are usually the focus. Gold-

berg and Schiffman (1972) and Bondand Tinker (1973) provide

insightful reviews, explanations, and publication information

on most of the tests, techniques, and conventional interpreta-

tions.

The concept underlying the use of perc'ePtual and.motor.

tests is clearly one of deficit. A youngster who does not

perform well in subskill areas,isidentified as lacking the"

identified skills. The skills are treated as prerequisites

to reading. The solution offered usually ±s' to teach tAe

youngster to perform better in the skill area in which he is

deficient. With dharacterist'ics that are believed to be

unteaohable, the youngster-is labeled,as such and expecta-

tions of performance in reading are adjusted. A-third alter-.

native, to design instruction which avoids the area of wealc-

Mess, is rarely suggested.

Closely related to the deficit concept applied to per7

ception and motor skills is the neurological approa6h, -Gold-

berg and Sohiffman (1972) review the research in this area,

identifying "alexia," without words, and'"strephosymbolia't,or

"twisted symbol" as early terms p. 12 . 'A list of tests and

paradigms-and terms applied to performance assessment under-

lies the search for evidence of dyslexia.,

PiagnoSing dyslexia. Xth les's'than extreme cases poses a

difficult pro'blem. The thrust draws from discourse in educa-
i

tion, psychology, medicine, and psychiatry. Studi'es of neuro-

logical ;structure, biological chemistry, perception, motor

1 66
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coordination, and intelligence are often involved. The

search far evidence of dyslexia is a search for brain abhor-

mality, congenital defects of the brain or nerves, maladjust-

ment, or learning disability.

Theories posit a syndrome, a. variety of characteristics

in varylhg combinations! Many of these characteristics exist

in adequate readers, Making diagnosis of moderate neurological

problems.difficult. Most yc)ingsters facing reading difficul-

ties shov arlaw.jmoderate defiits in some but not all areas.

Application of the terms, dyslexia or brain deficiency, to

moderate problems may result in using the term to represent a

-
of circumstance that may not be related to reading, or it

may become a synonym for poor reading.

Solutions to a dyslexic condition may include visual,

auditory, or mototraining in skill deficit areas. Adminis-

tration of drugs prescribed by .a physician is popular.

Psychiatric treatment or sociological and psychological

\iccounseling are recommended for. some,

Diagnostic: Assess Language for Deficit

Language playsan important part in conceptions-of diag

nosis. A prominent body of literature involves a language

deficit theory. The roots of this idea include .Whorf's for-

mulation of the effect of. language. on thinking .(13... L. Whorf,

, 1942). DeUtsch (1965 and 1967) and' others contribute to a

iiosition that suggests that a lack of language.is.a character-

istic of disadvantaged children.. Today, the position is
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controversial. -Evidence showing that a lack of-language

exists in sociologicaffy defined disadvantaged groups is not

forthcoming, while differences between groups with respect to

language are clearly documented.

Clinicians' expectations of language performance in

reading tests reflect the language background of the clini-

cians as well as the expectations noted in test directions.

The lariguage deficit concept holds that a lack- of language

can cause reading difficulties. Solutions include attempts

to teach assumed:appropriate language,-eliminate language

that is not in accord with assumed appropriate forms, and

replace assumed inappropriate forms with assumed appropriate

formS.'

A

Search for Technological Solutions to Problems

Tec ology provides another approach to reading_prObl,ems;

, usually centering on instruction, the ways' of -teaching, rather-

'than on curriculum, what -is to be taught. For example, ap-.

plication of stimulus and response reinforcement theory to

reading outlines how to teach those elements of a reading

curriculum that are amenable to the'theory. Other elements

of reading curriculum are left out because. the construct of

stimulus and response with reinforcement can not be easily_

applied.

Some economic constructs fall into the technological.

approach; Quests to teach words at a penny a word rather
:
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than a dollar a word exist in some proposals. Units of money

correspond to units of teacher time per curriculum element to

be taught. Expense is a key factor, and more efficient teach-

ing reduces expenses. More efficient teaching is believed to

be a possible outcome of improved technology. Some models

equate teacher experience with the quality of teaching. More

experience makes a better teacher.

The concept of teacher-proof materials receives consider-

able attention in the literature Often, machines are con.-
:

sidered for use when the learner can individually operate the

machine *without assistance from a _teacher. A number of read-

ing laboratories in high school and adUlt education situations

reflect this idea. Solutions involve acquisition of machines,

the promise of °increased eye span and reading rate, or reduced

regressions.

TeChnology inVolves'both hardware and software (R. Gagne,

1974). Usually, hardware dominates conceptions of technplogy,

but clearly, the literature of the field is heavily weighted

toward software concepts.- Hardware is machinery and instru-

ments, such the.tachisto-flasher, a deviCe.for exposing a

bit of print for a specified amount of time. Software is

technologically framed ideas, such as the S-R reinforcement

concept of learning and instruction.

The technological approach to reading problems holds

that better technology or more insightful application of
.

present technology to reading instruction will improve the

way people learn to ,read. ',aith in the pgssibilitiesfor

.. _
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improvementmay.be placed in har-dwase, Software, or concept-

ual constructs arising out of various disciplines. Much is

made of solving reading problems by purchasing an aid,

program, a machine, or a contract with a guarantee from a

company promising to solve or reduce the problem. Much of

the literature recommending technological approaches resides

in the promotional documents of companies that sell materials

that complement these approaches.

The Role of the Teacher

Sorting out the roles of teach e*:; in relation to the

models reviewed prompts a number of different approaches.

Though no attempt to cope with the full range of literature

on this topic is offered Ln thiS dOcument, major categories

are id-entified and some of the more prominent ways of looking

at the array of possibilities are presented.

Teacherless Programs

Self-instruction programs fall in the category of teach-

erless programs. Materials-labeled programs that provide no

reference to the teacher or no provisions for instruction

also fit the category of teacherless programs. Soma program-

med material, some computer instruction, and scheduling young-

,sters into a teacherless facility such as an unsupervised

library can be treated as teacherless programs.
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The Teacher as a Scripted Performer

Some programs may provide explicit and complete instruc-

tions for the teacher. A script may be included prescribing

what to say. Directions may include what body movements to

use and where to locate oneself in an instructl-bnal situation.

Provisions of this type treat the teacher as a. scripted per-

former.

The Teacher as a Technician

Programs which promise that following the. instructions

for presenting and manipulating the material,without neces-

sarily understanding why or how it works cast the teacher as

*a technician. Some decisions are required in this role, but

the decisions are predominantly technical, involving proce-

dUres, mechanical operations,'following instructions, identi-

fication of circumstances or learner characteristics. The

identification process triggers through instructionsprocedur-
.

al adjustments without necessarily requiring either explana-

tion or understanding of why or how a procedural adjustment

fits 'the identified circumstance.

The Teacher as a Source of Wisdom

In some programs, the teacher may be cast as a source of

wisdom. This is a traditional teaching role. The teacher`'

serves as a fund of knowledge, or the giverof information.

Lecturing in curricular format of academic rationalism is a

common example of this category. "Tell" is a word often used
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in manuals. The.teacher may provide ideaS about how to pro-

ceed as well as ideas of substantive content in this role.

The Teacher as a Guide and Monitor

Some programs may describe the role of the teacher as a

guide and monitor. This role involves arranging learning

situations, providing insights about how to learn, and struc-

turing problem formats for students. The term, 'facilitator'

fits this concept of a teaching role.

The Teacher as a Clinical Information:Processor-

Theteacher may be cast in the role of an information

processor who clinically examines the information coming

through his or her system. The clinical information processor

functions as an initiator of input and a rector to output.

Models of information processing resembling computer programs

may underlie this role. The teacher may be represented as

part of a larger system of information processing which in-

cludes students,-curricular constituents,: instructional

modules, and similar constructs as elements.

The Teacher as a Judge and Policeman

In some,instances, the teacher's role may be described

as that of a judge and policeman. Here, the teacher, may

function as a judge or policeman, predominantly7e-oncerned
0

with controlling classroom behavior, seeking errors to be

corrected, or implementing management 'systems with prescribed

IS 6
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activities, rules for classroom'behavior, and provisions for

deviant behavior of students.

Application

It is recognized that the teacher's own- view of his or

her role may actually transcend whateyer role is suggested by

the published program. This work focusses on the role that

can be gleaned from the published material. it is not
c.

expected that all-reading programs can be fully represented

by this list of teaching roles. Neither do we expect mutual

exclusivity between categories. The thrust of this work is

to identify the focus and emphasis of most published reading

programs, and to determine something of the range, of variabi-

lity present in reading programs.

Curriculum Thrusts

in some sense, curriculum issues center on what to teach,

and how to organize what will be taught. Eisner and Nfllance

(1974a) describe five concepti.ons of curriculum. One

conception views curriculum as the development. of cognitive

processes. Technology is the center of a second conceptuali-

/zation. Self-actualization processes or consummatory exper-

/ iences are the focus of a third major area,of curriculum

theory. One popular view of curriculum is social reconstruC--

tion. Academic rationalism represents a fifth and very pro-

minent view of curriculum. Each position is represented by
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essays by informed proponents of the potion in the work of

Eisner and Valiance (1974a). Each of the five positions is

distilled into a statement of a principle for planning

curriculum. These five principles form a bold dimension in

any paradigmatic approach to reading comprehension instruc-

tion.

Eisner and Valiance (1974b) accurately indicateothe

inexhaustivity of their categorization of five basic concep-

tions. They note that the child-society distinction, with

its roots in the child-centered views of Rousseau and others,

and the society-centered views of Jefferson and others are

not brought into sharp focus by the five conceptions they

present. Other ideas not fully treated are the skills-to-

values continuum, a present-to-future dimension,.and some

learning model conceptions. Some of these ideas are treated

to a degree in one or more of the five positions, but they

are not central themes. Incompleteness is not a deterrent to

opening the field of reading instruction to fuller examina-

tion. Application of the five conceptions of curriculum

helps to identify and clarify distinguishing features of

reading programs. It is enough to produce this demonstration.

and to invite others more deeply involved in curricular

theory to tighten the conceptual framework.

Cognitive Skills

Curricular planning designed to develop cognitive skills

or processes focuses on teaching intellectual skills that

can be used in many situations. It also focusses on teaching

c



children 'how..to. learn. Some proponents conceive `Of inteilec,

tual skills with universal applicability. It is assumed that

a skill that is learned with a specific content is usable

with other content. ,Transfer may be assumed to be automatic.

Children are assumed to possess intellectual capabilities

which can be developed, strengthened, or sharpened.

Reading is sometimes treated as a universal skill. A

program may assume that teaching children to read with

fiction permits them to read in disciplines.. Focus is on

what will be done with learned skills in situations that

follow the experiences provided by the curriculuni-.--Ed-iication

may be viewed as preparation for life rather than an.impor-
o

tant part of life.

Technology

This approach seeks efficient ways of teaching through

packaging and presentation of material to the learner.

Industrial models of accountability, systematic analysis,-and

production control are used to organize and present ideas to

learners that are assumed to be .predictable and, in some

instances, stable. Technological curriculum planning focus-

ses on the ends of an industrial model of society, and the

concept of teacher-proof materials is often raised. Educa-

tion is viewed as a relatively stable system that tends to

remain intact and follow previously described patterns.

Innovations in packaging are conceived outside of and pre-

ceding the actual learning situation, thereby prescribing

what will happen when the learner encounters the package.

.
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Tethnologically conceived reading programs often attempt

to systematize,individualization within the bounds of assump-

tions made about learners and classroom settings. Like the

cognitive skills approach, focus is often on teaching some

assumed universally applicable method of learning, but

technology also may focus on subject matter assumed to be

important enough to warrant the enormous effort required to

integrate a learning'package. As in the cognitive skills

approach, time in school is viewed as a period of preparation

for what is to come.

Self Actualization

The self-actualization approach differs fqm the other

approaches in that the experiences of the learner in school

areoassumed to be a critically important part of life rather

than preparation for, life. Rather than learning values,

which is sometimes viewed as indoctrination, the learner is

assumed to be- developing his own values.

.The development of Values by the learner may be viewed

as something close to a universally applicable skill as in

the cognitive skills approach. Personal growth, integrity,

and autonomy are developed in the learner through a dynamic

process of forMulating personal goals. Individualized,

reading programs may reflect this approach when students are

faced with opportunities to learn to read using materials

and content that-they select or create. Focus is on exper-
/

iences in the present. The learner is encouraged to discover

ideas through is own efforts.
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Social Rec'onstruction

Eisner and Valiance (1974b) develop the theme of social

reconstruction along with a theme of social adaptiveness or

relevance. Insocial reconstruction, Adults' apoesm'ents of

society are used to determine how 'society shoUld be when

youngsters mature. Curriculum is designed to prepare chil-

dren to change society to the way adults believe or wish

society should be. The individual learner's needs and

interests are subjugated to what adults in power see as

society's needs and interests. Like the cognitive skills

approach and the technological approach, Education is prepara-

tion for life rather than an important part of it. Reading

programs planned with this approach stress social reform,' and

use the program as a tool to bring about changes that reflect

current issues.

The social relevanOe or social adaptiveness approach

seeks to help children prepare to adapt to the way society

will be when youngsters'mature according to the adults who

plan and impletent the curriculum. The. world is viewed as

changing and unstable. Youngsters are taught to survive.

-Like the social reconstructionists, this approach subjugates

the individual to socieWs assumed needs and, interests, and.

education is not consummatory as in the self-actualization

position. Eisner and Vallance (1974b) treat this pos.ition

along with the social reconstructionis't approach because

both stress the importance of society over the importance

the individual.

191
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Academic Rationalism

This view focusses on teaching what is conceived as the

best that man's intelligence has produced. The classic

disciplines, literature, and ideas are central while practi-:.'

cal pursuits such as driving, cooking, and-vocational educa-

tion are treated as extra-curricular°funcntions, not worthy of

full inclusion. Academic rationalists continually seek to

determine what i s. best in order to include it'in 'their plans,.

The traditional disciplines are periodically rethought. A

distinction between the organization of ideas in a discipline

and an organization of ideas within a curricular plan is a

center of concern in much of the -discourse advocating this

approach.

,Reading progrards that embrace content as a means of

teaching reading it this Category. There are also pro -,

grams geared to preparing youngsters to deal vdth content.

Academic rationalism is similar td the cognitive

technological, and society-centered approaches! in tligt school-
,.

ing is viewed as preparation for llfe, w? -'. }.e it .di 4"f fx.om

self actualization which treats school as an integral and

important end in itself.

Conplu.3ion

The five approaches identified by Valiance

(,1974a) provide a map, however incOmpicte, thiAking in

curriculum. Other organizational scheme are re7ognized as

important. King and Brownell (1966).emphac:_ze "Fnowledge and

192
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practical problems as they raise categories of occupation,

politics, society, intellectualism, religion, and others as

/major elements of curricular thought. Lewis and Mil (l972)

use subject

/ ments, and

matter, intended learning, opportunities, engage-

experiences as categories of curricular concepts.

We do not reject these and other categorization systems.

Eisner and Valiance (1974a) provide us with one system among

many which we focus on because of its broad scope and usable

distinctions.
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CHAPTER 12

Comparing Programs and the Search for Structure

a
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The data displayed in Appendix C lends itself to several

forms of analysis. Several theoretical data reduction

procedures are applied and the program observations are

tested to discern to what extent the programs differ. A

search for structure is carried out using theoretical and

mathematical reduction techniques. Speculative conclusions

are drawn about the reasons for the findings.

Prior chapters and analyses treat the information in

Appendix C as nominal data, exactly as the study was origi-

nally designed. Analyses in this chapter proceed from an

assumption that a Mean is a reasonable summary of an array

of numbers. Based upon this assumption, several forms of

analysis are performed using means as bases. The conditions

for gathering the data and conducting the observations are

described in earlier chapters and in Appendix A.

Theoretical Categories and Subcategories

This analysis focusses on the subcategories within the

major theoretical areas. Appendix A shows Reading, Language,

Learning, and Teaching as four major theoretical areas. With-

in Reading, five subcategories are shown as Program Focus,

Comprehension Tasks, Levels of Comprehension, Purpose for

Reading; and Inquiry into Print. Within Language, thite

subcategories are described as Unit of Emphasis, View of

Language, and Meaning. Learning includes View of Learning

and View of the Learner; two subcategories. Within Teaching,
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four subcategories include Pedagogical Approaches, Approaches

to Reading Problems, Teaching Role, and Curriculum Thrusts.

Totally, fourteen subcategories are represented.

Within each program, a response reflecting the delibera-

tions of the observer groups is recorded for materials for

the teacher and the student in areas of instruction and

evaluation.- This- is done for each of the 89 described

characteristics. In this analysis, the mean is calculated

for each characteristic across the categories of materials

for student and teacher for instruction and evaluation.

These means are. used to-calcul te a mean for each of the
fourteen subcategories described above. Table 1 in Appendix

F.shows these means for each of the seven programs.

The null hypotheses are( that there are no significant

differences at the P < 0.05' level between means per program

of programobseryAtion ratings averaged over all subcategories,

averaged over majer,theoretical categories, and averaged for

individual subcategories. An analysis of variance procedure

is used to test tletis. !Table 2 in Appendix F exhibits the

results. The low ratios are all considerably less than

statistically signifilcant at the P < 0.05 level. The null

hypotheses that no significant differences persist between

means of responses/within subcategories per program can not

be rejected. It that the programs are not signifi-

cantly different from one another according to the analysis

/described here. This finding supports the conclusions

rendered in the/ descriptions of the programs as they were

approadhed using the'observation ratings as nominal data.

/
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Audience and Purpose for Materials

This analysis focusses on the categories that reflect

the audiences, to whom the materials are directed and the

purpose for the materials. The audiences identified are

teachers an'dstudents. The purposes identified are instruc-

tion-and evaluation. The instrument categorizes materials

for teachers (T) and materials for students (S). The audience

categories are crossed' with materials for instruction (I) and

materials for evaluation (E). The following data reduction

technique.uses these categories.

Seven combinatorial variables (TI-,.TE, SI, SE, T, S, and

P) are created through transformations that yield means. All

of the observed responses in all major theoretical categories,

reading, language, learning, and teaching,-in all theoretical

subcategories (A, B, C, etc.), and,in all individual program

characteristic categories (1, 2, 3, etc.) are combined for

observational ratings under the categories of instructional

responses for teaChers (TI) and students (SI), and evaluation

materials for teachers (TE) and students (SE). Responses to

instructional (TI) and'evaluation.(TE) materials for teachers

are combined summarizing responses to materials for teachers

(T). Responses to instructional (SI) and evaluation (SE)

materials for students are combined summarizing materials for

students (S). Summaries of responses for materials for

teachers (T). and students (S) are combined summarizing

responses for programs (P). This data reduction approach

yields seven combinatorial variables that. numerically
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summarize responses to program's (P), materials for teachers

(T), materials for students (S), instructional materials for

teachers (TI) evaluation materials for teachers (TE), instruc-

tional materials for students (SI), and evaluation materials

for students (SE)., See Table 3 in Appendix F.

The seven combinatorial variables described above (P, T,

S, TI, TE, SI, and SE) are 'subjected to one-way analyses of

variances across programs. Each of the original variables

occurs in 89 instances din each of 7 programs yielding a total

of 623 responses. In each analysis, degrees of freedom

between' groups is 6, within groups is 616, totalling 622.

Table 3 in `Appendix F exhibits the results.

The null hypotheses are that no significant differences

at the P < 0.05 level or 'better with 6/616 degrees of freedom

persist between means per program of each of the seven

combinatorial variables (P, T, S, TI, TE, SI, SE) reflecting

audience and purpose for materials. None of the F ratios

shown in Table-3 in Appendix F are significant at the P

level or better. The highest F ratio is for variable TE,

materials written for teachers in relation to evaluatiOn

procedures:. This F ratio is 1.49 which is significant at the

P < 0.176 level, far less significant than the P < 0.05 level.

The null hypotheses'can not be rejected on the basis of these

data. The programs are not significantly different with

respect to audienbe or purpose as indicated by observational

ratings reflected in combinatbrial variables P, T, 8, TI, TE,

SI, or SE.
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Missions, Language and Learning,
'and Purpose for. Reading

A third analysis uses three theoretical dimensions as a

basis for data reduction. One theoretical dimension involves

the mission's of reading instruction described in Chapter S.

A second theoretical dimension reflects the basic metaphors

underlying the categories of learning and language described

in Chapters 9 and 10. A third theoretical dimension is based

on the locus of control of the purpose for reading in instruc-

tional situations described in Chapter 8.

The three missions of reading instruction include

helping studentsto produce a spoken or thought analogue (SA)

of the author's printed language. The second mission de-

scribed focusses on-helping studentsto reconstruct the

author's message (RM) . Helping students to' construct know-

ledge (CK) about the author's message is the third mission.

These three missions are used conceptually to categorize a

portion of. the 89 characteristics of reading programs listed

in Appendix A.

Three basic metaphors are represented in the views of

language and learning. The nativistic view of language as an

innate entity, and the mentalistic views of _learning (NM)

have a touchstone in idealism. The views of language as.

observable speech or writing are related to the behavioristic

views of learning (SWB). The views of language as a meaning

based process are in accord, to some degree with the ideas of

learning described as the cognitive field'views. (MCF). These
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three basic metaphors are used conceptually to categorize a

portion of the 89 characteristics of reading programs listed

in Appendix A..

The locus of control of purpose for reading includes

three assumed sources of purpose. One source is described as

the text (TX). A second source is identified an the teacher

(TR). A third source of purpose is assumed to be the reader

(RDR). These -chree sources of purpose for reading are used

to categorize a portion of the 89 characteristics of reading

programs listed in Appendix A.

The categorization of characteristics of reading programs

involves identifying the characteristics as being related to

one or more of the nine categories noted above. Some of the

characteristics are not discernable. as fitting only one of

the categories, and are, therefore, included in more than one.

The responses to programs by obser7ers that fall within the

domain of one of the_nine categories are averaged 'yielding

nine summary mean responses per program, a total of 63 means.

Table 4 in-Appendix F displays the nominal numbers from

Appendix A of the characteristics in the nine categories.

Table 5 in Appendix F shows the means of the combined charac-
.....

teristics shown in Table 4 in Appendix F.

Variable'Comparison

A comparison of the variables (SA, RM, CIC, NM, SWB, MCF,

TX, TR, and RDR) themselves is in order. The means of

variables across programs aro subjected to one-way analysis
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of-variances. The null. hypotheses state that no significant

differences at the P < 0.05 level will persist among the

means of variables SA, RM CK, NM, SWB, MCF, TX, TR, and RDR'.

See Table 4 in Appendix F for groupings and Table 5B in

Appendix F for the anova information. This analysis yields

an F ratio of 5.172 with 8 and 54 degrees of freedom. The

null hypothesis that no significant differences between the

means of variables SA, RM,CK, NM, SWB, MCF, TX, TR, and RDR

is rejected. An a posteriori ranges test (Tukey). is Performed

to determine which variables are alike and which differ..

Table 5C in Appendix F shows the results. This analysis

suggests that various combinations of variables SA, RM, CK,

NM, SWB, MCF, TX, TR, and RDR warrant testing to determine
oa

structure and the possibility of distinguishing programs.

Program ,Comparison Using Variables

Variables SA, RM, CK, NM, SWB, MCF, TX, TR, and RDR are

compared across programs. The research question focusses on

whether or not the programs differ with respect to these

\variables. The null hypotheses state that there are no

(significant differences at the P < 0.05 level among means per

program of variables SA, RM, CK; NM, SWB, MCF, TX, TR, and
+a

RDR. A one-way analysis of variance procedure yields-an F--

ratio of 0.646 with 6 and 56 degrees of freedom. The null

hypotheses can not be rejected. The programs can not be

shown to differ significantly at the P < 0.05 level according
O

to this analysis with these variables.

201.
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Program Comparison Using Theoretically Defined Groups of '

Variables

Variables SA, RM, CK.reflect concerns about the missions

of education and constitute a theoretically defined group of

variables. Variables NM, SWB, and MOF reflect concerns about

the theoretical views of learning and language that underlie

the programs, and constitute a second theoretically defined

group of variables. Variables TX, TR, and RDR reflect

concerns about the locus of control of the purpose for reading

and constitute a third theoretically defined. group. The

research question focusses on whether or not the means per

program of the three groups of variables differ. The null

hypotheses state that no significant differences persist at

the P <' 0.05 level among means per program of variables
9

grouped under missions of reading instruction (SA, RN, CK)
,

language and learning (NM, SWB, and MCF) and Locus of control

of purpose for reading (TX, TR, and RDR). Analysis of

variance procedures yield, the F ratios shown in Table 6 in

Appendix F. The null hypotheses can not be rejected, sug-

gesting that under the,conditions of these analyses with

these variables, programs are riot significantly different

from one another at the P < 0.05 level.

Relationships Among Variables

The comparison of variables and the results shown in

Tables 5B and 50 in ,Appendix F" suggests that a search for

structure is warranted. To describe the relationships among
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the variables somewhat more clearly, a principal components

factor analysis with iterations and a varimax rotation is

applied to the nine variables. Table 7 in Appendix F provides

the information required for replication. Included in Table 7

are the intercorrelatiOns among variables SA, RM, CK, NM, SWB,

MCF, TX, TR, and RDR. The communalities, rotated factor

matrix, eigenvalues, percents of variance, and cumulative

percents of variance are also included. The varimax rotation

matrix yields four factors. The factors are named using the

highest loading as the key descriptor. Factor 1 is named

Anti-Epistemological suggesting an inverse relationship to

constructing knowledge as a mission of reading instruction.

Factor II is named Anti-Spoken Analogue indicating a focus

away ,from helping students say the author's words aloud or to

themselves. Factor III is named Reader Initiated identifying

the reader as the assumed source of the purpose for reading.

Factor IV is named the Message Reconstruction Approach indica-

ting that reconstruction of the author's message is the main

focus. Each factor is more complex than the names imply. The

factors and their underlying elements are described below in

relation to the loading in the matrix in Table 7 of Appendix F.

Anti-Epistemolbgical Approach

Factor 1 exhibits a high positive loading (0.845) on

variable SWB, which indicates a view of-language as observable

speech and writing, and focusses on behavioristic associative

learning theories. A moderately high positive loading (0.676)
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is shown on variable TX which indicates the loPus of control,

of the purpose for reading is viewed as emanating from the

text. Factor-1 exhibits a bipolar characteristic with the
O

high negative loading (-0.882) shown on variable CK indicating-

an avoidance of focus on the construction of knowledge as a

'mission of reading instruction. All other loadings are lower

than 0.40. Factor 1 represents a text based, behavioristic,

anti-knowl.edge focus on reading instruction. -The Most power-

ful description of Factor 1 is the high negative loading on

the instructional mission to construct knowledge of the

author's message, suggesting the name 'anti-epistemological.'

Anti-Spoken Analogue Apprpach

Factor II exhibits moderately high positive loadings on

variables NM (0.637) and TR (0.605) . Variable NM represents

the nativistic views of language and the mentalistic views of

learning. Variable. TR represents the teacher as a locus of

control of the purpose for reading. A lower positive loading

(0.430) is shown on variable CK, the instructional mission of
CI

constructing knowledge. A bipolar characteristic is indicated

by a high negative loading (-0.861) on variable SA, the

instructional mission to help students construct a spoken

analogue of the author's printed language. Factor II is an

anti-spoken analogue, linguistically nativistic, mentalistic,

teacher initiated, moderately epistemologically focussed

approach. The most powerful root of Factor-II is the high

negative loading on the spoken analogue suggesting the name
,c)

'anti-spoken analogue.'
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Reader Initiated Approach

Factor III,exhibits a high positive loading (0.871) on

variable RDR which indicates that the reader is viewed as the

initiator of the purpose for reading. A second high positive

loading (0.788) is shown on variable MCF indicating a view of

language as a rules oriented, meaning-based process and a
e`11

view of learning as cognitive process involving goals and

insights as desired outcomes. Factor III exhibits a moder-

ately bipolar characteristic in that a moderate negative

loading (-0.489) is shown on variable TX, which represents

the text as the source of purpose for reading. Factor III

represents a reader initiated, cognitive, meaning based

process oriented, anti-text initiated approach. The most

powerful descriptor of Factor III is the high positive loading'

on. variable RDR indicating the reader initiated purpose for

reading suggesting the name 'reader initiated.'

Message Reconstruction

Factor IV exhibits a high positive loading (0..808)

variable RM indicating the instructional mission to recon-

struct the meaning of the author's message. A moderately

positive loading (0.450) is shown on variable MCF, the

meaning-based view of language coupled with the cognitive-

field views of learning. A bipolar characteristic of Factor

IV is suggested by a moderately negative loading'(-,0.579)

variable TR indicating an avoidance of, reading purpose

initiated by the teacher. Factor IV represents a meaning
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based, process oriented, cognitive-field, anti-teacher

initiar.purpose apprdach that focusses on reconstructing

the author's message. The highest loading on variable 1114

the, instructional mission to reconstruct the author's message,

suggests the name 'message reconstruction approach.'

Using Factors to Compare Programs

The identification of four factors, anti-epistemological

approach, anti-spoken analogue approach, reader initiated

approach, and-message reconstruction approach, permits

another comparison of programs. The research question to be'

treated ,asks if the programs differ significantly from one

another with respect to the characteristics identified as

underlying each of the four factors. To answer this question,

ratings of characteristics of variables with loadings over

0.40 are averaged yielding means per program per factor. One-

way analysis of variance procedures are performed to determine

if the resulting means per program differ significantly at

the P < 0.05 level or better. Table '8 in Appendix F displays

the results." The null hypotheses state that no significant

differ'ences persist at the p < 0.05 level among means per

program of underlying. high loading variables grouped per

factor. None of the F ratios are significant at the P < 0.05

level or better. The highest F ratio is 1.13 with 6 and 14

degrees of freedoM, considerably below the F ratio of 2.85

required for P < 0.05. The null hypotheses can riot be

rejected. Under the conditions of this study, the)programs

do not appear to be,significantly different with respect to
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the four factors 'described.

Discussion

Two major thrusts are apparent in the analyses described.

One thrust seeks to determine if the programs differ from one

another. A second thrust seeks to describe the structure of

relationships among the variables. The first approach is

treated here under Program Comparisons. The second approach

is 'discussed here under 'The Search for. Structure.'

Program Comparisons

None of the analyses described in this chapter suggest

that the programs differ significantly fron one another. To

the extent that these data and the analyses are reliable,

credible interpretations of the relationship of the seven

selected programs to the theoretical bases of reading instruc-

tion, the_following conclusion is repeatedly supported. The

programs are remarkably alike. This finding is in accord

with the program descriptions in Part I of this study. In

Part I, the descriptions use the ratings of programs as

nominal data. The fact that the programs are very similar

prompts a key question that can be answered only in a specula-
.

tive manner. Why are the programs so much alike? Why, with

the extensive resources available to major publishing compa-

nieS, should seven widely used rprograms appear to be so

similar?
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The speculation is prompted that the publishers are

seeking to sell their products to the same-market. If

publishers are using similar techniques to sense the tenor of

the same market, and producing what seems to be what the

market will buy, then it is understandable that the product's

they produce will be similar. Who buys basal readers?

Although purchasing agents in school districts usually sign'

the sales contracts, it is teachers who influence admibistra-

tors who constitute the market. What are the characteristics

of the teachers who are the market for basal readers? In,

elementary schools, teachers usually are.prepared for teaching

reading by taking one course in. methods and materials, of

language arts and reading, one course in children's literature,

and practice teaching which may or may not involve reading

instruction. This preparation is minimal, providing element-

ary school teachers with only ,the barest essentials for

understanding the complexities of the theoretical structu e

underlying reading comprehension instruction.

If the speculation that basal readers, are based on

marketing principles is correct, then a related speculati n

about the relationship of basal readers to educational

principles may be of concern: First, there is little reason

to assume that marketing principles and educational prin iples

are in perfect accord. If they arenot in accord, then asal

readers may be based on marketing principles rather th on

educational principles. It is possible, that to the ex ent

that. basal readers sell well, they are kased on marketi g
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principles; and to the extent that they sell poorly, they are

based on educational principles.

However, the situation is considerably more complex. It

is well known that we as teachers tend to teach the way we

were taught. We carry on traditions. It is also well known

that research and theory have had little impact on practices

in schools (Clifford, 1973). It can be speculated that tradi-

tion probably plays a major part in shaping our expressed

concerns as teachers, which in turn shapes the characteristics

of the market as publishers might construct it. If these

speculations are correct, basal readers may be based on

marketing principles first, with tradition running second,

and educational principles lagging in a third plac-e. The

evidence presented in this study does not confirm these

speculations, rather it prompts them because it does not

disconfirm them. The speculations provide warrant for further

examination of the structure of the theoretical bases of basal

readers.

The Search for .Structure

Chall (1967, p. 189) states, "... for all practical

purposes American reading instruction is basal-series instruc,-

tion." If this statement is still correct, then the structure

of basal-series instruction warrants description. Without

such a description, little hope exists for extracting the

control of practice from the effects of unexamined tradition,
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the legitimate needs of publishers to market' their-wares, and

sheer chance. To describe the structure is a complex task.

The present study provides a rare opportunity for making.a.

modest inroad on the problem area. The sample seven

widely used/published reading prograMs.. They appear.to be

very similar to one another according to a.Variety of analyses

based upon descriptions by .trained observers of how the pro-

grams relate to theory. Many of the questions previously

answered in this study focUs on how the programs Compare. A

key, concern approached here is what is the underlying struc-

ture of the program viewed together as a sample of reading

instruction programs. Part of that question can be answered

by describing the structure of the theoretical variables used

to describe the programs.

The factors extracted and described provide some insights

into the theoretical structure underlying the basal readers

in the sample.
t

If each of thes6- factors actually represents

a major thrust of reading)comprehension instruction, then

some speculations about the structure can be made. One can

test,..if only to a limited degree, the, prior speculation that

reading instructipn may be based primarily on marketing prin-

ciples, secondly on tradition, and thirdly, on educational

principles. Such a, test can be .carried out by examining the

underlying elements of each factor. Two questions can be

brought to bear on the underlying elements of each of the

factorS. Question_ 1 is "How well do the eleMents fit together?"

Question 2 is. "How defensible educationally is the combination

of elements?"
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,Factor 1, the Anti-Epistemological Approach is difficult

to defend educationally. First, it treats language as

observable speech and writing. Treating language as observ-

able speech and writing functions in accord with the view

that the text controls the purpose of reading, a second

. element of Factor 1. Also in accord with these elements is

the'avoidance of activities that lead to the reader construc-

.ting knowledge -about the author's message. Question 1, "How

well do the elements of Factor 1 fit together?" is answered.

The elements of Factor 1 are in accord with one another.

HoW does Factor 1 fare with Question 2; "How defensible

educationally is the combination of elements?" Factor 1 is

controversial. Many reading experts believe strongly that

reading programs should be framed in terms of behavioral

objectives, and therefore, focus only on perfOrmance that can

be obs"erved. Many believe that the text does in fact control

the purpose for reading, and many 'deny that conclusions about

the truth or falsity, goodness or badness, and application of

the author's message occurs in the domain of thinking rather

than reading. Other researchers and reading .experts believe

that treating language as observable speech and writing is a

reductionistic fallacy, reducing a process known to go on

inside the head to those bits of observable performance

displayed outside the organism. This group might-cast Factor

1 as a denial of the fact that we can knOw things without

revealing them, and cite strong introspective evidence in

support. This second group represents a belief that the

211
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reader's purposes change dynamically as the reading takes'

pIade, suggesting that the text can not control the purpose

of reading. In addition, this group could support to some

degree the notion that constructing knowledge of the veridity

and value of the message is, in fact, critical. reading, an

educational objective that should be part of any reading

comprehension program. We ,have touched the high points of

the controversy that the combination of elements in Factor 1

raises. The last poant, the fact that Factor 1 represents an

avoidance of activities designed to promote what is often

called critical reading renders it educatibnally-difficult to

defend in the opinion of the authors.

How well do the elements of Factor II fit together?

Factor II, the Anti-Spoken Analogue Approach exhibits an

avoidance of activities that lead to helping students produce

a spoken analogue of th'e author's printed:language. This is

coupled with the view that language is innate and that

learning is, best described by mentalistic views. The construc-

tion of knowledge is entertained as an objective, and the

purpose of reading is assumed tobe controlled by the teacher.

Our answer to Question 1, "How well do the elements fit

together?" is answered affirmatively for Factor II. These

elements are in accord, and repres,ent.a strong tradition in

schools except for the avoidance of producing a spoken

analogue.

Question 2 asks, "To what degree is the combination of

elements educationally defensible?" First, mentalistic views
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of learning, particularly faculty psychology, have had'little
0

educational credence in theoretical circles for over half a

century. The theories that language is innate, the nativistic

views as.they are sometimes called, are controversial. The

behaviorists and empiricists focus on the environment while

the cognitivists and the idealists focus on a priori con-

.structs. Wardhaugh (1971) points out that linguistics has

tended not to focus on meaning, suggesting that support for

the innate theories may yet be forthcoming. Wardhaugh (1971)

also suggests that language acquisition theories probably

have little bearing on reading acquisition. However, if we

treat the concept of a priori language in terms of the point

in time when youngsters enter school, rather than at the

point in time when they are born, it is clear that language

is acquired prior to reading instructian.as it occurs in

schools. 'In this sense, the innate theories are clearly

educationally defensible, although we have stirred the

controversy as it exists in linguistics.

Factor II treats the teacher as the source of the purpose

of reading. This is true in some-instances, but is is

difficult to deny that the decision to read and to comprehend

is a personal one, a decision that.is alWays made by the

reader. To what degree can one person, a teacher, influence

or persuade another person to think about what an author's

message means? The avoidance of activities that lead to a

spoken analogue is antithetical to the traditional focus of

reading instruction. However, silent reading is an education-

ally defensible objective, and oral reading is of questionable
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use except to help teachers get insights into how youngsters

are processing print. Our answer to Question 2 is not clear-

cut. Is Factor II educationally defensible? Weakly, we

answer;"yes," but we have trouble accepting mentalism and its

truck with developing the faculties of the mind. Weakly, we

answer, "no," but we must concede that the youngster comes to

school with language, and that the teacher can be the source

of the purpose for reading in instances where he or she is

persuasive or motivating. We must also concede that the

c_onstruc_tion_sif_knowledge is a defensible educationalec-

tive and that producing a spoken analogue of the printed

language is only an assumed way station on the way to profi-

cient silent reading. Our answer is more, "yes," than ,"no,"

to the question of the educational defensibility of Factor II.

Factor III, the Reader Initiated Approach, assumes that

the reader is the source of the purpose for reading, that

language is a rules oriented, meaning based process, that the

cognitive views of learning apply, and avoids activities that

assume the text is the major source of purposes for reading.

These elements fit well together and the answer to Question 1

is affirmative. Question 2 asks, "To what degree is the

combination of elements underlying the factor educationally

defensible?" All of the elements of Factor III appear

educationally defensible; therefore, Question 2 might be

answered affirmatively with one possible caveat. No mission

of reading instruction appears dominant. Is it'defensible to

give each of the three missions an equal lack of emphasis?
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This suggests eclecticism, a possible result of marketing

principl\ps. If one seeks to increase the number of people

willing to buy a product, one might put something in the

product everyone. Although the equal lack of emphasis on

the missions of reading instruction may suggest marketism, an

equal inclusion could suggest balance. We might be more

comfortable with Factor III if all three missions were

emphasized\rather than not emphasized, or, with respect to

comprehension, if reconstructing the author's message (RM)

were' strong, constructing knowledge (CIO' followed as less

strong but loaded moderately high, and the mission to

produce a spoken analogue (SA) lciaded less strong or perhaps

weak. Ignoring the missions.renders Factor III educationally

indefensible to some degree.
ti

Factor IV, the Message Reconstruction Approach, assumes

language to be a rules oriented process, learning to be

described bestby the cognitivists' views. Factor IV avoids

the assumption that the teacher sets the concern for helping

students to reconstruct the author's message. The elements

of Factor IV are in accord with one another answering Question

I affirmatively. Educationally, with respect to reading

comprehension, reconstructing the author's message is clearly

the most defensible mission. Educationally, the process

%views of language and the cognitivistic views of learning are

the most defensible. Although Factor IV dOes not emphasize

the reader or the text as the source of the purpose for

reading, it does definitely rule out the teacher as the

7
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'source. Educationally, Factor IV is defensible. It would be

stronger if the reader were emphaSized as the source of the
7

purpose for reading, but the low loading does not rule it out. /

Question 2, "How defensible educationally is the combination

of elements?" is answered. Factor IV represents an education-

ally defensible approach, one that falls a little short of an

ideal program for comprehension in that the reader is not

emphasized as the source of the purpose for reading.

Conclusion

The seven programs analyzed are very similar to one

another. Taken together, the theoretical structure_ underlying

the programs yields four distinct factors. As might be

expected, the elements underlying each of the factors are in

accord with one ano her to a reasonable degree. Factor 1,

the Anti-Epistemological Approach, and. Factor II, the Anti-

Spoken Analogue Approach, are very difficult to defend

educationally. Factor III, the Reader Initiated Approach is

defensible educationally except thatit treats the missions

of instruction eclectically. Factor IV, the Message Recon-

struction Approach, is educationally defensible, except that

the purpose for reading is not clearly established. In some

sense, no factor described here perfectly fits an education-
.

ally defensible approach to teaching reading comprehension.

The ideal structure is difficult to speculate upon,. but

it probably should be something like the following. The

mission of reading comprehension instruction should focus
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predominantly on reconstructing the author's message, and to

some degree on constructing knowledge about the, author's

message. Clearly, recent work in psychology and linguistics

requires a focus on language as a rules oriented proces8 and

learning as described by cognitive psychology. The purpose

for reading ..7,ould be assumed to be initiated by the reader

with some e..ihasis on the teacher as a guide and monitor of

the process. Reading comprehension is an internal, unobserv-

able process that occurs only wher.. 'the individual who is

reading has decided to do it. Reading comprehension instruc-

tion must take this fact into consideration. At present, the

.
structure of reading comprehension instruction as described

in this study may be the result of marketing principles and

tradition rather than educational principles. To move toward

educational principles as the basis for reading comprehension

,instruction, the paradigms in Factor III, the Reader Initiated

Approach, and Factor IV, the Message Reconstruction Approach,

require some adjustment. Perhaps surprisingly, these two

factor-based paradigms come very close to an educationally

defensible approach to reading comprehension instruction..
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Observation Procedures

Each'basal reader was reviewed several times by seleCted,

trained observers., Of the seven observers selected, six were

certified teachers with three or more years of successful'

teaching experience. The exception was one psychology of

education graduate student. Each of.the observers had com-

pleted substantial graduate work in reading. Five of the

observers had taught reading in the middle grades for three

or more years, and had completed or were near completion of a

masters degree and satisfaction of the. requirements for

certification as reading specialists in the state of Illinois

under the approved program of the University of Chicago.

Each of the observers received a minimum of three months

of intensive training with the Program. Profile Instrument.

Five of the obserVerS had worked with the instrument for over

one year. All, of the observers exhibited strong backgrounds'

in two or more areas of educational theory. Background areas

included reading, `linguistics; teacher education,. measurement

and evaluation, philosophy of education, aesthetics, sociolo-

gy, elementary educatidn,.andeducational psychology.

The first_ phase of the observation process involved

dividing the observers into three teams of two, two, and
O

three members. Each team.included one or more experienced

teachers, and one teacher who had used'the basal reader pro-

gram to be evaluated except in one instance. That exception

involved the Reading Metro Series Program, 'which. was new and

had never b'een'used in, the form available in this study.
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The observation began with each of the three teams

assigned.to one basal reader-program, accounting for three

of the seven programs reviewed. Each observer reviewed the

assigned program independently and recorded his or her

responses on the Program Profile Instrument. See Appendix A.

Each observer recorded 89 responses in each of 4 categories,

totally 366 responses per observer per program.. See Appendix

C. Independent observations were compared and percentages of

agreement were calculated. The observers met a minimum of 12

hours as a team, dicussed discrepancies in their responses,

and recorded a team response. In instances where total

agreement could not be established, discrepandies were noted.,

In the second phase, the same teams were assigned

different basal reader programs, of the initial three programs

reviewed. Phase 1 was replicated. The unresolved discrep-

ancies were noted on the team responses to the Program Profile

Instrument.

In the third phase of the observation process,j all seven

observers met together to review the work of the teams. Each

team reported its findings and explained the resolved and

unresolved discrepancies. One goal of these meetings was to

resolve as many discrepancies as possible by re-reviewing the

materials. All discrepancies were resolved.

The teams were restructured to review three more of'the

seven programs.---Th-esAognd group of three tasal readers was

reviewed using the same obserVation process used with the

first set of three programs. All discrepancies were resolved
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in the final phase. Two additional teams were structured to

review the remaining program of the seven. . The process was

replicated again and all discrepancies were resolved.

Among the initial independent observations, the lowest

percehtage of agreement of responses on the Program Profile

Instrument was 89%, and most programs elicited over 95% agree-

ment. Among the two team responses compared for each basal

reader program, the lowest agreement was 94%. No discrepancy

on either the independent or team responses involved more

than a one-point difference on the rating scale of 0 to 3.

The-reliability of the observations is interpreted to b

reasonably high. The discussions focussed on whether there

was no evidence of the characteristic (0) or minimal, evidence

(1); whether there was a minimal (1) or regular occurrence

(2) of the characteristic; whether there was a regular occur-

rence (2) or a predominance (3) of the characteristic. The

common background of the observers, and the extensive :braining

with the Program Profile Instrument contributed to the

commonality af viewpoint exhibited in their responses. The

respon6es reflect teachers' viewpoints to the degree that the

observers! experiences as teachers influenced their decisions.

The responses reflect theoretical areas because of the'exten-

si.Ve training with the instrument and the literature from

which the instrument was constructed.
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PROGRAM PROFILE INSTRUMENT

Theoretical Categories

I. Reading

A. Program Focus

1 1. Sound or Mark Mitation

2 2. Word Identification

3 3. Word Meaning Recognition

4 4. Syntactic Reconstruction

5 5. Meaning Reconstruction

'6 6. Knowledge Construction

Tyler's Categories
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B. Comprehension Tasks

1. Subjective Reporting

8 2. True or False Questions

4 9 3. Multiple Choice Questions

10 4. Following Directions

11 5. Missing Clements
C

12 6. Questions about a Passage

13 7. Message Recognition

14 ,

C.

8.2Message Reproduction

Levels of Comprehension

15 1. Literal

16 2. Inferential
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Theoretical Categories

3 Evaluative

18 4. Appreciative

D. Purpose for Reading

19 1. Determined by Text

20 2. Determined by Teacher

21 3. Determined by Student

E. Inquiry into Print

1. Configuration

2. Phonics

22

23

24 3. Structural Word Analysis

25 4. Synthetic Word Approach

26 5. Dictionary Skills

27 6. Syntactic Context

28 7. Semantic Context

29 8. Pictures, Diagrams, Maps

30 9. Environmental Context

II LangUage

A. Unit of Emphasis

31 J. Letters

32 2. Smaller than Syllable

33 3 Syllable

O

Tyler' Categories

For
Teachers

For
Students
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37

38

Theoretical Categories

4. Word

5. Phrase

6. Clause

7. Sentence

8. Paragraph

39 9 Story or Passage

40 10. Chapter or Section

Tyler's Categories

Fot
Teachers

41 ,-11. Book

42 12. Content Area

B. View of Language

43 1. Language is Innate

44 2. Language is Speech and/or-
Writing,

45. 3. Language is a process based on meaning

C. Meaning

46 1. Morphemic

47 2. Lexical

48

49 4. Contextual

III. Learning

A. View of Learning

3. Synthetic Fusion

50 1:, Mentalistic

For
Students

a)

a)

0
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Theoretical Categories

51 2. Behavioristic

52 3. Cognitive Field

B. View of the Learner

53 1. Active

54 2. Passive

55 3. Interactive,

56

IV. Teaching

A. Pedagogical Approaches

1." Directed Reading Lesson in
Basal Text

57 2. Directed Reading Lesson in
Content. Areas

-58 3. Content Units

59 . 4. Literature Approach

60 5. Technical and Informational
Approach

61 6. Language Experience

62 7. Phonics

63 8. Word Recognition

64 9. Total Individualization

65 10. Partial Individualization

66 11. Programmed Materials

67 12. Structural Linguistic Approach
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Tyler s Categories.

For For'
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V. Program Report

The following sections provide an opportunity to summarize
your findings about the program you examined.

5

1. On one cover sheet, provide bibliogrz,phic information on the
materials you used. Identify specific lesson plans or other
materials 'you examined extensively to provide a basis for yoUr
conclusions.

2. Use the following format to state "your conclusions about the
theoretical framework of the,program.

232

The Program Profile Instrument serves as an outline of the report.
Use the paragraph as a basis unit 'of writing. Make each paragraph '

a concise response to the element of the program profile instrument,
,exhibiting your conclusions about the program's emphasis or orientation.
When appropriate, provide evidence beyond the responses to the-Program
Profile Instrument to support your conclusion. Describe the extent
of occurrence of the evidence. Examples may be used if required. A
paragraph outline is provided here. More than one.paragraph may be
required for a category in some instances. Proceed as you see fit.
Use category names as sub, headings for sections and paragraphs to
permit the reader to refer easily to the Program,Profile Instrument.

Use the following criteria for determining the presenCe of a
characteristic in a reading program. The characteristic is present
in the teacher's objectives, experiences, organization, if an in=
dication of that characteristic in the program is directly communi-
cated to the teacher by the teacher's materials. Similarly, a

.:.characteristic may be indicated when it is indirectly communicated
to the teacher by the teacher's materials in that by following the
directions of the materials the teacher focusses upon that charac-
teristic in instruction. The characteristic is present in the teacher's
evaluation if that characteristic is directly communicated to the
teacher through the teacher's materials as an aspect of pupil progress
to be tested, checked, or examined. The characteristic may be identified
as present if the teacher is to evaluate that-characteristic as part
of his or her role of active participation in evaluation, beyond
administering tests. The characteristic is present in the pupil's
objectives, experience, organization, as determined'by the program,
if that characteris'tic is directly discussed in the'pupil's materials, or
required or developed through the materials provided for the pupil.
The characteristic is present in the pupil's evaluation materials
if the test items or.other means of evaluation require the pupil to
demonstrate this characteristic.

Write predominantly with independent clauses. Use the present
tense: Avoid overuse of adjectives-or adverbs. The language of the
review may be used when appropriate. Use common word4 rather than

.:unusual words wherever possible. Keep the syntax simple and avoid
convoluted sentences.

2 "
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Paragraph
1. Introduction to the program: Describe the format, appearance,

and any unique aspects of the program that aid in identifying
the program that are.not included in the- bibliographic infor-
mation.

2. Introduce Category I°. Reading: Construct a concise paragraph
to ready the reader for,the categories in reading.

3. Treat IA, Program FocUs

4. IB, Comprehension Tasks

5. IC, Levels of Comprehension

6. ID, Purpose for Reading

7. It, Inquiryinto Print\

8. Introduce Category II, Language

9. Treat HA, Unit of Emphasis

10. IIB, View of Language

11. IIC, Meaning

12. Introduce III, Learning

13. Treat IIIA, View of Learning

14. Treat IIIB, View of Learner

15. Introduce IV, Teaching

16. Treat IVA, Pedagogical Approaches

17. :Treat IVB, Approaches to Reading Progratns

18. Treat IVC, Teaching Role

19. Treat IVD, Curriculum Thrusts

20. Indicate the general purpose for reading instruction in this
program as indicated by materials for the teacher. Refer
to Program Profile Instrument responses as needed.

21. Indicate the purpose as indicated by materials for the student.

22. Examine the consistency between the purpose indicated in
materials for the teacher and purpose implied in materials
for the student.

23.. Concluding paragraph. In one or two sentences, state the
most outstanding characteristic of the program, the idea that
most clearly represents what is unique about this program.

229



APPENDIX B

Program i Program Information

A. Series

Smith, Nila B. Be a Better Reader. Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice Hall Inc., 1968.

B. Levels Reviewed --

Foundations A, B, and C.

Program II

A. Series

Aaron, Ira; Artley, A. Sterle; Goodman, Kenneth;
Jenkins, William; Manning, John; Monroe, Marion;
Pyle, Wilta; Robinson, Helen; Schiller, Andrew;
Smith, Mildred; Sullivan, Lorraine; Weintraub, Sam;
Reading Unlimited. Glenview, Illinois; Scott Foresman
and Company, 1976-1971.

B. Levels Reviewed

Levels 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,, and 21
End of Level Tests

Program III

A. Series

Weiss, Bernard and Hunt, Lyman. Holt Basic Reading
Systems. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1973

B. Levels Reviewed

Levels 13, 15, and 15.

Program IV

A. Series
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Clymer, Theodore and McCullough, Constance. Reading
360 Program. New York: Ginn, and- Company, Xerox
Corporation, 1970.

B. Levels Reviewed

Grades 4, 5, and 6.

Program V

A. Series

Hughs, Ann; Carus, Marion; Thomas, Nellie; Gurren, Louise
Lebo, Jerome. Open Court Correlated Language Arts
Program. LaSalle, Illinois: Open Court Publishing
Company, 1975-1767,

B, Levels Reviewed

Grades 4, 5, and 6.
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Program VI

A. Series

Stowe, Elaine; Kirkland, Eleanor; Schwartz, Elizabeth;
Bamman, Henry (Grades 4 and 5); and Dawson, Mildred;
Gardiner, Robert; Gardner, George; Banunan, Henry
(Grade 6). Kaleidoscope Reading Series. Menlo Park,
Californias Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1974,

B. Levels Reviewed

Grades 4, 5, and 6.

Program VII

A. Series

Jones, Daisy; Johnson, Kenneth; Simons, Herbert.
Reading Metro Series. Beverly Hills, Calif ornia,
Benziger Bruce and Glencoe Inc., 1976.

B. Levels Reviewed

Grades 4, 5, and 6.

14
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APPENDIX C

PROGRAM DATA
Program Assessments

PROGRAMS

238

I II III IV V VIITS TS.TS TS TS T S T S.

%- Zi E,...IEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIE.IE'ITE
1' R A 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 2.2 2 0.0 0 0 0 0 Oi 02 2 0 0 0 o 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 .1 0 0 0 .0 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 2 :2 2 1 1 1 1,2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2.1 1 1 1 2'2. 24 . 4 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 5 .2 2.3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3.3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3/3 36 . 6 3 3 2.2-2 2 2 2 3 0 3 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 3.1-3 3
7 B 1 0.0 0 0 2 2 2 2 3 3 3.3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0/ 0 0

'.8 , 2 1111°111100000.0111111122200-11
.

9 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 3 0 ,0 2 210 4 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 0 0' 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 :2 -3 3
11 5 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 _1 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 '2 2 212 6 3 3 3 3. 3 3 3,3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 22 3 3 2 2 3' 3 2 213 7 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2,3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 00 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 214 8 2 2'2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 2.2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3'15 C 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 .3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 316 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3'3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 317 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 0 3 0 J. 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 -2 2 2 218 4 1 .1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 3 2 2 2 2 2 22 1 1 l' 1 2 2 2 2
19 D 1 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 0 2 0
20 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 o 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 .0 1 0 1 0

3 1 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0. 0 1 0'1, 0,
22 E. 1 00000000000'0000.00000000000.00
23 2 2222211113222,,000022222222222 ;,..24 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
25 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 .0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2.1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
26 5 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1..2 2. 2 2 1 1 1 1
27 6 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 2. 2 2 1 1 1 1- '2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
28 7 2 .2 2 2'3 3 3 3 3 3 3. 3 1 1 I 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2' 2 3 3''3 3
29 8 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1:2 230 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
31 -L A 1 11111111111100001111.11111.1 1-.1
32 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 .0 2 2 2 2-1 1 1' 1 2 2 .2" 2-
33 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2.2 2 2 2 2.2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 .

4 2 2 .2 2 1 , 1 1 1 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3
35 5 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2.2 2 2 1. '1 1 .1 1 1 1 1
36 6 00001111111111111'11111111111
37 ,7 1, 1.1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 .1 1 .1 1 1 2 2 2 -2 1 1 1 1 2.2 2 2
38 8 2222222210101-1112222'11111111

9 9 2.2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 30 10 2 2,2 2 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 0,2 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 3 2 2 2.3 3 3 3
41 11 0 o' 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 .1 1 1' 1 1 i42 .12 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 ,0 0 0 1 .1 1 1 2 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
43 B 1 0 0 0 '0 1 1 1 1 .0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 044 2 1111222202'023333333311110.000
45 3,0 0 0 0 3 3 .3 3 3 3 3 3 1 .0 0 0 .2 .2 2 2 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3

.7J

Program Da,:0: Ite..ble Key:
T = Teachers'. Materials
S = Students:' Materials
I = InstruCtiori, (Objectives,

ExperienCes, and Organization)

232

E. = Evaluation
R = Reading
L = Language
N = Learning
G = Teaching'
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C40

>11.

n

PROGRAMS
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II III IV V VI VII

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

2
65
66
67
68
69
70
71-
72.

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

-89

o
=4:

r.5

r=4, aH

c

N A

B

G A

B

,

C

D

m

1
2.

3.

4
1
2
3.

1
2
3
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
1
2

5
6
7
8
9

10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5

T S'TSTSTS TS TS T S

IEIEIEIEIEIEIE
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 1 1.1 1 2 3 2 3 2 2
000000000 .0 0000
2 '2' 2 '2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 3
1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2,3 2 3 1 1
1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 .3 1 1 1
0 '0 0 0 2 2-2 2 0 0 0 0 I 0
1 1 1 1 1 1'1 1 2 3 2 3 3 3
1 1 1 1 2.2 2 2 3 2 3 2 1,0
2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 .3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 1 1.

3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2.0 0 0 0-1 0
1 1 1 1 ,2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1.1
0000 0,0 0.0 0 0 0 0.1.0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 0 0
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3..0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
.1 1 1 1 .2 2 2 2 2 2'0 0 2 1
o o o 0 .0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 2 2 22,3 3 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2..2 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0,0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ..0" 0 0 0 0 0 0'0-0
1-1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 2 0 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .
0 0 0 0 0000 o o o o o o
0 0 0 0 0 0 00 00.0000
o o o o o 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 3 0 0 0.0
2 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 3 0 0 00
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 2
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
1 1 0 01 1 1 '1 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3
2 2 2 2 3 3 33 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 1
1- o 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 2 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0

I E IEIEIEIE I EIE
3 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 0' 2 2 2 2 0 0:0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 33
3 3 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 2 0
1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1
1 o 2 2 2 2' 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
33 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1
1 1 o 0 0 0 1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 o 2 0 2' 0 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1
1 o 3 2 3 2 1 11 1 2 2 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1
1 o 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2
o 0 2 2 1 1.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
o 0 2 2 1 0 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 0.
00 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1,1 1 0 0 0 2 2 0 0
00 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 1'1 1 1 0 0 0 0
2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.0' 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 0 0 0.000
0 0 0 0 0'0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 3, o 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0 0 0
0 0 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 00 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 1 1 0 0
2 2 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 1..1 0 Q

3 3 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 00 0 0
3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2' 2 2 2 2 2 2
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 3''2.3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2

Program Data Table Key:
T = Teachers' Materials
S = Students' Materials
I = Instruction (Objectives,

Experiences, and Organizaticp

E = Evaluation
R = Reading
L = Language
,N = Learning
G = Teaching



APPENDIX D

Program

Program Readability Information

6

Fry Readability Levels (3)

Grade Designated by Publisher

L. 5.

I (1) 6 9 9

II (2) 6 6 6

III (1) 5 5 6

IV (1) 6 5 6

v(l) 7 8

(1) 3 4 6

VII (1) 5 6

(1) A passage was randombly selected from the beginning,
middle, and end of each grade level offering or bdok.

(2) A passage was selected at approximately the middle
of each book.-

(3) Fry, Edward. Reading Instruction for Classroom and
Clinic* New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1972.

242
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,APPENDIX F

Analysis Tables

235



Table 1

214.

MEANS PER PROGRAM OF FOURTEEN SUBCATEGORIES

Program

Subcategory I II III IV V VI VII

I. Reading

A. Program Focus

B. Comprehension
Tasks

C. LeNiels of
Comprehension

D. Purpose for
Reading

E. Inquiry into
Print

II. Language

A. Unit of
Emphasis

B. View of
Language

C. Meaning

III. Learning

A. View of
Learning

B. View of
Learner

IV. Teaching

A. Pedagogical
Approaches

B. Approaches
To Reading
Problems

C. Teaching Role

D. Curriculum
Thrusts

1.33 1.33 1.75 1.33 1.83 1.21 1.50

1.63 1.75 1.69. 1.81 0.75. 1.66 1;69

1.81 2.00 2.13 ,2.31 2.00 1.75 2.50

1.50 1.67 1.25 1.00 1.33 0.92 0.75

1.33 1.33 1.33 1.11 1.53 1.22 1.61

1.27 1.27 1.29 1.50 1.27 1.7.1.1.42

0.33 2.00 1.33 1.17 1.67 0.33 1.00

1.25 1.25 2.00 1.69 01.50 1.38 .1.50

1.17 1.33 1.50 1.67 1.50 1.33 1.67

0.67 1.67 1.67 1.33 1.67 1.00 1.33

1.25 1.67 0.94 0.80 .1.19 1.13 0.88

0.30 1.00 0.45 0.25 0.40 0.60 0.30

0.43 1.00 0.71 1/07 1.29 0.39 -0.36

1.15 1.60. 0.85; 1.05 1.35 1.00 1.40'

km,



Table 2 I
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MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND F, RATIOS FOR ANALYSES ,OF VARIANCES
TESTING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS PER PROGRAM OF THE TOTAL GROUP OF,
FOURTEEN SUBCATEGORIES AND SUBCATEGORIES GROUPED WITHIN THE MAJOR
THEORETICAL CATEGORIES. 0F' READING, LANGUAGE, 'LEARNING AND TEACHING

Program-
Variable
group

Total of
14 Subcat-
egories.

df

6/91 1.49

I II III IV V VI VII.

M. 1.10 1.50 1.35 1.28. 1.39 1.09 1.30

S.D. 0.21 0.09 0.22 0.22 (0.16 0.17 ,0.32

Reading- 6/28 0.26
M. 1.52 1.62 1.63 ],.5l 1.49 1.35 1.61

S.D. 0.03 0.(0 0.10 0.24 0.19 0.10 0.31

Language 6/14 1.24
M. 0.95 1.56 1.53 1.38 1.56 0.99 1.40

S.D. 0.19 0.10 0.11 0.49 0.01 0.22 0.>59

Learning
M. 0.92 1.50 1.59 1.50 1.59 1.17 1.50

6/7 2.35

S.D. 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.03

Teaching 6/21 1.17
M. 0.78 1.32 0.74 0.82 1.06 0.78 0.74

S.D. 0.18 0.10 0.03 0.11 0.15 0.09 0.20
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..Table 3

MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND F RATIOS FOR ANALYSES OF VARIANCES
TESTING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN'MEANS OF SEVEN COMBINATORIAL VARIABLES
-(P, T, S, TI, TE, SI, SE) REFLECTING AUDIENCE AND PURPOSE ACROSS
SEVEN 'PROGRAMS,

Combinatorial
Variable

P. P

df = 6/616

I II III IV V

,-

VI VII F

1.02

M. -1.11 1.38 1.24 1.19 1.29 1.09 1.2

S.D. 0.93 0.82 1.10 1.10 0.82 0.83 1.00

'1.03

M. 1.13 1.38 1.35 1.19 1.31 1.13 1.29

S.D. 0.94 0.82 1.15 1.11 0.82 0.82 1.02

S 1.22

M. 1.10 1.38 1.12 1.19 1.28 1.0 1.19

S.D. 0.95 0.82 1.15 1.11 0.82 0.86 1.06

TI 1.4
M. 1.15 1.38 1.46 1.22 1.38 1.15 1.3

S.D. 0.95 0.82 1.19 1.13 0.85 0.85 1.03

TE 0.79

M. 1.11 1.38 1.24 1.15 1.25 1.12 1.25

S.D. 0.95 0.82 1.23 1.20 0.86. 0.85 1.06

SI 1.49.

M. 1.09 1.38 1.16 1.22 1.35 1.03 1.24

S.D. 0.95 0.82 1.19 1.12 0.84 d.85 1.07

SE 1.02

M. 1.10 1.38 1.09 1.15 1.20 1.06 1.15

S.D. 0.95 0.82 1.22 1.20 0.86 0.90 1.08
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Table 4

THEORETICAL DATA REDUCTION SCHEMA

Missions of Reading Insiruction

Spoken or Thought
Analogue (SA)

Message
Reconstruction (RM)

Knowledge
Construction (CK)

1, 2, 9, 11, 14, . 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12,
22, 23,.2, 25; 26, 10; 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 26, 30, 38,
31, 32, 33, 34 16, 26, 27, 28, 29, 39, 40, 41, 42

35,
48,

36,
49

37, 46, 47,

Views of Language and Learning

Nativism Speech or Writing Meaning Based Process
and Mentalism (NM) and Behaviorism (SWB) -and Cognitive Field (MCF)-

43, 50 442 51' 45, 52.

Locus of Control of Purpose for Reading

Text (TR) . Teacher (TR) Reader (RDR)

19, 54, 56,.57, 62, 20, 54, 56, 57, .58, 21, 53, 55, 58, 60,
63, 66, 67, 73, 74, 59, 70, 71, 72,.. 73, 61,.64, 65, 68, 69,
75, 76; 78, 79, 80, '74, 75, 76, 77, 81, 82, 89
85,86, 87, 88 83, 84, 85, .87 88

24th



Table 5A
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I

I

MEANS PER PROGRAM AND MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS PER VARIABLE
OF NINE COMBINATORIAL VARIABLES: 'SA, RM, CK, NM, SWB, MCF, TX,
TR, AND RDR (SEE CHAPTER 12 FOR DEFINITIONS, P. ).

! - .

Means and Standard

Variable

Program
Deviations Per

Variable.

I II III IV V VI VII M. D .

SA 1.23 1.07 1.30 1.20 1.45 1.38 1.52 1.31 0.15
RM 1..47 1.70 1.95 1.62 1:34 1.54 1.74 1.62 0.20
CK 1.57 1.60 1.28 1.48 1.22 1.40 1.58 1.45 0.15
NM 0,25 1.00 0.00 1.63- 0.25 0.50 0,.50 0.59 0.55
SWB 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.50 1.50 1.00. 1.64 0.50
MCF 0.75 2.50 2.50 0.63 2.00 0.50 2.50 1.63 0.95
TX L.07 0.89 1.17 1.04 1.00 1.01 0.66 0.98 0.16
TR 0.83 1.15 0.70 0.98 1.04 1.00 0.70 0.91 0.17
RDR 0:85 1.75 0.71 0.60 1.21 0.73 1.13 1.00 0.40

24 1



Table 5B

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COMPARING VARIABLES SA, RM, CK, NM, SWB,
MCF, TX, TR, RDR

Source df
Among Variables 8
Within 54
Total 62

250

Sum of Squares Mean Squares F P
18.742 1.016
10.611 0.197
8.131

5.172 < 0.01

Table 5C

A POSTERIORI RANGES TEST (TUKEY) FOR HOMOGENEOUS' GROUPS

Variable
NM SWB MCF TX TR RDR

x x .

x
x x x. x

x

, x

x x
x.

Group

2

3
4
5
6

SA
x

RM CK

x x

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE-
SA, RM, CK, NM, MCF,

Source df
Among Programs 6
Within 56
Total 62

Table 5D

COMP4-RING PROGRAMS ACROSS VARIABLES
TX, TR, RDR

Sum of Squares Mean Squares F P
18.742 0.202 0..646 NS
17.530 0.313
1.213
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Table 6

MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND F RATIOS FOR ANALYSES OF
VARIANCES TESTING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS PER PROGRAM OF
COMBINATORIAL VARIABLES REPRESENTING MISSIONS OF READING
INSTRUCTION (SA, RM, CK), METAPHORS 'UNDERLYING LANGUAGE AND
LEARNING THEORIES (NM, SWB, MCF), AND LOCUS OF CONTROL OF
PURPOSES FOR READING (TX, TR, RDR)

Groups of
Variables

Missions
(SA,RM,CK)

Program

I II III IV V VI VII

M. 1.42 1.46 1.51 1.43 1.34 1.44 1.61
S.D. 0.02 0.08 0.10 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01

Language
and Learning
(NM,SWB,MCF)

M. 0.75 1.67 1.42 1.42 1.58 0.83 1.33
S.D. 0.17 0.39 1.10 0.33 0.93 0.22 0.72

Purpose
for Reading
(TX,TR,RDR)

M. 0.92 1.26 0.86 0.87 1.0 0.91 0.83
S.D. 0.01 0.13 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.05

243

df

6/14 0.41

6/14 0.42

6/14 1.14
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Table

INTERCORRELATION MATRIX AMONG VARIABLES SA, RM, CK, NM, SWB,.
MCF, TX, TR,IAND RDR (SEE.CHAPTER 12 FOR DEFINITIONS), AND
FACTOR MATRIX INFORMATION (FACTOR ANALYSIS PROCEDURES INCLUDED
PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS WITH ITERATIONS AND VARIMAX
ROTATION)

SA

SA 1.00
RM.
CK
NM
SWB
MCF
TX
TR
RDR

Variable
SA
RM
CK
NM
SWB
MCF
TX
TR
RDR

Correlation Matrix

RM CK NM SWB MCF TX TR RDR

-0.15 -0.39 -0.50 -0.01 0.15 -0.38 -0.48 -0.23
1.00 0.14 -0.03 -0.38 0.50 -0.02 -0.51 -0.08

1.00 0.45 -0.77 -0.07 -0.55 0.01 0.31
1.00 0.10 -0.32 -0.18 0.50 0.05

1.00 -0.04 0.49 0.45 -0.07
1.00 -0.38 -0.20 0.62

1.00 0.05 -0.51
1.00 0.49

1.00

FACTOR MATRIX INFORMATION

Communality
0.768
0.675
0.971
0.496
0.846
0.884
0.768
0.826
0.854

Varimax Rotated Factor Analysis

I j II

- 0.046
-0.124
(-0.682)
- 0.199
(0.845)
0.047
(0.676)
0.222

- 0.157

Factor Eigenvalue

I 2.453
II 2.142,
III 1.502
Iv 0.992

Factor

(-0.861)
0.018
(o.43o)
(o.637)
0.078

-0.242
0.211
(0.605)
0.222

Percent of
Variance

34.6
30.2
21.2
14.0

III

0.002
0.083
0.068

0.046
(0.788)

(-0.489)
0.275
(0.871)

IV
- 0.156
(0.808)
0.062

- 0.219
- 0.353
(0.450)
0.164

(-0.579)
- 0.143

Cumulative
Percent of
Variance

34.6
64.8.
86.o
10040
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Table 8
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MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS. AND F RATIOS OF VARIABLES PER FACTOR
THAT EXHIBIT LOADINGS OVER 0.40 (SEE TABLE 7)

Factor

I M.
S.D.

II M.
S.D.

III M.
S.D.

Iv M.
S.D.

I

1.30
0.04

0.97
0.24

0.89
0.02

1.02
0.10

II

1.33
0.10

1.21
0.05

1.71
0.43

1.78
0.31

III

1.40
0.06

0.82
0.28

1.46
0.58

1.72
0.57

IV

1.51'
0.15

1.32
0.06

0.76
0.04

1.08
0.17.

V

1.57
0.44

1.01
0.21

1.40
0.19

1.46
0.16

VI

1.30
0.05

1.07
0.13

0.75
0.04

1.01
0.18

VII

1.08
0.14

1.08
0.23

1.43
0.61

1.65
0.54

Comparing.
Programs

df F

6/14 0.37

6/21 0.46

6/14 1.13

6/14 0.82
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